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Abstract
Real-time systems are computer systems which have to meet real-time constraints.
To increase the conﬁdence in such systems, formal methods and formal veriﬁcation
are utilized. The class of logics known as interval logics can be used for expressing
properties and requirements of real-time systems. By theorem proving we understand
the activity of proving theorems of a logic with the assistance of a computer.
The goal of this thesis is to improve theorem proving support for interval logics
such that larger and more realistic case-studies of real-time systems can be conducted
using these formalisms. For achieving this goal we (1) investigate the foundations
necessary for providing a useful theorem proving system for interval logics, and (2)
actually provide such a system as well as conduct experiments with it.
We introduce an interval logic, Signed Interval Logic (SIL), which includes the
notion of a direction of an interval, and present a sound and complete Hilbert proof
system for it. Because of its generality, SIL can conveniently act as a general formal-
ism in which other interval logics can be encoded.
We develop proof theory for SIL including both a sequent calculus system and
a labelled natural deduction system . We conduct theoretical investigations of the
systems with respect to subformula properties, proof search, etc.
The generic theorem proving system Isabelle is used as a framework for encoding
both proof theoretical systems. We consider a number of examples/small case-studies
and discuss strengths and weaknesses of the encodings.
From both a theoretical and a practical viewpoint, the labelled natural deduction
system is the clear winner. We discuss how to scale the approach to larger case-
studies.
iv Abstract
Resumé
Tidstro systemer er computer-systemer, som skal overholde visse tidskrav. Formelle
metoder og formel veriﬁkation kan bruges til at øge tilliden til sådanne systemer.
Klassen af logikker betegnet som intervallogikker kan bruges til at udtrykke egen-
skaber ved, og krav til, tidstro systemer. Ved bevisførelse forstår vi den aktivitet at
bevise sætninger i en logik ved hjælp af en computer.
Målet med denne afhandling er at forbedre bevisførerunderstøttelse for interval-
logikker, således at større og mere realistiske case-studies for tidstro systemer kan
bevises korrekte ved hjælp af disse formalismer. Vi vil, for at nå dette mål, (1)
undersøge det nødvendige grundlag for at have at brugbart bevisførersystem, og (2)
rent faktisk udvikle et sådant system og lave eksperimenter med det.
Vi introducerer en logik, Signed Interval Logic (SIL), som indeholder mulighed
for at tale om retningen af et interval, og præsenterer et sundt og fuldstændigt Hilbert
bevis system for den. SIL kan på grund af dens generalitet fungere som en general
formalisme, som andre intervallogikker kan beskrives i.
Vi udvikler bevisteori for SIL i form af både et sekvent kalkyle ( sequent calculus )
system og et mærket naturligt deduktions ( labelled natural deduction ) system. Vi
foretager teoretiske undersøgelser af systemerne med henblik på delformelegenskaber,
bevis-søgning, mv.
Det generiske bevisførersystem Isabelle bruges til at indkode begge bevisteoretiske
systemer. Vi betragter en række eksempler/små case-studies og diskuterer stærke og
svage sider ved indkodningerne.
Det mærkede naturlige deduktions system er den klare vinder set fra både et
teoretisk og et praktisk synspunkt. Vi diskuterer hvordan bevisværktøjet kan skaleres
til større case-studies.
vi Resumé
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C h a p t e r 1
Introduction
Real-time systems are computer systems which have to meet real-time constraints:
They have to react to events within a certain time interval, to produce output before
a prescribed delay has elapsed, etc. Unfortunately, it is impossible to guarantee a
correct behavior (in an absolute sense) of such systems. 1 This is of course a serious
problem which can be nothing less than fatal in the case of safety-critical systems
such as aircraft control systems and medico-technical equipment.
Although absolute correctness is impossible we can try to minimize the risk of
failure considerable, in other words, to thrive for a high degree of conﬁdence in the
system. For this, formal methods are useful; they provide rigorous, mathematical
frameworks and notations for expressing requirements to, and speciﬁcations of, sys-
tems. In the case of real-time systems, various real-time logics (cf., e.g., [AH91] for
an overview of many such logics) have been proposed as basic formalisms. Real-time
logics are (as the name suggests) logics which include notions for reasoning of time.
Interval logics are examples of such logics; they will constitute the central logical
formalism of this thesis and we will discuss them more thoroughly below.
Given a formal description of (a part of) a system we wish to somehow check that
it satisﬁes the formal requirements for it. This process is known as formal veriﬁcation .
There are two major approaches to formal veriﬁcation: Theorem proving and model
checking. By theorem proving we understand the activity of using a computer for
assistance when proving theorems of a particular logic (or particular logics). If the
description of, and requirements to, a system are formulated within the same logical
framework, this gives an approach to formal veriﬁcation. This is exactly the approach
to formal veriﬁcation we will take in this thesis; we will discuss theorem proving and
1This is essentially the case for systems of any kind if they are just moderately complex.
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theorem proving systems in more detail below.
Model checking (e.g., [CS01]) is the principle of modeling a system in terms of a
(ﬁnite) state transition graph, formulate the requirements in an appropriate temporal
logic, and then check that the model satisﬁes the temporal formula by, in principle,
doing an exhaustive search of all reachable states. The main advantage of model
checking is that it is fully automatic. On the other hand, it also has some limitations
as it, e.g., risks suﬀering from state explosion problems.
In the case of real-time systems, the modeling is often done in terms of some
kind of timed automata and a real-time logic is used for specifying requirements. A
number of model checking tools for real-time system exist, e.g., Uppaal [A+01] and
KRONOS [Yov97].
We will not consider model checking further in this thesis, although we want to
mention that various work on model checking where the requirements are speciﬁed
in an interval logic, has been carried out as well, e.g., [Han94, ZZYL94, Frä97].
The goal of this thesis is to improve theorem proving support for interval logics such
that larger and more realistic case-studies of real-time systems can be conducted
using these formalisms.
For achieving this goal we wish to:
1. Investigate the foundations necessary for providing a useful theorem proving
system for interval logics.
2. Actually provide such a system as well as conduct experiments with it.
The rest of this introduction is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides some
background to interval logic. In Section 1.2 we introduce proof theory and sketch its
connection to interval logic and theorem proving. Then, in Section 1.3, we consider
a number of actual theorem proving systems, leading to the system of choice in this
thesis. Following this, in Section 1.4, we consider a couple of particular interval logics
in greater detail. Thereafter, in Section 1.5, we discuss the main results of this thesis
concerning proof theory and theorem proving for interval logics before concluding in
Section 1.6. Finally, in Section 1.7 we give an overview of the rest of the thesis.
1.1 Interval Logic  Background
Historically, temporal logics have been considered since ancient times in connection
with philosophical logic [ØH95]. In these temporal logics (in their most basic form),
the truth-value of a formula is evaluated relative to a time-point, and it is possible
to make qualitative reasoning concerning, e.g., all future time-points.
It is generally acknowledged that Pnueli [Pnu77] was the ﬁrst to introduce tem-
poral logic in computer science. The use of temporal logic in computer science is
widespread today, e.g., within the model checking community.
But even though such temporal logics have turned out the most popular, varia-
tions of the theme have also been thoroughly considered, among these the topic of
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this thesis: Interval (temporal) logics . In these logics, the truth-value of a formula
is considered relative to a whole interval of time-points. Such temporal intervals are
usually represented as pairs consisting of their beginning and end points, and can be
based on discrete or dense time domains.
It is thus possible to express properties such as:
• If property φ holds on this interval then property ψ must hold on all subinter-
vals.
• Property χ must hold on some interval eventually.
• If property ξ holds on this interval then ξ must hold on an interval immediately
following this interval as well.
Interval logic also originates in philosophical logic but is much more recent [ØH95].
One of the ﬁrst uses of an interval logic formalism in computer science was the work
of [HMM83, Mos85] where timing aspects of hardware components were modeled.
There has been a lot of work since, on many diﬀerent aspects of interval logics, e.g.,
[Lew90, HS91, Ven91, Mos95, RM+96a, RM+96b].
1.1.1 Duration Calculus
In the ProCoS project [B+89] in the end of the 1980's and the beginning of the 1990's
it was realized that a convenient formalism for specifying and reasoning of accumu-
lated durations of Boolean valued functions over time periods was required for ex-
pressing certain properties of real-time systems. This lead to the development of Du-
ration Calculus (DC) [ZHR91] which is an extension of Interval Temporal Logic (ITL)
[Mos85] with term-level notions for accumulated durations. The introduction of DC
initiated much work on aspects of DC as well as, importantly, interval logics proper.
As DC was introduced, the underlying ITL had not been thoroughly investigated; no
complete proof system existed. This was not given until 1995 [Dut95a]. Together with
a relative completeness result for DC and (un)decidability results this lead to [HZ97]
which is the most comprehensive reference for the logical foundations of DC. Further
work on (extended versions of) DC include [ZRH93, ZL94, LH94, ZHL95, Pan96].
1.1.2 Liveness
It soon became apparent that the original ITL had some limitations which made it
diﬃcult to specify (unbounded) liveness properties. An initial attempt to overcome
this was [Ska94b]. Later, Neighbourhood Logic (NL) [ZH98] was introduced on a
theoretically more ﬁrm basis. Most recently, Signed Interval Logic (SIL) [Ras99a]
was proposed, with the introduction of the notion of a direction of an interval. SIL
has (as ITL) only one interval modality but SIL is (contrary to ITL) capable of
specifying liveness properties. Other interval logics capable of this (such as NL) have
more than one interval modality.
In Section 1.4 we continue our discussion on interval logic.
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1.2 Proof Theory and Automated Reasoning
Proof theory is (as the name suggests) the theory of proofs. As a mathematical
discipline, it is part of mathematical logic and not much more than a century old. The
original motivation for proof theory was to act as a tool for meta-logical investigations
[HPJ00]. As such, the most inﬂuential formalism is probably that known as Hilbert
style proof systems. In these systems, a few (simple) inference rules are included to
tell how theorems can be combined to form new theorems. But the core of the system
is a number of axioms stating indisputable truths, i.e., theorems that are self-
evident. Hilbert systems are often convenient for answering questions concerning
completeness, consistency, etc.
Nonetheless, Hilbert systems are often (far) removed from the semantics (the
intended meaning) of the logical system, thus making it hard to tell how proofs
are actually constructed. This was part of the motivation for the introduction of
sequent calculus and natural deduction systems by Gentzen [Gen35]. Consider, e.g.,
the familiar implication operator → of propositional logic. In natural deduction we
have two rules involving →:
α....
β
α→ β
α→ β α
β .
The informal reading of → is here nicely reﬂected in the rules. The same is the case
for the sequent calculus rules:
Γ, α ` β,∆
Γ ` α→ β,∆
Γ ` α,∆ Γ, β ` ∆
Γ, α→ β ` ∆ .
As opposed to natural deduction, the assumptions (Γ) are made explicit in a sequent
calculus.
With the appearance of computers, renewed interest in proof theory ﬂourished.
The main motivation was now to have proof theoretical formalisms suitable for imple-
mentation on a computer, in particular with the purpose of having the computer do
the reasoning. The ﬁeld of automated reasoning was started with the introduction
of resolution in [Rob65] which initiated a considerable amount of research. Other
formalisms aimed at automated reasoning include semantic tableaux [Smu68, Fit90]
and goal directed algorithmic proof theory [Gab92].
For a general introduction to proof theory, see, e.g., [TS96]. Section 2 of the
present thesis contains a technical discussion of basic proof theory for propositional
and ﬁrst order logic.
For the history of automated reasoning, see, e.g., [Dav01, Mac95]. For a contem-
porary and thorough survey of practically all aspects of automated reasoning, see
[RV01].
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1.2.1 Modal Logic
In modal logic the truth-value of a formula is evaluated relative to a current world,
which belongs to a set of possible worlds. Hence, the truth-value of a formula can
vary from one (possible) world to the next. In this context, interval logics can be
seen as particular examples of modal logics by regarding the intervals as the possible
worlds.
Proof theoretically, modal logics have traditionally been formulated using Hilbert
style systems. Attempts have been made at deﬁning natural deduction and sequent
calculus systems for modal logics but this has often turned out diﬃcult. Chapter 3
of this thesis is devoted to discussing this problem.
There have also been particular attempts from an automated reasoning perspec-
tive. A selection of the formalisms which have been modiﬁed for modal logic reason-
ing include: Resolution [Min90, HY99], semantic tableaux [Fit83], matrix methods
[Wal90] (an extension of the semantic tableau formalism), goal directed algorith-
mic proof theory [GO00] and labelled deductive systems [Gab96, BMV97, BMV98a,
Vig00]. The latter formalism plays a very central role in the present thesis.
1.3 Theorem Proving Systems
By theorem proving system we mean a system implemented on a computer with the
purpose of assisting a user in proving theorems of a particular logic (or particular
logics). We will in this section discuss a number of theorem proving systems.
There are interesting discussions on philosophical and historical aspects of the
systems considered in this section in [Mac95, Har96]. Many of the systems discussed
below are based on a version of (dependent) type theory. A contemporary discussion
on the theoretical foundations of such systems can be found in [BG01] which also
contains interesting comparisons of a number of these systems.
Theorem proving systems can (at least) be divided in three groups:
Proof Checkers Do exactly that: Check proofs. They provide a notation and
framework for formulating proofs and checking their correctness but provide
no means for automation. They can be thought of as advanced book-keeping
systems.
The earliest and most inﬂuential of these systems was AutoMATH [NGdV94]
developed by de Bruijn in the early 1970's. This system introduced many novel
concepts which have inspired many later theorem proving systems.
Another interesting proof checking system is MIZAR [RT99] which is based on
a version of set theory. In contrast to the other systems, it uses a fragment of
natural language for both input and output of proofs.
Automated Theorem Provers The systems of this group aim (in principle) at
being fully automatic, thus the user should just enter the formula to prove and
then sit back and wait. Not surprisingly (depending on the problem area), this
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is intractable when the problems get more complicated and the user thus have
to guide the system somehow.
A successful system in this area is the Nqthm (Boyer-Moore) theorem prover
[BM88]. The underlying logic is quantiﬁer-free ﬁrst order logic extended with
recursive functions. This puts emphasis on proof by induction. Because of the
power of the logic it has to be guided by a careful choice of lemmas. It thus has
a steep learning curve but can be quite powerful for certain applications. A new
and improved descendant of Nqthm is the ACL2 theorem prover [KMM00].
The most powerful automated theorem proving system today for ﬁrst order
logic with equality is probably Otter [Kal01] which is based on (advanced)
resolution techniques and rewriting. It is the most truly automated theorem
prover (of the systems considered here) but has because of its weak logic limited
applications.
Interactive Theorem Provers These systems let the user interactively guide the
proof construction. In their most basic form they act as proof checkers but
they also contain facilities for automation.
One of the most popular of these systems is PVS [OSR93]. PVS is based on
a version of higher-order logic with support for sub-typing. What makes PVS
powerful is the use of various decision procedures for diﬀerent logical domains.
One of these is SVC [BDS96, BDS00] which is a powerful decision procedure
for linear arithmetic. SVC is based on ideas of Shostak [Sho84, Sho78, Sho79,
Sho77].
But what are probably the most popular kind of theorem proving systems today
are those systems based on the LCF Approach. We will discuss this approach
together with a number of systems below.
1.3.1 The LCF Approach
A question we have not considered so far is how we ensure the validity of a theorem
proved by a theorem proving system. After all, software does not always behave as
intended!
The most successful approach to this is often referred to as the LCF approach
after the Edinburgh LCF system developed by Robin Milner and colleagues [Gor00].
The Edinburgh LCF system introduced many novel principles and has been very
inﬂuential.
The main idea is to generate proofs in terms of extremely low-level primitive
inferences, in order to provide a high level of assurance that the proofs are valid.
The strict reduction to primitive terms is maintained by the abstract type system of
the implementation language. (Often a version of the ML functional language). In
other words, a small core provides a basic inference engine and as long as this core is
correct no unsound derivations are possible no matter how complex the system gets.
This should be contrasted to, e.g., the PVS system where bugs are still found now
and then.
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Based on the basic primitive rules, more and more substantial results are proved
as derived rules, resulting in a body of readily applicable high-level rules. This works
smoothly because of the type system. Rules are applied using tactics which can be
combined by means of tacticals (programmable in ML).
Some of the most popular LCF-style systems are:
Nuprl [C+86] is based on a version of Martin-Löf's Constructive Type Theory. The
system is very large and complicated with the core containing more than 200
basic inference rules. It is possible to store proofs as proof objects.
Coq [Coq00] is constructive as Nuprl but based on a more contemporary theory,
namely the Calculus of Constructions. Coq can (as Nuprl) manipulate proof
objects.
HOL [GM93] is the most direct descendant of the Edinburgh LCF system. As
opposed to Nuprl and Coq, HOL is based on a classical higher order logic.
Isabelle [Pau94] resembles HOL the most. The most distinguished feature of Is-
abelle is that it is generic. This means that it has a meta-logic acting as a
logical framework in which various object logics can be encoded.
Isabelle is the system of choice in this thesis. The main reason for this is ﬁrst and
foremost the generic nature of Isabelle but also that it is one of the most developed
theorem proving systems today.
In Chapter 7 we give a brief introduction to Isabelle.
1.4 Interval Logic  Technicalities
We now continue our discussion on interval logic. We become more technical and
consider syntax and semantics of the interval logics we will be particularly interested
in, namely Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) [Dut95a] and Signed Interval Logic (SIL)
[Ras99a].
The syntax of ITL and SIL is basically the same, namely that of First Order Logic
(FOL) with equality, with the addition of formulas built from the binary interval
modality chop: _. We let x, y, z, . . . denote variables, s, t, u, . . . denote terms and
φ, ψ, χ, . . . denote formulas. Hence, syntactically, we have formulas of the form φ_ψ
besides the usual FOL formulas. Furthermore, both ITL and SIL include a special
nullary function symbol ` which gives the length of an interval. This is the most
distinguished feature of the interval logics we consider here compared to other kinds
of interval logics.
Semantically, formulas of ITL are interpreted with respect to a given interval,
which is represented by a pair [i, j] (where i ≤ j) of elements from an ordered
temporal domain of time points. The meaning of the usual operators of FOL is
independent of this interval whereas the meaning of _ is not; the semantics of _ is
indicated in Figure 1.1. We will refer to k of Figure 1.1 as the chopping point of _.
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i φ
_ψ j
i φ k ψ j
Figure 1.1: φ_ψ holds on [i, j] iﬀ there is k ∈ [i, j] such that φ holds on [i, k] and ψ
on [k, j].
i
3rφ j
j φ k
Figure 1.2: 3rφ holds on [i, j] iﬀ there exists k ≥ j such that φ holds on [j, k].
The chopping point will always lie inside the current interval on which we interpret a
given formula. In general, modalities with this property are called contracting. With
contracting modalities it is only possible to specify safety properties of a system. This
is because once we have chosen the interval we want to observe, we are restricted to
specifying properties of this interval and its subintervals.
To specify (unbounded) liveness properties, we need to reach intervals outside
the current interval. In general, modalities which can do this are called expanding.
Neighbourhood Logic (NL) [ZH98] is an example of an interval logic with expanding
modalities. NL has two modalities, 3r and 3l, for reaching a right neighbourhood
and a left neighbourhood, respectively, of the current interval. This intuition is made
more precise in Figure 1.2 in the case of 3r. The case of 3l is similar.
SIL is an extension of ITL with the introduction of the notion of a direction
(which can be either forward or backward) of an interval. The idea for SIL originates
in [ER94] where an interval logic with such a notion of a direction of an interval was
informally developed. An interval with a direction is in SIL represented by a signed
interval (i, j). Both the pair (i, j) and the pair (j, i) represent the same interval but
(j, i) has opposite direction of (i, j). See Figure 1.3. In the ﬁgure, the direction of an
interval is marked with a small arrowhead in either end of the interval.
In SIL, ` now gives the signed length of an interval. Intuitively, the absolute value
of ` gives the length of the interval and the sign of ` determines the direction. Because
i j
-
ﬀ
Figure 1.3: Both (i, j) and (j, i) represent the same interval but (j, i) has opposite
direction of (i, j).
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i φ
_ψ j-
i φ k-
j ψ kﬀ
Figure 1.4: φ_ψ holds on (i, j) iﬀ there is k such that φ holds on (i, k) and ψ on
(k, j).
of the directions of intervals, the meaning of _ in SIL is altered: See Figure 1.4.
The chopping point can now lie anywhere and not just inside the current interval.
This means that _ of SIL has become an expanding modality, hence SIL can specify
liveness properties.
ITL and SIL are modal logics. Formally, the semantics sketched above is given
in terms of Kripke structures where the possible worlds are intervals. If we let M be
a ﬁrst order Kripke model, the formal semantics of, e.g., ∧ can be given as:
M, (i, j) |= α ∧ β iﬀ M, (i, j) |= α and M, (i, j) |= β.
Hence, the semantics of ∧ is independent of the interval (i, j). Similarly for the
other Boolean connectives. In the case of _ of SIL we have:
M, (i, j) |= α_β iﬀ M, (i, k) |= α and M, (k, j) |= β for some k.
In the case of _ of ITL, the semantics is the same except that k is constrained
by i ≤ k ≤ j. The semantics of ` is given by a certain measure which of course is
dependent on the given interval.
Proof theoretically, ITL and SIL have both been given sound and complete Hilbert
style proof systems, see [Dut95a] and [Ras99a], respectively.
Chapter 4 contains an in-depth presentation and discussion of the topics of this
section.
1.5 Interval Logic  Proof Theory and Theorem
Proving
In this section we discuss the main topics of this thesis, namely proof theory and
theorem proving for interval logics. We build on the background established in the
previous sections.
We begin by discussing attempts at deﬁning sequent calculus systems for interval
logics as well as corresponding encodings in theorem proving systems. Despite some
work on these subjects the results are not completely satisfactory. Thus, we following
consider a proof theoretical framework which seems much more promising, namely
that of Labelled Natural Deduction. We consider an encoding of this system in
Isabelle and discuss some lessons learned from using it.
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1.5.1 Sequent Calculus
What seems to have been the ﬁrst work on theorem proving for interval logic was a
semantic encoding of ITL and DC in PVS in 1994, giving PC/DC [Ska94a]. There
various inference rules for ITL and DC are formulated in a sequent style. As men-
tioned in Section 1.1, at that time no complete proof system for ITL existed, hence
the rules are somewhat ad hoc.
Later, based on the complete Hilbert system, an encoding of ITL and DC in
Isabelle was carried out, giving Isabelle/DC [Hei99]. There, ITL and DC are encoded
on top of the FOL sequent calculus LK of Isabelle. As a result, Isabelle/DC does not
take much advantage of the sequent formalism: In essence, the axioms of the Hilbert
system are added directly as axioms to LK, thus giving a mix of a Hilbert and a
sequent system. As a consequence, the advantages of a sequent calculus system are
not fully exploited.
In [Ras01a] a sequent calculus proof system for SIL is considered. Here an attempt
is made to take advantage of the sequent calculus formalism as such and not just add
axioms. This results in rules such as
Γ, φ_χ ` ∆ Γ, ψ_χ ` ∆
Γ, (φ ∨ ψ)_χ ` ∆ ,
which mimics the left-introduction rule for ∨ known from propositional logic but here
under the chop. There are more rules in the same style, resulting in a complete
system. Because of the structure of the rules, it is possible to achieve a version of the
subformula property for the system which is convenient for backwards proof search.
It is not a proper sequent calculus system though , in that _ does not appear in
exactly one left- and one right-introduction rule. By these measures it is in fact not
likely that a proper system exists at all; this seems to be the case for most modal
logics in general [BS84] (cf. Section 1.2.1 as well). Despite this negative indication,
it is seen how far the formalism can be pushed: The main theoretical result is a
decidability modulo cut result which entails that if one ignores the cut rule (which
is necessary for completeness) provability is decidable (SIL is provably undecidable
in general).
An encoding in Isabelle of this sequent calculus system has been carried out as
well. Quite some automation support has been achieved for the encoding, including
many rewrite rules and many derived rules used in search tactics  the latter taking
advantage of the form of the sequent calculus system.
We refer to Chapters 5 and 8 for a more thorough discussion of the topics of this
section.
1.5.2 Labelled Natural Deduction
In this section we consider Labelled Natural Deduction (LND) systems for interval
logics. This proof theoretical framework is fundamentally diﬀerent from the classical
approaches: The intervals, which so far have appeared only in the semantics, are made
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part of the syntax and thereby an important part of the proof system. This approach
is inspired by work on Labelled Modal Logic [Vig00] which in turn was carried out
in response to Gabbay's program on Labelled Deductive Systems [Gab96].
The most important consequence of the LND formalism is that it is possible to
have a proper natural deduction system with exactly one introduction- and one
elimination-rule for each connective  including the modalities. In the case of _ of
SIL we have the following rules:
(i, k) : φ (k, j) : ψ
(i, j) : φ_ψ
_I
(i, j) : φ_ψ
[(i, k) : φ] [(k, j) : ψ]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
_E .
In [Ras01d] a sound and complete LND system for SIL is given. The main theo-
retical result is a normalization result which implies that normal derivations satisfy
a subformula property. In [Ras01c] it is furthermore discussed how the LND system
for SIL can act as a general framework in which ITL and NL can be formulated.
An encoding of the LND system has been carried out in Isabelle. The encoding
is close to the theoretical system. There were a few technical points to consider, e.g.,
how most conveniently to perform simpliﬁcation on labelled formulas. The ability of
the system to act as a general framework was also explored by encoding both ITL
and NL in it.
We refer to Chapters 6 and 8 for a more thorough discussion of the topics of this
section.
1.5.3 Examples and Experience
A number of examples have been conducted in both the sequent calculus and the
LND encoding, primarily the latter, though, as it soon became apparent that the
LND system was much more convenient. The three main reasons being:
• Reasoning in the LND system is much more intuitive; the intervals, which are
part of the logic, can easily be visualized and the connection to the semantics
is much clearer.
• A higher degree of automation is possible in the LND encoding; this fact owes
a lot to the proper natural deduction system deﬁned for SIL.
• Isabelle is inherently a system for doing reasoning in natural deduction systems;
the sequent calculus encoding can seem less natural to use.
In conclusion, it is easier and more intuitive to conduct proofs in the LND system
than the sequent calculus system, and the proof scripts are generally much shorter.
The concrete examples we have considered include small case-studies concerning
simple properties of an oscillator, a gas burner and the deadline driven scheduler. The
examples were discussed in [Ras01c] and are considered in further detail in Chapter 9.
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1.6 Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was to improve theorem proving support for interval logics
such that larger and more realistic case-studies of real-time systems can be conducted
using these formalisms.
For this, we have investigated the following two main topics (in particular their
interaction):
• Proof theory for interval logics.
• Encodings of interval logics in a theorem proving system (Isabelle).
Proof theoretically, we have investigated both a sequent calculus and a labelled
natural deduction system for interval logic. We have tried to make the systems as
suitable as possible for actual proof making.
Both systems have been encoded in Isabelle and examples have been conducted
identifying strengths and weaknesses. From both a theoretical and a pragmatic
viewpoint the undisputed winner was the LND system.
The fact that the labelled formalism turned out the most successful ﬁts well with
the ideas of the program of Gabbay [Gab96] on using labelled formalisms for non-
classical logics. In fact, the basic idea of being able to refer to structures/elements,
which previously only were considered part of the semantics of a logic, has really
ﬂourished the past 510 years, and is still a very popular topic, e.g., [GM02]. This
is also reﬂected in the considerable interest in a general logical approach to this
phenomenon known as Hybrid Logics, see, e.g., [Bla00].
We learned from the examples conducted in the LND encoding that we have a
promising and convenient framework for doing interval logic theorem proving. The
examples are all fairly small, though, so the question is, does the approach scale to
larger examples and case-studies? Our claim is, yes, it does  if we port the system
to the encoding of higher-order logic in Isabelle (Isabelle/HOL). This is because we
need better support for arithmetic reasoning as well as possibilities to reason with
sets, lists, etc., for the approach to scale. But this is exactly what Isabelle/HOL
gives us and we should not expect the port to present any essential diﬃculties.
A good way of supporting this claim of scalability would be to mechanize the
full proof of correctness of the Deadline Driven Scheduler (cf. Section 9.5). This
is a large, rather complex case-study which would really exercise the interval logic
encoding, include substantial arithmetic reasoning, and utilize the ability to reason
with sets etc. These aspects are discussed in further detail in Chapter 9.
1.7 Organization
The present thesis is divided in nine chapters of which this introductory chapter is
the ﬁrst. Below we give an overview of chapters two through nine.
Chapter 2 discusses proof theory for propositional and ﬁrst order logic.
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Chapter 3 considers various modal logics and in particular proof theory for these.
Chapter 4 gives a detailed introduction to the interval logics we will be particularly
interested in as well as a number of related interval logics.
Chapter 5 discusses a sequent calculus system for interval logic and considers pros
and cons of the system.
Chapter 6 considers a labelled natural deduction system for interval logic and dis-
cusses various extensions.
Chapter 7 gives an introduction to the theorem proving system of choice in this
thesis, namely Isabelle.
Chapter 8 considers encodings of both the sequent calculus and the labelled natural
deduction systems in Isabelle.
Chapter 9 discusses a number of examples conducted in the encodings and give
directions for future work.
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C h a p t e r 2
Proof Theory
This chapter is concerned with introducing basic proof theoretical results for classical
propositional and ﬁrst order logic. The presentation will be fairly concise as we con-
centrate on introducing the relevant technical notions as well as ﬁxing our notation.
Hence, the reader is assumed to have prior basic knowledge of logic and proof theory.
Introductory texts on propositional and ﬁrst order logic abound, e.g., [Smu68,
Gal86, Men87, Ham88, Fit90]. Of these, [Gal86, Fit90] put emphasis on proof theory
and automated reasoning. A good, general introduction to proof theory is [TS96]. For
discussions on the history and philosophy of proof theory we refer to, e.g., [HPJ00].
Logics are often deﬁned using Hilbert style proof systems (e.g., [Men87]). These
proof systems often turn out the most convenient for reasoning about the logic. When
reasoning in the logic is the main concern one often turns to Sequent Calculi or Natu-
ral Deduction systems, both of which were introduced by Gentzen 1 in [Gen35]. These
systems are closer to semantic reasoning than Hilbert systems. Natural deduction
has been thoroughly investigated by Prawitz in [Pra65]. A contemporary treatment
of sequent calculi and natural deduction systems is given in [TS96].
2.1 Propositional Logic
2.1.1 Syntax
In Propositional Logic (PL), formulas α, β, γ, . . . are constructed from an inﬁnite
set of propositional letters p, q, r, . . . and ⊥ (denoting falsity) using the usual Boolean
1Sequent Calculi systems are also known as Gentzen systems.
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operators.2 Thus, propositional formulas are deﬁned by the following abstract syntax:
α ::= p | ⊥ | ¬α | α ∧ β | α ∨ β | α→ β | α↔ β.
For convenience, we will assume the following precedence of the Boolean operators
(highest ﬁrst): 1) ¬, 2) ∧, 3) ∨, 4) →,↔. Formulas with no operators are called
atomic. The size of a formula is the number of operators in the formula; thus, an
atomic formula has size 0.
In PL we can talk of functionally complete sets of operators . This means that by
taking a few operators as basic the rest can be deﬁned in terms of those. Two often
used functionally complete sets of operators for PL are {¬,∧} and {⊥,→}. (In the
latter case we can deﬁne ¬α =̂ α→ ⊥.) We will in this thesis often restrict attention
to such complete sets even if we do not mention it explicitly. When we use other
operators they should thus be seen as deﬁned abbreviations in the usual way.
2.1.2 Semantics
To deﬁne the semantics of PL we need a valuation U mapping propositional letters
to the set of truth values {tt,ff}. We always have U(⊥) = ff for any U . Given a
valuation U we inductively deﬁne satisfaction of a formula α (written U |= α) as
follows:
U |= p iﬀ U(p) = tt,
U |= α→ β iﬀ U |= α implies U |= β.
Note how we utilize the fact that {⊥,→} is a functionally complete set of operators
for PL. A corresponding (direct) formulation of the semantics for the remaining
(deﬁned) operators would be straightforward.
Given a formula α, if U |= α for all U we say that α is valid or a tautology, which
is written |=PL α.
2.1.3 Hilbert System
Hilbert proof systems for PL are fairly simple. One possible axiomatization is: 3
P1: α→ (β → α),
P2: (α→ (β → γ))→ ((α→ β)→ (α→ γ)),
P3: (¬β → ¬α)→ ((¬β → α)→ β),
together with the rule modus ponens :
MP: α α→ β
β
.
2The symbol ⊥ is a nullary operator but it is sometimes convenient to think of it as a propositional
letter.
3Note that our formulation uses axiom schemata.
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Definition 2.1 A proof of a formula α is a ﬁnite sequence of formulas α1, . . . , αn,
where αn is α, and each αi is either an instance of one of the above axioms or obtained
by applying modus ponens to two previous members of the sequence. We write `PL α
to denote that there exists a proof of α in PL and we then say that α is a theorem of
PL. We let 6`PL α denote that no proof of α exists, hence α is not a theorem of PL.
Given a set of formulas Γ, we say that there exists a deduction of α from Γ
(written Γ `PL α) if there is a sequence of formulas α1, . . . , αn, where αn is α, and
each αi is either an instance of one of the above axioms, a member of Γ or obtained by
applying modus ponens to previous members of the sequence. We write Γ, β `PL α
for (Γ ∪ {β}) `PL α.
A logic is sound if every theorem is valid and it is complete if every valid formula
is a theorem. PL is both sound and complete [Men87]:
Theorem 2.2
`PL α iﬀ |=PL α.
When working with extensions of PL such as ﬁrst order logic (Section 2.2) and
modal logics (Chapter 3), the Hilbert axioms of PL are almost never stated/used; all
PL tautologies are simply taken for granted. This approach can be justiﬁed on the
grounds that PL is decidable.
2.1.4 Sequent Calculus
In this section we introduce the basic concepts and notions used for a sequent calculus
formalism and we deﬁne a sequent calculus for PL.
Definition 2.3 A sequent is a pair (Γ,∆) (written Γ ` ∆) of ﬁnite multisets of
formulas. The Γ is called the antecedent and ∆ the succedent of the sequent. If the
antecendent Γ is empty we write ` ∆. If Γ = {φ} we write φ ` ∆. Furthermore,
we write Γ,Γ′ for Γ ∪ Γ′ and Γ, φ for Γ ∪ {φ}. Similar conventions apply for the
succedent. If Γ ∩∆ 6= ∅ then Γ ` ∆ is called a basic sequent.
Note that in this deﬁnition, a sequent is a pair of multisets which is also the
case in [TS96]. We could instead choose to let a sequent be a pair of sequences
[Gen35, Gal86, GLT89] which is the classical way of deﬁning a sequent calculus. We
will below say more about multisets versus sequences; as it turns out, there is a quite
straightforward and simple relation between the two approaches, and we will actually
later work with sequences instead of multisets. Finally, it is also possible to choose
ordinary sets as a basis [Pra65, SU98]. This can give rise to some subtle questions,
though, and we will not consider it further.
Definition 2.4 A sequent rule is a relation between a (possibly empty) sequence
of sequents (Γi ` ∆i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ n) and a single sequent (Γ ` ∆), written
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Γ1 ` ∆1 Γ2 ` ∆2 · · · Γn ` ∆n
Γ ` ∆ .
The sequent(s) Γi ` ∆i are called the premise(s) and Γ ` ∆ the conclusion of the
sequent rule.
The principal formula(s) of a sequent rule are the formula(s) in the conclusion
not occurring in the premise(s). Similarly, the active formula(s) are the formula(s)
in the premise(s) not occurring in the conclusion.
If a sequent rule has no premise(s) it will alternatively be referred to as an axiom.
Definition 2.5 A ﬁnite set of sequent rules R induces a sequent calculus G[R].
A proof of a sequent Γ ` ∆ in a sequent calculus G[R] is a ﬁnite tree of sequents
with Γ ` ∆ as root. The leaves are either basic sequents or instances of axioms
of R. The inner sequents of the tree are connected iﬀ they match an instance of a
(non-axiom) sequent rule of R.
Given two sets R,R′ of sequent rules we write RR′ for R∪R′. Given a sequent
rule R we write R,R for R∪ {R}.
We say that α is provable in, or a theorem of, the sequent calculus G[R] (written
`G[R] α) if there is a proof of the sequent ` α in G[R].
After having introduced the basic concepts and notions we will now consider a
sequent calculus for PL. Let L denote the set of the following eight sequent rules:
Γ, α, β ` ∆
Γ, α ∧ β ` ∆ (L∧)
Γ ` α,∆ Γ ` β,∆
Γ ` α ∧ β,∆ (R∧)
Γ, α ` ∆ Γ, β ` ∆
Γ, α ∨ β ` ∆ (L∨)
Γ ` α, β,∆
Γ ` α ∨ β,∆ (R∨)
Γ ` α,∆ Γ, β ` ∆
Γ, α→ β ` ∆ (L→)
Γ, α ` β,∆
Γ ` α→ β,∆ (R→)
Γ ` α,∆
Γ,¬α ` ∆ (L¬)
Γ, α ` ∆
Γ ` ¬α,∆ (R¬) .
The rules are divided in two groups: L(eft) and R(ight) rules, corresponding
to whether the principal formula is on the left, respectively the right, side of the
turnstile. There is an L and a R rule for each of the connectives ∧,∨,→,¬, which
are said to be introduced by the corresponding rules.
Structural Rules
In sequent calculi we must consider certain structural rules, viz.
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Γ ` ∆
Γ, α ` ∆ (LW)
Γ, α, α ` ∆
Γ, α ` ∆ (LC)
Γ, β, α,Γ′ ` ∆
Γ, α, β,Γ′ ` ∆ (LE)
Γ ` ∆
Γ ` α,∆ (RW)
Γ ` α, α,∆
Γ ` α,∆ (RC)
Γ ` ∆, β, α,∆′
Γ ` ∆, α, β,∆′ (RE)
Γ ` α,∆ Γ, α ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (Cut) .
The exchange rules ((LE) and (RE)) are obviously superﬂuous when we consider
sequents of multisets; they are on the other hand crucial for sequent calculi based
on sequences. It should be clear that a sequent calculus G[R] based on multisets is
equivalent to G[R, (LE), (RE)] based on sequences: Any proof using multisets can
be converted to a proof using sequences by just adding a ﬁnite number of exchange
rules a ﬁnite number of places.
Both the weakening rules and the contraction rules are not necessary for com-
pleteness of the version of the sequent calculus for PL we have presented here (see
below). We can do without (LW) and (RW) because of the way we have deﬁned a
basic sequent (Deﬁnition 2.3). We can do without (LC) and (RC) because of the
way we have deﬁned the rules of L (in particular, both α and β are active formulas
in (L∧) and (R∨)). For more details on these aspects, see, e.g., [Gal86, TS96]. Note
that the contraction rules are easily derivable if we include (Cut). We will utilize
this fact later.
Definition 2.6 Given a sequent calculus G[R, (Cut)], we say that cut-elimination
is possible if for any proof of a sequent Γ ` ∆ in G[R, (Cut)] there exists a proof
of Γ ` ∆ in G[R]. We say that cut is admissible for a sequent calculus G[R] if cut
elimination is possible for G[R, (Cut)].
We can now state the equivalence with the Hilbert system for PL formally.
Proposition 2.7
`PL α iﬀ `G[L] α.
Proof. The classical proof [Gen35] considers equivalence of the Hilbert system for
PL with G[L, (Cut)] and then proves cut-elimination for G[L, (Cut)]. When (Cut)
is included it is straightforward to prove equivalence as follows: The if direction is
proved by induction over the length of the proof of `PL α. The only if direction is
proved by structural induction over the proof tree for `G[L,(Cut)] α. 
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Structure of Sequent Calculus Rules
The deﬁnition of a sequent rule (Deﬁnition 2.4) does not specify how the sequents
should be related nor the inner structure of the sequents. In [Wan94] some general
principles for the structure of the rules for each connective ◦ of the logic in question
are suggested:
• Separation. The sequent rules for ◦ should not exhibit any connective other
than ◦.
• Weakly symmetric. The rules for ◦ should either be left or right introduction
rules.
• Symmetric. Both left and right introduction rules for ◦.
• Weakly explicit. The rules for ◦ exhibit ◦ only in the conclusion sequents.
• Explicit. Only one occurrence of ◦ in the conclusion.
A proper sequent calculus should ideally satisfy all of these principles. We
immediately see that the sequent calculus for PL is proper in this sense.
The ﬁve principles are (importantly) not only relevant for aesthetic reasons
(they make the rules look nice) but have more profound implications. One is that
they make the classical cut-elimination proof for G[L, (Cut)] possible. If some of the
principles were not satisﬁed the proof would become more diﬃcult if not impossible.
We will later in this thesis consider a number of logics which do not satisfy all of
these principles and thus are less well-behaved.
Another implication is whether the sequent calculus in question satisﬁes a sub-
formula property.
Definition 2.8 The subformula -relation is the reﬂexive and transitive closure of:
α and β are subformulas of α ∧ β, α ∨ β and α → β; α is a subformula of ¬α. The
proper subformula -relation is just the transitive closure.
Definition 2.9 A sequent rule has the subformula property if for each active
formula α there exists a principal formula β such that α is a proper subformula of β.
If we wish to prove a given sequent in a sequent calculus we can do it by performing
a backwards proof search . By this we mean that we choose a sequent rule whose
conclusion matches the given sequent and we then recursively consider the premises
of that rule in turn. If the currently given sequent is a basic sequent, an axiom or no
rules have a matching conclusion, we move on to the next sequent; if there are none
we stop.
This procedure is of course not guaranteed to terminate in general but in the case
of the sequent calculus for PL it is. To show this we associate a measure κ with a
sequent: κ is the sum of the sizes of the formulas of the sequent. It is clear that κ of
a premise is strictly less than κ of the conclusion for any sequent rule satisfying the
subformula property.
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Now, all sequent rules of L satisfy the subformula property. As a consequence,
κ will decrease strictly with each step in a backwards proof search in the sequent
calculus for PL. This means that a backwards proof search will terminate for any
given sequent. We can use this fact to device a decision procedure for PL: Perform
a backwards proof search on ` α; if all leaves in the resulting search tree are either
basic sequents or axioms then α is valid, otherwise it is not.
2.1.5 Natural Deduction
In this section we consider natural deduction proof systems; in particular a system
for PL.
Natural deduction systems are in many respects similar to sequent calculus sys-
tems; the most notable being that the ideal proper system has two (and only two)
rules for each connective and that each such rule concerns that connective only. In a
sequent calculus system all assumptions are carried around explicitly whereas they
remain implicit in a natural deduction system. This implies a fundamentally diﬀer-
ent structure to natural deduction rules and we now talk of an elimination and an
introduction rule for each connective (also called E- and I-rules).
These principles are best illustrated by considering a natural deduction system
for PL:4
α β
α ∧ β ∧I
α ∧ β
α ∧E
α ∧ β
β
∧E
α
α ∨ β ∨I
β
α ∨ β ∨I
α ∨ β
[α]....
γ
[β]....
γ
γ ∨E
[α]....
β
α→ β →I
α→ β α
β
→E
[α]....
⊥
¬α ¬I
α ¬α
β
¬E .
The rules ∨E, → I and ¬I require special attention: The meaning of, say, the
rule →I is that if we by assuming α can prove β (in some way), then we have proved
α → β. Similarly for ∨E and ¬I. The formulas which can be assumed in rules
4We notice that, strictly speaking, we have two E-rules for ∧ and two I-rules for ∨. This is just
a way of expressing the commutiativity of ∧ and ∨ and is thus not essential.
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are distinguished by enclosing them in square brackets. These assumed formulas are
said to be closed when the corresponding rule is used and can then not be used as
assumptions for other rules. Assumptions which are not (yet) closed are said to be
open. As for a sequent rule, if a natural deduction rule has no premise(s) it will be
referred to as an axiom.
In example derivations, when an assumption is closed by a certain rule, we will
use a natural number to identify which occurrence of a rule closes which assumption.
Definition 2.10 A (natural deduction) derivation of a formula α from a set of
formulas Γ is a proof tree formed using natural deduction rules with α as root and
where the leaves are either axioms, closed assumptions or belong to Γ. If Γ is empty,
α is said to be a (natural deduction) theorem.
We will write `NDPL α if α is a theorem of the natural deduction system for PL.The equivalence with the Hilbert system for PL can now be stated formally. The
proof is by fairly straightforward (structural) induction.
Proposition 2.11
`PL α iﬀ `NDPL α.
In natural deduction there is a notion of a normal derivation which (informally
speaking) is a derivation with no detours. The process of normalization has many
similarities with cut-elimination for sequent calculi. A normal derivation has many
nice properties; in particular, it satisﬁes a subformula property .5 Results concerning
these concepts were pioneered by Prawitz in [Pra65]. A contemporary treatment is
given in [TS96].
We will not go into a technical discussion of these aspects here but refer to Sec-
tion 3.5 where a more detailed treatment is given in the context of modal logic.
2.2 First Order Logic
2.2.1 Syntax
First Order Logic (FOL) is an extension of PL where particular structures are im-
posed on propositional letters. The basic building blocks of FOL are:
1. An inﬁnite set of variables x, y, z, . . ..
2. An inﬁnite set of function symbols fn, gm, . . . equipped with arities n,m ≥ 0.
If fn has arity n = 0 then f is called a constant. Constants will be denoted by
a, b, c, . . ..
5This is not to be confused with the subformula property of a sequent calculus system.
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3. An inﬁnite set of predicate symbols Gn,Hm, . . . equipped with arities n,m ≥ 0.
If Gn has arity n = 0 then G corresponds to a propositional letter in PL and
will be denoted similarly, i.e., by p, q, r, . . ..
The syntactic category of terms s, t, u, . . . is deﬁned by the following abstract
syntax:
s ::= x | fn(s1, . . . , sn).
In FOL, formulas6 φ, ψ, χ, . . . are deﬁned by the following abstract syntax:
φ ::= Gn(s1, . . . , sn) | ⊥ | φ→ ψ | (∃x)φ | (∀x)φ.
Comparing ﬁrst order formulas with propositional formulas we see that besides the
ﬁner structure of propositional letters we have introduced the (standard) existential
and universal quantiﬁers too.7 As for PL, we can talk of functionally complete sets
of operators/quantiﬁers which means that we can restrict attention to either ∃ or ∀
as the one is deﬁnable in terms of the other.
2.2.2 Semantics
We now consider the semantics of FOL. First we need the concept of a model.
Definition 2.12 A (ﬁrst order) model is a pair M = (D, I) where D is a non-
empty set, the domain ofM, and I is an interpretation mapping each n-ary function
symbol to an n-ary function over D, I(fn) ∈ Dn −→ D, and mapping each n-ary
predicate symbol to an n-ary relation over D, I(Gn) ⊆ Dn.
Given a model, we further need a valuation 8 V mapping variables to elements
of the domain, V(x) ∈ D. Two valuations V and V ′ are said to be x-equivalent iﬀ
V(y) = V ′(y) for any variable y diﬀerent from x.
Given a model and a valuation V we lift the interpretation I of function symbols
to terms by the following inductive deﬁnition:
IV(x) = V(x),
IV(fn(s1, . . . , sn)) = I(fn)(IV(s1), . . . , IV(sn)).
Finally, satisfaction of a ﬁrst order formula in a modelM and valuation V (written
M,V |= φ) can now be inductively deﬁned as follows:
M,V |= Gn(s1, . . . , sn) iﬀ (IV(s1), . . . , IV(sn)) ∈ I(Gn),
M,V |= φ→ ψ iﬀ M,V |= φ impliesM,V |= ψ,
M,V |= (∃x)φ iﬀ M,V ′ |= φ for some valuation V ′
x-equivalent to V.
6To emphasize the distinction we will in this thesis consequently use α, β, γ, . . . for propositional
formulas and φ, ψ, χ, . . . for ﬁrst order formulas.
7These only make sense in a ﬁrst order setting, of course.
8Note that this is not the same kind of valuation as the one used for PL.
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A ﬁrst order formula φ is said to be valid ifM,V |= φ for any model M and any
valuation V.
First Order Logic with Equality (FOLE) is FOL where one (binary) predicate
symbol is ﬁxed as the equality symbol =. Semantically, = is interpreted the obvious
way:
M,V |= s = t iﬀ IV(s) = IV(t).
2.2.3 Hilbert Systems
First a few technicalities.
Definition 2.13 A variable x occuring in a formula φ is said to be free if it is
not within the scope of (∀x) or (∃x), otherwise it is said to be bound. By FV(φ) we
denote the set of free variables of φ. We let FV(Γ) denote the union of the sets of
free variables of the formulas in the (multi)set Γ. A formula with no free variables is
said to be closed.
In FOL we need the notion of a substitution of a term s for a variable x in
a formula φ, written φ[s/x]. We adopt Barendregt's variable-convention from the
λ-calculus [Bar84] whereby formulas/terms are identiﬁed if they only diﬀer by the
names of the bound variables. This implies that a substitution is always possible as
bound variables are implicitly renamed to avoid clashes.
A Hilbert proof system for FOL can now be deﬁned as a conservative extension
to that for PL with the addition of the following axioms:
Q1: (∀x)φ→ φ[s/x],
Q2: (∀x)(φ→ ψ)→ (φ→ (∀x)ψ) if x 6∈ FV(φ),
and the generalization rule:
G: φ
(∀x)φ .
The deﬁnition of proof, theorem etc. (Deﬁnition 2.1) extends straightforwardly to
FOL; the generalization rule is now also applicable (besides MP).
As for PL we have a soundness and completeness result for FOL with respect to
the above Hilbert system and the semantics of the previous section. In the case of
FOLE this is possible too. We achieve this by adding the following axioms to FOL:
E1: s = s,
E2: s1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ sn = tn → fn(s1, . . . , sn) = fn(t1, . . . , tn),
E3: s1 = t1 ∧ . . . ∧ sn = tn → (Gn(s1, . . . , sn)↔ Gn(t1, . . . , tn)).
In E3, Gn can in particular be =, which means that the well-known axioms saying
that = is transitive and symmetric are derivable.
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2.2.4 Sequent Calculus
Let P denote the set of the following four sequent rules,
Γ, φ[s/x] ` ∆
Γ, (∀x)φ ` ∆ (L∀)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` (∀x)φ,∆ (R∀)
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ, (∃x)φ ` ∆ (L∃)
Γ ` φ[s/x],∆
Γ ` (∃x)φ,∆ (R∃) ,
where the following sideconditions apply:
• (L∃) and (R∀): x 6∈ FV(Γ ∪∆).
As for the sequent calculus for PL, the weakening rules are not necessary for
completeness. But contrary to PL, we do need the contraction rules to secure com-
pleteness for FOL. In other words, G[LP, (LC), (RC)] gives us FOL. It is however
possible to absorb the contraction rules in the quantiﬁer rules of P [TS96]. This is
more speciﬁcally done by duplicating the principal formula in the premise beside the
active formula in the rules (L∀) and (R∃):
Γ, φ[s/x], (∀x)φ ` ∆
Γ, (∀x)φ ` ∆ (L∀
′)
Γ ` φ[s/x], (∃x)φ,∆
Γ ` (∃x)φ,∆ (R∃
′) .
With these rules we have soundness and completeness for FOL without any of
the structural rules.
We extend Deﬁnition 2.8 to FOL by saying that φ[s/x] is a subformula of (∀x)φ
and (∃x)φ for any s. This means that the rules of P satisfy the subformula property
whereas the rules (L∀′) and (R∃′) do not. Hence, in the latter case we do not have
a decision procedure for FOL as we do for PL. But neither do we in the former case
since we there had to include the contraction rules which clearly do not satisfy the
subformula property themselves. In fact, FOL is provably undecidable.
We now turn our attention to FOLE. Let E denote the set of the following sequent
rules (1 ≤ i ≤ n):9
Γ, s = s ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (E1)
Γ ` si = ti,∆ Γ, fn(s1, . . . , sn) = fn(t1, . . . , tn) ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (E2)
9The form of these rules is inspired by [Gal86, pp. 236237]; they are slightly modiﬁed such as
to make some proofs in Section 5.2.2 simpler.
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Γ ` si = ti,∆ Γ ` Gn(s1, . . . , sn),∆ Γ, Gn(t1, . . . , tn) ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (E3) .
By adding these rules to the sequent calculus for FOL we achieve equivalence
with FOLE.
To ease later references we note the following: If the only predicate symbol is =,
(E3) corresponds to:
Γ ` s1 = t1,∆ Γ ` s2 = t2,∆ Γ ` s1 = s2,∆ Γ, t1 = t2 ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (EE) ,
from which the following two sequent rules are easily derivable.
Γ ` s = t,∆ Γ ` t = u,∆ Γ, s = u ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (ET)
Γ ` s = t,∆ Γ, t = s ` ∆
Γ ` ∆ (ES) .
2.2.5 Natural Deduction
Finally, in this last section, we consider natural deduction systems for FOL and
FOLE.
We get a system for FOL by extending the system for PL with the following rules:
φ
(∀x)φ ∀I
(∀x)φ
φ[s/x] ∀E
φ[s/x]
(∃x)φ ∃I
(∃x)φ
[φ]....
ψ
ψ
∃E ,
where the following sideconditions apply:
• ∀I: x is not free in any assumption on which φ depends.
• ∃E: x is not free in ψ nor in any assumption on which ψ depends except φ.
If we further extend the system for FOL with the following rules:
φ[s/x] s = t
φ[t/x] Subst s = s Refl ,
we have a system for FOLE.
C h a p t e r 3
Modal Logic
This chapter discusses modal logic, with emphasis on proof theory. We consider
both propositional and ﬁrst order variants, the classical modal logics with two unary
modalities and modal logics with a binary modality.
Some good references for propositional modal logics are [HC68, Che80, BS84,
HC84]. First order modal logics are discussed in [Gar84, HC96, FM98]. On the proof
theory of modal logics speciﬁcally we refer to [Fit83, Vig00].
3.1 Syntax
Syntactically, modal logics are simple extensions of PL/FOL with the introduction of
one or more modalities. The best-known examples of such modalities are the unary
2 and 3. Thus, formulas can have the forms 2α and 3α as well in those cases.
Syntactically, (Boolean) operators and modalities are not distinguished: We col-
lectively refer to operators, quantiﬁers and modalities as connectives. The deﬁnition
of an atomic formula is accordingly extended to formulas with no connectives. Simi-
larly, the size of a formula is now given by the number of connectives in the formula.
As for PL and FOL we can restrict attention to functionally complete sets of
connectives1 for modal logics. In the case of the classical logics with 2 and 3 we can
take either as basic and the other can then be deﬁned in terms of the ﬁrst. Taking
2 as basic (in which case 3 can be deﬁned as 3α =̂ ¬(2(¬α))) we will collectively
refer to these modal logics by L2.
1We now include modalities in these sets as well.
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Modalities are not necessarily unary; a very important role in this thesis is played
by the binary chop: _ (i.e., we have formulas α_β besides the usual PL/FOL for-
mulas). We will collectively refer to such logics (with only the binary chop modality)
by L_.
Finally, modalities will have precedence over all Boolean operators except ¬ which
has precedence over modalities.
3.2 Semantics
Modal logics are traditionally given a so-called Kripke-style semantics (also called
possible worlds semantics).
Definition 3.1 A (propositional modal logic) model is a triple M = (W,R,U),
where W is a non-empty set of (possible) worlds , R is an (accessibility) relation over
W , and U is a valuation mapping propositional letters to subsets of W (U corresponds
to the valuation function of propositional logic but is now, importantly, dependent
on the worlds2).
The arity of the relation R is dependent on the arity of the modalities of the logic
in question. For L2 it is binary, for L_ it is ternary. The pair (W,R) is called the
frame of the model and we say that a model (W,R,U) is based on the frame (W,R).
We deﬁne satisfaction of a formula α in a world w ∈W in a model M = (W,R,U)
(written M, w |= α) as follows:
M, w |= p iﬀ w ∈ U(p),
M, w |= α→ β iﬀ M, w |= α implies M, w |= β.
Here we have given the semantics of propositional letters and the Boolean operators.
The interpretation of propositional letters is dependent on the world whereas the
Boolean operators are independent. We now consider the semantics for the more
interesting cases concerning the modalities. For L2 we have:
M, w |= 2α iﬀ M, v |= α for all v ∈W where R(v, w).
In the case of L_ we have:
M, w |= α_β iﬀ M, v |= α and M, u |= β and
R(v, u, w) for some v, u ∈W.
We say that α is satisﬁable in a class of models C if there is a model M of C and
a world w of M such that M, w |= α. Given a set of formulas Γ, we say that M
satisﬁes Γ if there is a world w of M such that M, w |= α for every α ∈ Γ.
A formula α is valid in a model M if for all worlds w of M, M, w |= α. A formula
α is valid in a class of models C if it is valid in all models of C. Furthermore, a
2U(⊥) = ∅ for any U .
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formula α is valid in a frame F if it is valid in all models based on F . Finally, a
formula α is valid in a class of frames F if it is valid in all frames of F.
We have so far not said anything about possible restrictions on R. We will in the
next section see how the well-known properties of reﬂexitivity, symmetry, etc. have
nice connections in the proof systems for L2 logics.
We now turn to the question of semantics for ﬁrst order modal logics. For this
we consider the amalgamation of the two kinds of models of Deﬁnition 2.12 and
Deﬁnition 3.1. But to do this we have to address some points. First, is the domain
D the same in all worlds? There has been much work on this topic from both a
mathematical and a philosophical viewpoint. Some good reference are, e.g., [Gar84,
HC96, FM98]. For the purpose of this thesis we will only consider models with
constant domains, i.e., the domain is the same in all worlds. Another question (in
some sense orthogonal) is whether the same symbol can be interpreted diﬀerently in
diﬀerent worlds? The possibility of this will be important in this thesis. We thus for
our purposes deﬁne a model as follows:
Definition 3.2 A (ﬁrst order modal logic with constant domain) model is a
quadruple M = (W,R,D, I) where W and R are as in Deﬁnition 3.1, D and I
are as in Deﬁnition 2.12 with the important modiﬁcation that I now also depends
on the worlds, thus I(fn)(w) ∈ Dn −→ D and I(Gn)(w) ⊆ Dn.
One could also ask whether the valuation (potentially) depends on the worlds.
We will not consider this, i.e., we consider only valuations as the ones in Section 2.2.2.
The deﬁnition of the ﬁrst order semantics of terms and formulas is a straightfor-
ward amalgamation of the deﬁnitions in Section 2.2.2 and above.
The interpretation I is lifted to terms:
IV(x)(w) = V(x),
IV(fn(s1, . . . , sn))(w) = I(fn)(w)(IV(s1)(w), . . . , IV(sn)(w)),
and the satisfaction of ﬁrst order modal formulas is deﬁned as follows:
M,V, w |= Gn(s1, . . . , sn) iﬀ (IV(s1)(w), . . . , IV(sn)(w)) ∈ I(Gn)(w),
M,V, w |= φ→ ψ iﬀ M,V, w |= φ implies M,V, w |= ψ,
M,V, w |= (∃x)φ iﬀ M,V ′, w |= φ for some valuation V ′
x-equivalent to V,
M,V, w |= 2α iﬀ M,V, v |= α for all v ∈W where R(v, w),
M,V, w |= α_β iﬀ M,V, v |= α and M,V, u |= β and
R(v, u, w) for some v, u ∈W.
3.3 Hilbert Systems
We now turn to Hilbert proof systems for modal logics. We ﬁrst consider some
examples of propositional L2 logics.
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The simplest of these is the modal logic K which is an extension of PL with a
rule of necessitation
α
2α
,
and the following axiom:
2(α→ β)→ (2α→ 2β).
The logic K is sound and complete with respect to the (propositional) semantics of the
previous section where, in particular, no restrictions have been put on the accessibility
relation R. If we require R to be reﬂexive we have soundness and completeness with
respect to the logic T, which is K with the addition of the axiom
2α→ α.
In a similar way, by extending T with the axiom
2α→ 22α,
we get the modal logic S4 for which soundness and completeness is achieved by
requiring R to be both reﬂexive and transitive. Finally, if R is an equivalence relation
the corresponding modal logic is S5, which is S4 with the additional axiom
α→ 23α.
Similar and more advanced (so called) correspondence results are discussed in [vB84].
The above correspondence results can be lifted to ﬁrst order modal logics as
follows: Simply add the ﬁrst order axioms Q1 and Q2, as well as the generalization
rule G, to the propositional modal logic in question. By furthermore adding the
Barcan formula ,
(∀x)2φ→ 2(∀x)φ,
we achieve soundness and completeness with respect to the constant domain seman-
tics (Deﬁnition 3.2) with the same restrictions on the accessibility relation R as in
the propositional cases. For what happens in systems with non-constant domains,
Hilbert systems without the Barcan formula etc., we refer to, e.g., [Gar84, HC84,
HC96, FM98].
We now turn to discuss Hilbert proof systems for propositional L_ logics. A logic
with a binary modality [KNSS95, AKN+96, MV97] is a L_ logic (being an extension
of PL) which includes axioms saying that _ distributes over ∨:
K:
α_(β ∨ γ) → (α_β) ∨ (α_γ),
(α ∨ β)_γ → (α_γ) ∨ (β_γ),
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and the following monotonicity rules:
M:
α→ β
(α_γ)→ (β_γ)
α→ β
(γ_α)→ (γ_β) .
The minimal logic with a binary modality is the logic with a binary modality
consisting only of the above axioms and rules. If we include necessitation rules:
N:
α
¬(¬α_β)
α
¬(β_¬α) ,
we call the logic normal. We can thus speak of the minimal normal logic with a
binary modality. We will denote this speciﬁc logic L_AF and write `AF α if α is atheorem of L_AF.The AF in L_AF is short for All Frames, the reason being that if we let |=AF αdenote validity of α in the class of all frames we have the following soundness and
completeness result [KNSS95, MV97]:
Theorem 3.3
|=AF α iﬀ `AF α.
Consider an associativity axiom for _:
A: α_(β_γ) ↔ (α_β)_γ.
We can now speak of an associative L_ logic, and thus of the minimal associative
(normal) logic with a binary modality.
As for the L2 logics above we will consider what happens when a certain structure
is imposed on R [KNSS95, AKN+96, MV97].
Definition 3.4 Given a non-empty set T , a square frame (W,R) is deﬁned as
follows:
• W = T × T ,
• R = {((i, k), (k, j), (i, j)) | i, j, k ∈ T}.
A square model is a model based on a square frame.
Notice how the deﬁnition of the semantics of _ can be simpliﬁed if we assume a
square model:
M, (i, j) |= α_β iﬀ M, (i, k) |= α and M, (k, j) |= β for some k ∈ T.
We are interested in validity of a formula α in the class of all square frames,
written |=SQ α. A logic is called a square extension of the minimal logic with a
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binary modality if all theorems of the logic are valid in the class of all square frames.
It is easy to check that the associativity axiom is valid in the class of all square
frames. We can thus speak of a square extension of the minimal associative logic
with a binary modality.
We now consider the logic L_SQ with a binary modality characterized by the classof all square frames. By this we mean the logic whose theorems are exactly those
valid in all square frames. This logic is a square extension of the minimal associative
logic by the above deﬁnitions. It would be nice if L_SQ was simply the minimalassociative [normal] logic with a binary modality. Unfortunately, L_SQ is not evenﬁnitely axiomatizable [MV97].
We now cite a central result of [KNSS95].
Theorem 3.5 Any square extension of the minimal associative logic with a binary
modality is undecidable.
Hence, it is undecidable whether |=SQ α.
We will not discuss Hilbert systems for ﬁrst order L_ logics in general here. In
Chapter 4 we will more thoroughly consider certain extensions to ﬁrst order L_
logics in connection with interval logics.
3.4 Sequent Calculus
In this section we consider sequent calculus proof systems for modal logics. This
turns out to be considerably more diﬃcult than giving Hilbert proof systems. The
nice correspondences of the Hilbert systems are not apparent in the sequent calculi.
This is in fact a major problem for modal logics in general [BS84].
We will here concentrate on the modal logic S4 as this logic can be given a
reasonably nice sequent calculus formulation. It will furthermore be relevant for us
later in the thesis.
What seems to be the ﬁrst formulation of a sequent calculus for S4, with a proof
of cut-elimination, is [Cur52]. We will in the following consider the standard (con-
temporary) presentation for S4, see, e.g., [TS96].
Definition 3.6 Let Γ = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φn} be a (ﬁnite) multiset of formulas. Then
2Γ =̂ {2φ1,2φ2, . . . ,2φn},
3Γ =̂ {3φ1,3φ2, . . . ,3φn}.
Sequent rules for S4 can now be stated as follows:
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ,2φ ` ∆ (L2)
2Γ ` φ,3∆
2Γ ` 2φ,3∆ (R2)
2Γ, φ ` 3∆
2Γ,3φ ` 3∆ (L3)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` 3φ,∆ (R3) .
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Notice that sideconditions are hidden in the rules (R2) and (L3) by means of
Deﬁnition 3.6. These two rules can informally be read as follows: If Γ and ∆ only
contain formulas of the form 2φ and 3φ, respectively, then the rules can be applied.
Deﬁnition 2.8 is straightforwardly extended to cover any additional connectives
we introduce  including 2 and 3. Hence, we conclude that the above four rules
satisfy the subformula property.
As for FOL, we do not have soundness and completeness without some of the
structural rules. In this case we actually need both the contraction and the weakening
rules. In the case of contraction we can absorb them in the rules (as for FOL) by
duplicating the principal formula in the premise beside the active formula in the rules
(L2) and (R3):
Γ,2φ, φ ` ∆
Γ,2φ ` ∆ (L2
′)
Γ ` φ,3φ,∆
Γ ` 3φ,∆ (R3
′) .
The weakening rules also turn out absorbable [TS96]: This is done by modifying
the sequent rules (L3) and (R2) as follows:
2Γ, φ ` 3∆
Γ′,2Γ,3φ ` 3∆,∆′ (L3
′′)
2Γ ` φ,3∆
Γ′,2Γ ` 2φ,3∆,∆′ (R2
′′) .
In Chapter 5 we will consider a particular formulation for S4, namely that with
weakening but not contraction absorbed. In other words, we will consider the rules
(L2), (R2′′), (L3′′) and (R3) which together will be denoted 4.
3.4.1 Sequent Calculi for Modal Logics
We saw above how S4 can be given a reasonably nice sequent calculus formulation.
Unfortunately, this is more the exception than the rule when we consider modal
logics in general  even when we just look at other simple modal logics such as
K, T and S5 [BS84]. In particular, a major problem is the diﬃculty of deﬁning
a common framework in which the modal logics can be presented in a modular
way  corresponding to the nice way the logics were deﬁned as simple conservative
extensions of each other in a Hilbert system.
Various proposals for sequent calculus systems for some of the simple modal logics
(K,T,S4,S5) are surveyed in the introduction of [Wan94]. It is interesting to note that
few of these systems satisfy all of the principles discussed in Section 2.1.4.
In [Gor92] cut-free systems for other modal logics (known as S4.3, S4.3.1, and
S4.14) are given. It is still within the standard sequent calculus framework but now
the rules themselves get more complicated, such that, e.g., the subformula property
does not hold any more. The rules are still analytic in the sense that if the conclusion
is known then the premise(s) are completely determined.
In [Ser82] the author gives cut-free systems for T, S4 and S5 (and the systems
known as S4.2 and Br) by putting various restrictions on the rules (L 2) and (R2).
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(only formulations for S4.2 are not seen before). These sideconditions can get rather
complicated.
As a way of overcoming these problems, there have been various proposals for
generalized systems based on extended formalisms (in contrast to standard sequent
calculi systems). This way it is possible to get rid of many of the special sidecondi-
tions etc., and thereby have a clean presentation of many modal logics in a common
framework. The downside is that the systems themselves (used to present the log-
ics) get more complicated. Examples include [Dos85] (two-level sequent calculus),
[Mas92] (2-Sequent Calculus), [Cer93] (signed modal sequents) and [Wan94] (display
logic [Bel82]). The latter reference contains a survey of the work of the former three.
3.5 Natural Deduction
In this section we consider natural deduction systems for modal logics. The classical
systems essentially face the same diﬃculties as the sequent calculus systems of the
previous section. This is, e.g., the case for [Pra65, BM92]. In fact, all classical proof
theoretical formalisms (with, of course, the notable exception of Hilbert systems) do
not seem suitable for presenting modal logics. A formalism which was mentioned in
Section 1.2 was that of semantic tableaux. In [Fit83] this formalism is extended to
cope with modal logics but the inherent diﬃculties are still apparent. The ideas are
further exploited in [Wal90, Gor92].
We will here not say more about the above work but instead turn to a formalism
known as Labelled Natural Deduction (LND) [Vig00]. This proof theoretical frame-
work is fundamentally diﬀerent from the approaches considered so far: The possible
worlds of the modal logics, which so far only have appeared in the semantics, are
made part of the syntax and thereby an important part of the proof system. This
approach is taken in [Vig00] which describes work carried out in response to Gab-
bay's program on labelled deductive systems [Gab96] initiated in the beginning of
the 1990's.
The most important consequence of the LND formalism is that it is possible to
have a proper natural deduction system with exactly one I- and one E-rule for each
connective  including the modalities.
We refer to [Vig00] for a thorough treatment of how LND systems can be deﬁned
for the classical propositional modal logics (K, T, S4, S5), other variants and ﬁrst
order variants as well  all in a common framework. Below we will concentrate on
giving a detailed presentation of a LND system for logics with a binary modality.
This will act as a basis for later developments in the thesis.
3.5.1 Labelled Natural Deduction for Logics with a Binary
Modality
Definition 3.7 A labelled formula is a pair of a possible world w ∈ W and a
formula α, written w : α. A relational formula is a triple of possible worlds v, u, w,
written R(v, u, w). We let η denote an arbitrary labelled/relational formula.
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We deﬁne satisfaction of η in a model M = (W,R,U) (written M  η) as follows:
M  R(v, u, w) iﬀ R(v, u, w),
M  w : p iﬀ w ∈ U(p),
M  w : α→ β iﬀ M  w : α implies M  w : β,
M  w : α_β iﬀ M  v : α, M  u : β and
M  R(v, u, w) for some v, u ∈W.
We say that a labelled formula w : α is valid in a class of frames F if for all frames
F of F, for all models M based on F , M  w : α.
It is clear that M  w : α iﬀ M, w |= α. Thus, if we let AF w : α denote validity
of w : α in the class of all frames we have
Proposition 3.8
|=AF α iﬀ AF w : α for all w ∈W .
We now deﬁne a LND system for L_AF (inspired by [BMV97, BMV98b]):
[w : α]....
w : β
w : α→ β →I
w : α→ β w : α
w : β →E
[w : α→ ⊥]....
v : ⊥
w : α ⊥E
v : α u : β R(v, u, w)
w : α_β
_I
w : α_β
[v : α] [u : β] [R(v, u, w)]....
w′ : γ
w′ : γ
_E ,
with the following sidecondition:
• _E: v and u are diﬀerent from both w,w′ and each other, and do not occur
in any assumption on which the upper occurrence of w′ : γ depends except
v : α, u : β and R(v, u, w).
We have here only given LND rules for a functionally complete set of connectives.
Rules for the remaining connectives (in the style of the rules in Section 2.1.5) could
easily be derived.
The rule ⊥E can be regarded as an E-rule for ⊥ (hence the name) but when we
henceforth collectively refer to the E-rules of the system this will not include ⊥E.
We extend Deﬁnition 2.10 to an LND system:
Definition 3.9 A (LND) derivation of a labelled formula w : α from a set of
labelled formulas Γ and a set of relational formulas ∆ is a proof tree formed using LND
rules with w : α as root and where the leaves are either axioms, closed assumptions
or belong to Γ or ∆. We will use Π to denote such a derivation. If Γ and ∆ are
empty, we say that w : α is a (LND) theorem.
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We write `LNDAF w : α if w : α is a theorem in the LND system for L_AF.In [BMV98b] a general soundness and completeness result for labelled proposi-
tional logics with n-ary modalities is proved. We can utilize this to get:
Theorem 3.10
AF w : α iﬀ `LNDAF w : α.
The soundness and completeness result of [BMV98b] also covers the more general
cases where the properties of the relation R are speciﬁed within the natural deduction
system as Horn clauses relating R judgments. We will not consider this here.
If we are only interested in completeness with respect to the standard semantics
we can prove it more directly:
Proposition 3.11
|=AF α iﬀ `LNDAF w : α for all w ∈W.
Proof. Soundness is straightforward; using Proposition 3.8 we show that the LND
rules preserve labelled validity. 3 For the completeness part we utilize Theorem 3.3:
We show that if `AF α then `LNDAF w : α for all w. This can be shown by inductionon the length of the proof of `AF α which amounts to showing that all axioms are
provable and that the rules preserve provability in the LND system. The propositional
part is standard, hence we restrict our attention to K, M and N. We here only show
the latter case:
[w : (α→ ⊥)_β]1
[v : α→ ⊥]2 v : α
v : ⊥ →E
w : ⊥ ⊥E
w : ⊥ _E2
w : (α→ ⊥)_β → ⊥ →I
1 .
This derivation is valid as `LNDAF u : α for all u by the induction hypothesis. Wecan in particular assume `LNDAF v : α. 
Normalization
We now turn to consider normalization properties for the LND system for L_AF. Tobe able to establish normalization results for a natural deduction system means that
we can very precisely characterize the structure of derivations.
From the semantics we observe that _ is an existential 3-like binary modality.
The normalization proofs get simpler if we instead consider an universal 2-like binary
modality ^. We deﬁne ^ by the following LND rules:
3This is (not surprisingly) also the way soundness of Theorem 3.10 is proved in [BMV98b].
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[v : α][R(v, u, w)]....
u : β
w : α^β
^I
w : α^β v : α R(v, u, w)
u : β
^E ,
with the following sidecondition:
• ^I: v and u are diﬀerent from both w and each other, and u does not occur
in any assumption on which u : β depends other than R(v, u, w).
We can show that {⊥,→,^} is a functionally complete set of connectives for L_AFby deﬁning w : α_β =̂ w : ¬(α^¬β) and showing that the rules for _ can be derived
from those for ^. Below we give the case for _I (remember that ¬α =̂ α→ ⊥):
[w : α^(β → ⊥)]1 v : α R(v, u, w)
u : β → ⊥
^E
u : β
u : ⊥ →E
w : ⊥ ⊥E
w : α^(β → ⊥)→ ⊥ →I
1 .
We could similarly derive the rules for ^ from those for _. In the following we
will restrict attention to the {⊥, →, ^} fragment.
Proposition 3.12 For any derivation of w : α in the LND system for L_AF thereis a derivation of w : α with the following restrictions on the ⊥E rule: 1) The
conclusion is always atomic, and 2) there are no applications immediately following
each other.
Proof. 1) In the original derivation, pick out an application of ⊥E where the con-
clusion has maximal size. If not atomic (in which case we are done), this conclusion
will have form α → β or α^β. Below we only consider the latter case (the former
follows analogously). We replace the derivation with one where the conclusion of the
aﬀected ⊥E has less size by the following transformation (denoted by ;) of part of
the derivation tree (the rest of the derivation tree is unchanged):
[w : α^β → ⊥]1
Π
v′ : ⊥
w : α^β ⊥E1
;
[u : β → ⊥]2
[w : α^β]1[v : α]3[R(v, u, w)]3
u : β
^E
u : ⊥ →E
w : ⊥ ⊥E
w : α^β → ⊥ →I1
Π
v′ : ⊥
u : β ⊥E2
w : α^β
^I3 .
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By induction it is now easy to see that repeated applications of this transformation
yield the desired derivation. In the case of 2) we notice that if there is to be two ⊥E
rules immediately following each other the uppermost has to have conclusion v : ⊥
(for some v). But then it is clearly superﬂuous and can be removed, viz.
[w : p→ ⊥]1....
u : ⊥
v : ⊥ ⊥E
w : p ⊥E1
;
[w : p→ ⊥]1....
u : ⊥
w : p ⊥E1 .
Again, repeated applications give the desired derivation. 
In ordinary natural deduction the ⊥E rule is sometimes restricted to having a
non-⊥ conclusion by deﬁnition [Pra65]. This would entail 2) above directly. But this
restriction is not possible here as we must be able to propagate ⊥ between diﬀerent
worlds to retain completeness.
The major premise of an E-rule is the premise containing the connective being
eliminated. A premise which is not major is called minor.
Definition 3.13 A maximal formula in a derivation is a labelled formula which is
both the conclusion of an introduction rule and the major premise of an elimination
rule. A derivation is normal if it contains no maximal formulas, all applications
of ⊥E have atomic conclusions and there are no applications of ⊥E immediately
following each other.
An introduced labelled formula which is immediately eliminated does clearly not
contribute to the derivation, hence a maximal formula can be removed by a trans-
formation called a contraction step . Below we show the case of ^:
[v′ : α]1[R(v′, u′, w)]1
Π
u′ : β
w : α^β
^I1 v : α R(v, u, w)
u : β
^E
;
v : α R(v, u, w)
Π[v/v′, u/u′]
u : β ,
where Π[v/v′, u/u′] is obtained from Π by systematically substituting v for v′ and u
for u′, with a suitable renaming of the variables to avoid clashes.
Theorem 3.14 Any derivation can be transformed into a normal derivation.
Proof. The restrictions on a normal derivation concerning ⊥E are taken care of
by Proposition 3.12. Now, choose a largest (with respect to size) maximal formula
w : α which has only maximal formulas of less size above it in the derivation and
apply a contraction step. No new maximal formulas as large (or larger) than w : α
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are introduced by this step. Repeated applications of this step yield a derivation in
normal form. 
Definition 3.15 A track in a derivation Π is a sequence of labelled formulas
w1 : α1, w2 : α2, . . . , wn : αn where w1 : α1 is a leaf, and for 1 ≤ i < n, wi+1 : αi+1 is
the conclusion of a rule of which wi : αi is a premise that is not a minor premise of
→E or ^E. A track of order 0 ends in the root of Π; a track of order n+ 1 ends in
the minor premise of an E-rule with major premise belonging to a track of order n.
The above deﬁnition of a track is an extension of that of [Pra65] (we use the
terminology of [TS96]) for propositional logic to L_AF. The key observation is thatthe structure of the rules →I and →E is similar to that of ^I and ^E, respectively
(disregarding judgments concerning the accessibility relation R).
Proposition 3.16 Let w1 : α1, w2 : α2, . . . , wn : αn be a track in a normal deriva-
tion. There is a minimal formula αi such that
1. wj : αj (for all j, 1 ≤ j < i) is a major premise of an E-rule and αj+1 is a
subformula of αj.
2. wi : αi (i 6= n) is a premise of an I-rule or ⊥E.
3. wj : αj (for all j, i < j < n) is a premise of an I-rule and αj is a subformula
of αj+1.
Proof. As the derivation is normal, in the track, an E-rule cannot follow an I-rule
(there are no maximal formulas) and it cannot follow a ⊥E rule (the consequence is
atomic). The ⊥E rule cannot follow an I-rule as the premise is ⊥ and by normality
there will thus at most be one ⊥E rule. 
If we let α v β mean that α is a subformula of β and α w β that β is a subformula
of α, the structure of a track can be illustrated as follows:
α1 w α2 w . . . w αj w . . . w αi v . . . v αj′ v . . . v αn−1 v αn.
Definition 3.17 Consider a derivation Π of w : α from Γ and ∆ in a system with
no axioms. Let S = {α} ∪ {γ | u : γ ∈ Γ for some u}. Then Π is said to have the
subformula property if for any labelled formula v : β in Π, β is
1. ⊥,
2. a subformula of some formula in S, or
3. ¬β′ and β′ is a subformula of some formula in S.
Theorem 3.18 Any normal derivation satisﬁes the subformula property.
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Proof. We start by observing that any formula in a derivation belongs to some
track w1 : α1, w2 : α2, . . . , wn : αn. By Proposition 3.16, all αi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
subformulas of either α1 or αn. By induction on the order of the track we now
conclude that any formula in a normal derivation will be a subformula of either the
root or a leaf. Consider a closed assumption: If it is closed by one of the I-rules it
will be a subformula of the conclusion of that I-rule. If it is closed by ⊥E it will have
the form ¬β and β will be the conclusion of that ⊥E rule. 
The results of this section could be proved for the {⊥,→,_} fragment as well
but it would make the proofs more complicated. This corresponds to what Prawitz
does when going from classical to intuitionistic logic in [Pra65] (it is not possible to
restrict to a functionally complete set in intuitionistic logic).
Going even further, we could ask for a normalization result for the full set of
connectives for L_AF, i.e., including ∧,∨,¬. Such a normalization result is proved forFOL in [Stå91].
C h a p t e r 4
Interval Logic
This chapter introduces a number of interval logics. We will almost exclusively
be concerned with interval logics that can be regarded as modal logics where the
possible worlds are intervals. Furthermore, the interval logics we will concentrate on
all include a notion for referring to the length of an interval.
We start by giving a thorough introduction to Signed Interval Logic (SIL) [Ras99a]
in Section 4.1. We consider syntax, semantics and Hilbert proof system for SIL as
well as a soundness and completeness result. In its most general form, the temporal
domain of SIL has no ordering; we consider how the soundness and completeness
result can be extended to cover a totally ordered domain. Furthermore, we sketch
how SIL is related to arrow logic [MV97] and relational algebra [Tar41, SS93].
In Section 4.2 we consider a number of related interval logics. We most thoroughly
discuss two interval logics very closely related to SIL, namely Interval Temporal Logic
(ITL) [HMM83, Mos85, Dut95a] and Neighbourhood Logic (NL) [ZH98].
Finally, in Section 4.3 we consider Duration Calculus (DC) [ZHR91, HZ97] which
extends interval logic with notions for accumulated durations of Boolean functions
over intervals.
4.1 Signed Interval Logic
In this section we introduce Signed Interval Logic (SIL) [Ras99a]. Our presenta-
tion will build on the notions and concepts introduced in the previous chapters, in
particular Chapter 3.
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4.1.1 Syntax and Semantics
Syntactically, SIL is a ﬁrst order L_ logic with equality. Additionally, we wish to
distinguish function/predicate symbols as either rigid or ﬂexible. In particular =
is rigid. Furthermore, SIL includes the rigid function symbols 0,−,+ as well as the
special ﬂexible nullary function symbol `. We will denote the language containing
these symbols together with the symbols of ﬁrst order L_ a signed interval language .
A formula/term is said to be ﬂexible if it contains a ﬂexible symbol. Otherwise it is
said to be rigid. A formula is chop-free if it does not contain _.
We now turn to the semantics of SIL. As it is an L_ logic, it is given a semantics
as discussed in Section 3.2. In particular, the semantics is given in terms of ﬁrst
order square models (with constant domains), cf. Deﬁnition 3.2 and Deﬁnition 3.4,
with the important addition that the interpretation of a rigid symbol is the same in
all worlds.1
In Deﬁnition 3.4, the set over which a square frame is deﬁned is denoted T . We
can now conveniently think of T as a temporal domain and two temporal points of
T make up a signed interval, i.e., the possible worlds are signed intervals. For now
we do not enforce any structure on T ; we do not require it to be ordered in any
way in particular. In the case of SIL we can have a completeness result without this
requirement and therefore choose to deﬁne T as general as possible. In Section 4.1.4
we will see how a total order can be enforced while still achieving completeness.
We want to be able to refer to the signed length of a signed interval. For this we
deﬁne the following:
Definition 4.1 Given a square frame (W,R) over a set T , a signed measure is a
function m ∈ W → D where D is a set equipped with a binary operator + and a
distinguished element 0 ∈ D. Furthermore, m has to satisfy the following conditions
for any i, i′, j, j′ ∈ T and a, b ∈ D:
M1: if m(i, j) = m(i, j′) then j = j′,if m(j, i) = m(j′, i) then j = j′,
M2: m(i, i) = 0,
M3: m(i, j) +m(j, i′) = m(i, i′),
M4: m(i, i′) = a+ b iﬀ m(i, k) = a and m(k, i′) = b for some k ∈ T.
We now deﬁne which properties a domain of values to represent signed lengths should
have in general (some of these are implicitly given by the above deﬁnition).
Definition 4.2 A signed duration domain is a group (D,+,−, 0).2
1Hence, the interpretation of a ﬂexible symbol can vary from world to world.
2The main binary operator of the group is + and its unary inverse operator is −.
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Definition 4.3 A signed interval model is a square model where the domain is a
signed duration domain and the interpretation of `,+,−, 0 is such that
I(`)(i, j) = m(i, j),
I(0)(i, j) = 0,
I(+)(i, j) = +,
I(−)(i, j) = −.
We say that a formula φ is SIL-valid (written |=SIL φ) if it is valid in the class of all
signed interval models.
4.1.2 Proof System
SIL is a ﬁrst order associative normal logic with a binary modality (cf. Section 3.3)
with the addition of the following axioms:
R: φ_ψ → φ if φ is rigid,
φ_ψ → ψ if ψ is rigid,
B: ((∃x)φ)_ψ → (∃x)(φ_ψ) if x 6∈ FV(ψ),
φ_((∃x)ψ)→ (∃x)(φ_ψ) if x 6∈ FV(φ),
L1: (` = s)_φ→ ¬((` = s)_¬φ) if s is rigid,
φ_(` = s)→ ¬(¬φ_(` = s)) if s is rigid,
L2: ` = s+ t↔ (` = s)_(` = t) if s and t are rigid,
L3: φ→ φ_(` = 0),
φ→ (` = 0)_φ.
Note how B corresponds to the Barcan formula mentioned in Section 3.3.
Furthermore, SIL contains axioms expressing the properties of a signed duration
domain (cf. Deﬁnition 4.2):
D1: (s+ t) + u = s+ (t+ u),
D2: s+ 0 = s,
D3: s+ (−s) = 0.
There is one last (but very important) detail which has to be adressed: Just using
the axiom Q1 of FOL as is would make SIL unsound. We have to slightly modify
Q1 to accommodate the notions of rigidity and chop-freeness:
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Q1: (∀x)φ→ φ[s/x] if s is rigid or φ is chop-free.
We write `SIL φ to denote theoremhood in this system for SIL.
Finally, we note that the system presented in this section is slightly diﬀerent
from the original system of [Ras99a]: First, the system is deﬁned as an extension to
a certain modal logic with a binary modality instead of being formulated directly.
Second, the axioms L1,L2,D1,D2,D3 are formulated with arbitrary terms instead
of (universally quantiﬁed) variables. These small changes make later developments
simpler, both theoretically and practically. It is trivial to show that the formulations
are equivalent.
4.1.3 Soundness and Completeness
In this section we sketch the proof of a completeness result for SIL: The proof system
of SIL is sound and complete with respect to the class of all signed interval models.
We refer to [Ras99b] for a full, detailed proof.
The proof of completeness follows the general structure of a Henkin-style com-
pleteness proof [Men87, HC68]. The central idea in a Henkin-style proof is the
following: Given an arbitrary formula φ which is not a theorem, construct a model
which satisﬁes ¬φ. This implies the non-validity of φ and the completeness follows.
We start by presenting some standard concepts and results used in Henkin-style
completeness proofs, namely results concerning maximal consistent sets and witnesses
[Gar84, HC68, Ham88].
Definition 4.4 Let Γ be a set of closed formulas of a signed interval language L.
• Γ is consistent (with respect to SIL) if there is no ﬁnite subset {φ1, . . . , φn} of
Γ such that `SIL ¬(φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn).
• Γ is maximally consistent if it is consistent and there is no consistent set of
closed formulas Γ′ such that Γ ⊂ Γ′.
Let B = {b0, b1, b2, . . .} be an inﬁnite, countable set of symbols not occurring in the
signed interval language L. Let L+ denote the signed interval language obtained by
adding all symbols of B to L as rigid constants.
Definition 4.5 A set Γ of closed formulas of L+ is said to have witnesses in B if
for every closed formula of Γ of the form (∃x)φ (where x is the only free variable of
φ) there exists a constant bi ∈ B such that φ[bi/x] ∈ Γ.
Theorem 4.6 If Γ is a consistent set of closed formulas of L, there is a set Γ∗ of
closed formulas of L+ which satisﬁes the following:
• Γ ⊆ Γ∗,
• Γ∗ is maximally consistent,
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∆′2 -
∆ﬀ
Figure 4.1: Possible conﬁguration of the worlds of Proposition 4.8
• Γ∗ has witnesses in B.
If Γ0 is a consistent set of closed formulas of L, let Γ∗0 be a set of closed formulas of
L+ whose existence is guaranteed by the above theorem. We denote by Σ0 the set
of rigid closed formulas of Γ∗0.
Given a consistent set Γ0 of closed formulas we can now construct a model M0 =
(W0, R0, D0, I0) where the worlds of W0 are certain maximal consistent sets of closed
formulas (including Γ∗0), R0 is deﬁned by:
R0(∆1,∆2,∆) iﬀ if φ1 ∈ ∆1 and φ1 ∈ ∆2 then (φ1_φ2) ∈ ∆ for any φ1, φ2,
and D0 is the set of equivalence classes with respect to = over B. Finally, I0 is
deﬁned for all symbols in all worlds. For example, in the case of a propositional
letter we deﬁne I0(p)(∆) = (p ∈ ∆), i.e. M0,V,∆ |= p iﬀ p ∈ ∆.
The following theorem generalizes the case of a propositional letter to arbitrary
formulas [Dut95a].
Theorem 4.7
M0,V,∆ |= φ iﬀ φ ∈ ∆.
The model M0 will play a central part in the construction of a satisfying signed
interval model. Another important part in this construction will be played by the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.8 Let ((∆1,∆2), (∆′1,∆′2)) ∈ (W0 × W0) × (W0 × W0). Then,if R0(∆1,∆2,Γ∗0) and R0(∆′1,∆′2,Γ∗0), there is a unique world ∆ ∈ W0 such that
R0(∆1,∆,∆′1) and R0(∆,∆′2,∆2).
The intuition of this proposition can be given in terms of signed intervals: Given a
pair of pairs ((∆1,∆2), (∆′1,∆′2)) of consecutive signed intervals of the current signedinterval Γ∗0 there is a unique signed interval ∆ lying between the two chopping pointsof the two pairs of signed intervals. We have sketched this intuition in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Intuitively, the points of T are the chopping points (marked by t1 and
t2 on the ﬁgure) of the pairs (∆1,∆2) related by R0(∆1,∆2,Γ∗0). The ﬁgure showstwo of the possible pairs (∆1,∆2).
We will now begin constructing a signed interval model from M0. For this we
need to deﬁne a temporal domain T :
T = { (∆1,∆2) ∈W0 ×W0 | R0(∆1,∆2,Γ∗0) }.
The intuition behind this particular deﬁnition of T is the following: If we think of the
worlds of W0 as signed intervals, T is the set of all pairs of consecutive signed intervals
of the current signed interval. These pairs deﬁne, by means of their chopping points,
all the necessary temporal points. See Figure 4.2.
We have now come to the crucial step in the construction. Intuitively, we want to
identify a signed interval given by two points of T with a signed interval of W0. But
this connection is exactly what Proposition 4.8 gives us. Formally, let µ : T×T →W0
such that µ((∆1,∆2), (∆′1,∆′2)) is the world ∆ given by Proposition 4.8. RevisitFigure 4.1 for the intuition.
We are now ready to construct a model M = (W,R,D, I) on the basis of M0 as
follows:
• The frame (W,R) is the square frame deﬁned by T .
• The domain D is the same as D0.
• The interpretation function I is deﬁned by I(s)(i, j) = I0(s)(µ(i, j)) for any
symbol s and any signed interval (i, j).
The following proposition shows that M indeed is a signed interval model.
Proposition 4.9 The constructed model M is a signed interval model.
Proof. We have to make sure that D of M is a signed duration domain and that
the interpretation is as speciﬁed in Deﬁnition 4.3.
The rigid symbols − and + of L deﬁne a unary and a binary operation we also
denote by − and + in D. The interpretation of the rigid constant 0 will be an element
of D we also denote by 0. As D1D3 are valid in M0 they will by Theorem 4.12 (see
below) also be valid in M, hence (D,+,−, 0) is a signed duration domain. We now
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only need an appropriate signed measure. But it can be shown [Ras99b] that the
interpretation of ` is already deﬁned such that M1M4 of Deﬁnition 4.1 are satisﬁed.
Thus, we deﬁne the signed measure by m(i, j) = I(`)(i, j) for any signed interval
(i, j) ∈W . 
We want to establish a connection between satisfaction of formulas in M and M0:
We want to show that a formula is satisﬁed in a world (i, j) of M iﬀ it is satisﬁed in
the corresponding world µ(i, j) of M0. The only diﬃculty is in the case of chop. For
this we need the following two propositions (see [Ras99b] for proofs).
Proposition 4.10 If i, j, k ∈ T then R0(µ(i, k), µ(k, j), µ(i, j)).
Proposition 4.11 Let i, j ∈ T and Γ1,Γ2 ∈ W0. If R0(Γ1,Γ2, µ(i, j)) then Γ1 =
µ(i, k) and Γ2 = µ(k, j) for some k ∈ T .
We can now formulate the connection between M and M0. We note that since the
domains of M and M0 are the same, an M-valuation is also an M0-valuation.
Theorem 4.12
M,V, (i, j) |= φ iﬀ M0,V, µ(i, j) |= φ.
Proof. The proof is by a straightforward structural induction over φ: In the case
of φ being ψ_χ we use Propositions 4.10 and 4.11. See [Ras99b]. 
We can now establish the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.13 If Γ0 is a consistent set of closed formulas (with respect to SIL)
then we can construct a signed interval model which satisﬁes Γ0.
Proof. We know by Proposition 4.9 that the constructed model M is a signed
interval model. We are therefore done if we can show that M satisﬁes Γ0.
It is possible to ﬁnd two worlds ∆1,∆2 ∈ W0 such that R0(∆1,Γ∗0,Γ∗0) and
R0(Γ∗0,∆2,Γ
∗
0) (see [Ras99b]). Thus, both i = (∆1,Γ∗0) and j = (Γ∗0,∆2) belongto T , hence (i, j) ∈ W . It is now immediate (by deﬁnition of µ) that µ(i, j) = Γ∗0.Then, utilizing Theorems 4.12 and 4.7, we are done. 
From the above theorem the completeness of SIL follows easily.
Theorem 4.14 A formula φ is valid in the class of all signed interval models iﬀ
it is a theorem of SIL,
|=SIL φ iﬀ `SIL φ.
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Proof. For the if -part (soundness) we simply have to check that all axioms of SIL
are valid in the class of all signed interval models and that all inference rules of SIL
preserve validity. This is straightforward.
For the only if -part (completeness) assume φ is not a theorem of SIL. We now
have to show that φ is not valid in some signed interval model. Let φ′ be the universal
closure of φ; φ′ is not a theorem either. The set {¬φ′} will therefore be consistent
and we can construct a signed interval model M which satisﬁes ¬φ′ (Theorem 4.13).
Since ¬φ′ is satisﬁed by M, φ′ is not valid in M and neither is φ. 
Remark 4.15 The above soundness and completeness result is (in some sense) the
most general possible with the signed duration domain just being a group. It will
later turn out convenient if we require the signed duration domain to be commutative,
i.e., an Abelian group. It is trivial to modify the completeness result in this case.
Simply add an axiom to the Hilbert system stating commutiativity,
D4: s+ t = t+ s,
and the rest follows straightforwardly. In fact, henceforth, when referring to SIL we
will implicitly assume this Abelian version.
4.1.4 Totally Ordered SIL
The completeness result of the previous section is for a general class of signed interval
models with no ordering on the underlying domains T and D. To justify the name
interval logic one could argue that it would be more natural to require a total
ordering on these domains. We will in this section show how a completeness result
can be established in this case, based on [Ras99c]. Note that this is not as simple as
in the Abelian case discussed above, as we here have to relate the two orderings on
the domains T and D.
It turns out that such a completeness result for Signed Interval Logic on Totally
Ordered Domains (SILto) can be established fairly easily. Furthermore, this can be
done in a conservative way, in the sense that the class of signed interval models just
can be restricted by requiring total orderings on the underlying domains. The proof
system can correspondingly be modiﬁed simply by adding further axioms.
Definition 4.16 A totally ordered temporal domain (T,≤) is a non-empty set T
together with a total order ≤ on T .
Definition 4.17 A totally ordered signed measure is an extension of a signed
measure (Deﬁntion 4.1) by requiring D to be equipped with a binary predicate ≤
and m to satisfy the following condition as well (besides M1M4):
M5: m(i, j) ≤ 0 iﬀ j ≤ i.
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This condition relates the total ordering of the temporal domain to the total ordering
of the duration domain.
Definition 4.18 A totally ordered signed duration domain is a totally ordered
group (D,+,−, 0,≤). Thus, (D,+,−, 0) is a group, ≤ is a total order on D, and the
following monotonicity rule is satisﬁed for all a, b, c ∈ D:
a ≤ b→ (a+ c ≤ b+ c) ∧ (c+ a ≤ c+ b).
This notion of a totally ordered group follows the classical way of extending a group
with a total order [Fuc63].
The syntax of SILto is that of SIL extended with the rigid binary predicate ≤.
Definition 4.19 A totally ordered signed interval model is a signed interval model
as in Deﬁnition 4.3 where the temporal domain, the signed duration domain and the
signed measure are of the totally ordered versions deﬁned above and the binary
predicate ≤ is interpreted the obvious way.
We say that a formula φ is SILto-valid (written |=SILto φ) if it is valid in the classof all totally ordered signed interval models
As mentioned above, the proof system of SILto is a conservative extension (in the
sense of adding further axioms) to the proof system of SIL.
These further axioms are D5D9 (listed below), which together with D1D3 ex-
press the properties of Deﬁnition 4.18.
D5: s ≤ s,
D6: s ≤ t→ (t ≤ u→ s ≤ u),
D7: s ≤ t ∧ t ≤ s→ s = t,
D8: s ≤ t ∨ t ≤ s,
D9: s ≤ t→ s+ u ≤ t+ u,
s ≤ t→ u+ s ≤ u+ t.
Soundness and Completeness of SILto
In this section we give a soundness and completeness proof for SILto. The proof
extends the proof for SIL and we here only consider necessary extensions and modi-
ﬁcations to the existing proof.
The ﬁrst extension necessary is in connection with the model construction where
we need to deﬁne a temporal domain T . We deﬁne T as in Section 4.1.3:
T = { (∆1,∆2) ∈W0 ×W0 | R0(∆1,∆2,Γ∗0) },
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but we now also need a total order ≤ on T . This can be deﬁned the following way
(where (∆1,∆2), (∆′1,∆′2) ∈ T ):
(∆1,∆2) ≤ (∆′1,∆′2) iﬀ
 (` = b) ∈ ∆1,(` = b′) ∈ ∆′1,(b ≤ b′) ∈ Σ0,
for some b, b′ ∈ B. It is straightforward to see that this deﬁnition will give a total
order on T : As D5D8 are axioms of SILto they will by construction be members
of Σ0 and the order relation ≤ on the righthand side will therefore be a total order.
This implies that the order relation on T will be total too.
As in Section 4.1.3 we construct a model M on the basis of the model M0.
Proposition 4.20 The constructed model M is a totally ordered signed interval
model.
Proof. The proof follows the exact same lines as that of Proposition 4.9. The
only new case is that we have to show that M5 is satisﬁed when we deﬁne m(i, j) =
I(`)(i, j).
For this, let i = (∆1,∆2) and j = (∆′1,∆′2) be arbitrary members of T . M5 statesthe condition:
m(i, j) ≤ 0 iﬀ j ≤ i. (4.1)
We start by expanding the left- and righthand sides by deﬁnitions. First the
lefthand side:
m(i, j) = I(`)(i, j) = I0(`)(µ(i, j)) = I0(`)(µ((∆1,∆2), (∆′1,∆
′
2))).
By deﬁnition of µ there is a unique ∆ ∈W0 such that
I0(`)(µ((∆1,∆2), (∆′1,∆
′
2))) = I0(`)(∆),
and
R0(∆1,∆,∆′1). (4.2)
As (∃x)(` = x) is a theorem it will by construction belong to the maximal consistent
set ∆. But then there is a witness a ∈ B such that (` = a) ∈ ∆. By deﬁnition this
means that I0(`)(∆) = [a], where [a] is the equivalence class with representative a.
(Remember how the domain D0 was deﬁned in Section 4.1.3.) Hence, the lefthand
side of (4.1) amounts to [a] ≤ 0. As a, ≤ and 0 are rigid this is by deﬁnition equivalent
to:
(a ≤ 0) ∈ Σ0. (4.3)
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We now turn to the righthand side of (4.1):
j ≤ i iﬀ (∆′1,∆′2) ≤ (∆1,∆2) iﬀ
 (` = b) ∈ ∆1,(` = b′) ∈ ∆′1,(b′ ≤ b) ∈ Σ0,
for some b, b′ ∈ B. The conditions (` = b) ∈ ∆1 and (` = b′) ∈ ∆′1 are by constructionsatisﬁed for some b, b′ ∈ B, hence the righthand side of (4.1) amounts to (b′ ≤ b) ∈ Σ0.
In other words, to show (4.1) we have to show (cf. (4.3)):
(a ≤ 0) ∈ Σ0 iﬀ (b′ ≤ b) ∈ Σ0. (4.4)
For this we need a connection between a and b, b′. But this is exactly what
(4.2) gives us. As (` = b) ∈ ∆1 and (` = a) ∈ ∆ we have by deﬁnition of R0
that (` = b)_(` = a) ∈ ∆′1. By axiom L2 we then deduce that (` = b + a) ∈ ∆′1.As (` = b′) ∈ ∆′1 we conclude that (b + a = b′) ∈ ∆′1. Because of rigidity wehave (b + a = b′) ∈ Σ0 and utilizing the fact that D1D9 are axioms of SILto it
is now straightforward to show (4.4) and thus (4.1). In particular, notice that the
monotonicity axiom D9 is needed here. 
Propositions 4.10 and 4.11, and Theorems 4.12 and 4.13 do not assume any prop-
erties of T and are therefore immediately usable here.
We can thus formulate the main result of this section (the proof is similar to that
of Theorem 4.14).
Theorem 4.21 A formula φ is valid in the class of all totally ordered signed in-
terval models iﬀ it is a theorem of SILto,
|=SILto φ iﬀ `SILto φ.
In SILto, the following abbreviations will often be used:
fwd =̂ 0 ≤ `,
bwd =̂ ` ≤ 0.
4.1.5 Arrow Logic and Relational Algebra
In this section we consider the expressiveness of SIL by relating it to arrow logic
[MV97] and relational algebra [Tar41, SS93].3
The results rely on the capability to deﬁne an abbreviated unary modality −1
(read: converse) in SIL which reverses the direction of an interval:
φ−1 =̂ (∃x)( (` = x) ∧ ( (` = 0) ∧ (` = x)_φ )_true ),
3It should be noted that none of the results of this section require totally ordered domains as
considered in the previous section.
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where x is some variable not free in φ. One can straightforwardly semantically show
that φ−1 is satisﬁed on a signed interval (i, j) iﬀ φ is satisﬁed on the signed interval
(j, i).
Arrow logic [MV97] is a propositional modal logic where the possible worlds are
pairs of elements from some set. We see that this corresponds to signed intervals of
SIL which makes a comparison interesting.
Arrow logic is equipped with a constant ιδ, a unary modality ⊗ and a binary
modality ◦. The semantics of ιδ, ⊗ and ◦ can informally be given in terms of SIL:
ιδ corresponds to (` = 0), ⊗ to −1, and ◦ to _. In arrow logic ιδ, ⊗ and ◦ are basic
modalities and not abbreviations of some kind. In SIL we can deﬁne −1 using _ and
`. Thus, we conclude that SIL can express the same as arrow logic with just the
basic modality _ (corresponding to ◦) and then the special symbol `.
But this expressive power of SIL has a price: Firstly, the introduction of ` restricts
the set of possible models. Secondly, to deﬁne −1 it was necessary to use a ﬁrst order
construct to quantify over the value of `. In conclusion we can therefore (rather
informally) state that: SIL is a ﬁrst order arrow logic with the special unary function
symbol `.
We now consider another consequence of −1: It seems natural to think of signed
intervals as binary relations , hence (i, j) ∈ T × T asserts that i is related to j. In
some signed interval model, a formula φ will either be true or false on some signed
interval. If we now consider the set of all signed intervals on which φ is true we will
have a binary relation on T . We will in the following pursue this idea by relating SIL
to relational algebra [SS93].
Definition 4.22 A relational algebra RA = 〈S,⊕,, ◦,	,⊗,0,1, ιδ〉 is a non-
empty set S equipped with three binary operators ⊕,, ◦, two unary operators 	,⊗,
and three constants 0,1, ιδ such that 〈S,⊕,,	,0,1〉 is a Boolean algebra and the
following axioms are satisﬁed for all x, y, z ∈ S:
RA1 (x⊕ y) ◦ z = (x ◦ z)⊕ (y ◦ z), RA5 x ◦ ιδ = x,
RA2 ⊗(x⊕ y) = ⊗x⊕⊗y, RA6 ⊗⊗x = x,
RA3 (x ◦ y) ◦ z = x ◦ (y ◦ z), RA7 ⊗(x ◦ y) = ⊗y ◦ ⊗x.
RA4 	(⊗x ◦ 	(x ◦ y))⊕	y = 1,
We now formally deﬁne how to build the above mentioned binary relations.
Definition 4.23 Let M = (W,R,D, I) be a signed interval model and V be a
M-valuation. As M is a signed interval model we have W = T × T for some set T .
We now deﬁne a SIL-relation over φ (written RM,V(φ)) by:
RM,V(φ) = {(i, j) ∈ T × T | M,V, (i, j) |= φ}.
Furthermore, we deﬁne the set RM,V of all SIL-relations in a given model and valu-
ation:
RM,V = {RM,V(φ) | φ is a SIL formula}.
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To establish the connection to relational algebra, we associate three binary oper-
ators +, ·, ;, two unary operators −,∼ and three constants 0, 1, 1′ with RM,V . The
meaning of these operators and constants is given by the following equivalences:
1 = RM,V(true), −RM,V(φ) = RM,V(¬φ),
0 = RM,V(false), RM,V(φ) + RM,V(ψ) = RM,V(φ ∨ ψ),
1′ = RM,V(` = 0), RM,V(φ) · RM,V(ψ) = RM,V(φ ∧ ψ),
∼RM,V(φ) = RM,V(φ−1), RM,V(φ); RM,V(ψ) = RM,V(φ_ψ).
Any SIL-relation built using any of the three constants and ﬁve operators can
thus by simple equational reasoning be transformed to a single SIL-relation RM,V(φ)
for some formula φ.
To show equivalence of SIL-relations we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.24 |=SIL φ↔ ψ implies RM,V(φ) = RM,V(ψ).
We can now formulate the following theorem saying that RM,V together with the
above deﬁned operators and constants is a relational algebra.
Theorem 4.25 RSIL = 〈RM,V ,+, ·, ; ,−,∼, 0, 1, 1′〉 is a relational algebra.
Proof. By Deﬁnition 4.22 we must ﬁrst show that 〈RM,V ,+, ·,−, 0, 1〉 is a Boolean
algebra. But this follows easily due to the standard correspondence between propo-
sitional logic and Boolean algebra.
We must then show that RSIL satisﬁes the axioms RA1RA7 for arbitrary mem-
bers of RM,V . For this we use Lemma 4.24. For example, we can show that RSIL
satisﬁes RA6 by showing |=SIL (φ_ψ)−1 ↔ ψ−1_φ−1. But this is not diﬃcult; see
[Ras99b] for a full proof. 
Theorem 4.25 gives a nice theoretical characterization of the expressive power of
SIL. It is only establishable because −1 is deﬁnable in SIL.
The results of this section are further elaborated in [Ras99b].
4.2 Related Interval Logics
In this section we consider a selection of interval logics of which some are closely
related to SIL whereas others have more loose ties. Importantly, none of the interval
logics of this section incorporate the notion of a direction of an interval.
We start by considering Interval Temporal Logic (ITL) which was probably the
ﬁrst interval logic to be introduced in computer science. ITL was originally based on
discrete temporal domains and we discuss some initial work in this direction. Then
we consider a more contemporary version based on general temporal domains; here
the connection to SIL becomes very clear. Following this, we consider Neighbourhood
Logic (NL) which is also closely connected to both (the general) ITL and SIL. Finally,
in the last part, we brieﬂy survey some other interval logics.
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4.2.1 Interval Temporal Logic
Discrete ITL
We will here discuss various work on ITL with the common denominator that inter-
vals are taken to be ﬁnite sequences s0, s1, . . . , sn of states, thus time is considered
discrete.
ITL in this setting was introduced in [HMM83, Mos85] and was used to specify
timing aspects of hardware components and to reason about such speciﬁcations.
Both [HMM83] and [Mos85] introduce a chop modality ; with the following se-
mantics (where φ1 and φ2 are arbitrary formulas of the respective logics):
s0, s1, . . . , sn |= φ1;φ2 iﬀ s0, s1, . . . , si |= φ1 and si, si+1, . . . , sn |= φ2,
for some i where 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Furthermore, [HMM83] introduces the special symbol
len which for any interval s0, s1, . . . , sn equals the length n.
In [HMM83, Mos85] ITL is considered in a purely semantic setting. In [RP86]
there is a Hilbert system for a version of ITL called choppy logic, having a chop
modality with semantics as ; above.4 The proof system includes, e.g., an axiom
stating the associativity of ;. There is a completeness result for choppy logic in
[RP86] and decidability is also considered.
In [Mos94] ITL is extended in diﬀerent ways, e.g., by introducing sorts such that
every variable of the logic is associated with a sort. A proof system for this extended
ITL (based on the proof system for choppy logic [RP86]) is presented in [Mos94] and
is shown to be sound and complete. The logic is used for speciﬁcation and reasoning
of various examples of concurrent systems.
In [Mos95] the work in [Mos94] is further extended by introducing the notion
of temporal projection which means that only a subset of the states (the projected
states) of an interval is considered when evaluating a formula. Also the possibility
of intervals as inﬁnite sequences of states is incorporated into the logic. The proof
system is extended accordingly to accommodate these extensions.
General ITL
We will now consider a more general version of ITL based on abstractly deﬁned
temporal domains. This version of ITL was introduced in [Dut95a].
ITL is in this setting very similar to SIL. The syntax is the same whereas the
semantics is slightly modiﬁed: Only intervals (i, j) where i ≤ j are considered. Hence,
the semantics is based on a restricted class of square models with a total order on the
temporal domain. To emphasize the fact that i ≤ j is required we will for convenience
denote these intervals by [i, j]. The semantics of _ in ITL can now be given as:
M, [i, j] |= φ_ψ iﬀ M, [i, k] |= φ and M, [k, j] |= ψ for some k with
i ≤ k ≤ j.
4Actually, choppy logic is deﬁned such that intervals can be both ﬁnite and inﬁnite sequences of
states.
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This is the most important diﬀerence to SIL. Some modiﬁcations to the deﬁnition of
measure and duration domain are necessary too. For a further discussion of similar-
ities and diﬀerence of the semantics of ITL and SIL we refer to [Ras99b].
The proof systems are quite similar too: Only the axioms relating to the duration
domain distinguish the two systems: In ITL the axioms D1D3 are not present;
instead ﬁve other related axioms are added. We again refer to [Ras99b] for further
elaboration.
There is an alternative way of deﬁning the proof system for ITL on the basis of
that for SILto (cf. [Dut95b]): Simply add the axiom 0 ≤ ` and modify the axiom L2
of SILto such that it reads:
0 ≤ s ∧ 0 ≤ t→ (` = s+ t↔ (` = s)_(` = t)),
where s and t are rigid.
In [Dut95a, Dut95b] a soundness and completeness result for ITL is presented.
We now consider the question of imitating ITL in SIL. Firstly, have to assume
the totally ordered version of SIL, SILto; otherwise we cannot express the semantics
of ITL. Secondly, we have to decide what to do with the direction of an interval.
One possibility is to regard the pairs (i, j) and (j, i) as representing the same interval.
This would technically be a little diﬃcult to handle, so we choose instead to solely
restrict attention to forward intervals (i.e., intervals where 0 ≤ `) of SILto. By this
we mean that we assume the current interval to be forward and we make sure that
we can only reach forward intervals. Given this, the contracting chop modality of
ITL can be deﬁned in SILto as follows:
φ |_|ψ =̂ (φ ∧ fwd)_(ψ ∧ fwd).
We will not go further into this here but refer instead to Section 6.3 where we will
see how the principle works in a system more suitable for conducting proofs of ITL
in SILto.
4.2.2 Neighbourhood Logic
As mentioned in Section 1.5, ITL can not express unbounded liveness properties.
A logic which is able to specify such liveness properties is Neighbourhood Logic
(NL) [ZH98]. NL can be seen as extending the general ITL. Syntactically, instead of
the binary _, NL incorporates two unary modalities 3l (left neighbourhood) and 3r
(right neighbourhood). Semantically, the principles are the same as for ITL, in that
formulas are interpreted on intervals [i, j] (where i ≤ j). We here give the semantics
of the two unary modalities and refer to [ZH98] for a detailed discussion:
M, [i, j] |= 3rφ iﬀ M, [j, k] |= φ for some k with j ≤ k,
M, [i, j] |= 3lφ iﬀ M, [k, i] |= φ for some k with k ≤ i.
A complete Hilbert system for NL is presented in [ZH98, BZ97]. The proof of
completeness is given in [BZ97] and is based on the proof for ITL in [Dut95a].
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As for ITL, we show how NL can be imitated in SILto by deﬁning the two
modalities (3l and 3r) of NL as abbreviated modalities in SILto:
lφ =̂ ((` = 0) ∧ bwd_φ)_true,
rφ =̂ true_((` = 0) ∧ φ_bwd).
Again, we refer to Section 6.3 for a discussion of how this works when actually using
the logics.
4.2.3 Other Interval Logics
In this section we consider interval logics that have less in common with SIL than ITL
and NL have. As an example, the interval logics discussed so far have incorporated
a symbol (`) giving the length of an interval. This is not the case for the interval
logics of this section.
The section is divided into parts where each part is concerned with the work of a
speciﬁc author (or authors).
Allen
In [All84] Allen (who is working in the area of artiﬁcial intelligence) proposes a
logic where the basic entities simply are intervals that are not further speciﬁed.
He introduces thirteen binary relations on such intervals corresponding to the thir-
teen possible relationships between intervals [All83]. A logical system is then built,
equipped with axioms such as the following:
∀i1, i2, i3(MEETS(i1, i2) ∧DURING(i2, i3)→
(OVERLAPS(i1, i3) ∨DURING(i1, i3) ∨MEETS(i1, i3))),
where MEETS, OVERLAPS and DURING are three of the 13 binary relations on
intervals.
Notice that the above formula is written in pure ﬁrst order logic. This is the case
for the whole logical system which can thus not be seen as an example of a modal
interval logic.
We will not consider other non-modal interval logics in this thesis. This despite
the fact that other proposals exist if we regard interval logic in a more broad sense.
Halpern and Shoham
Some of the ﬁrst work on interval logic in a more general modal logic setting was that
of Halpern and Shoham in [HS91]. They only make a few assumptions concerning
ontology and temporal structure: Intervals are built from time points that are totally
ordered.
They introduce six unary modalities: 〈A〉, 〈A〉, 〈B〉, 〈B〉, 〈E〉, and 〈E〉. The
reading of 〈A〉 is that 〈A〉φ holds on the current interval iﬀ φ holds on an interval
just to the right of it. The remaining ﬁve modalities have the following reading:
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• 〈A〉φ: φ holds on an interval just to the left of the current interval.
• 〈B〉φ: φ holds on an interval beginning in the same point as the current interval
and lying completely within it.
• 〈B〉φ: φ holds on an interval beginning in the same point as the current interval.
• 〈E〉φ: φ holds on an interval ending in the same point as the current interval
and lying completely within it.
• 〈E〉φ: φ holds on an interval ending in the same point as the current interval.
It is shown that all thirteen possible relative positions of two intervals [All83] can
be expressed by combining these six modalities appropriately.
Furthermore, Halpern and Shoham discuss how formulas in the logic itself can
express certain constraints (such as discreteness or density) on the underlying tem-
poral structure. Finally, the complexity of determining the validity of a formula in
the logic is also considered. Except for very simple classes of temporal structures,
validity is undecidable.
Venema
In [Ven90] Venema further develops the work of Halpern and Shoham [HS91]. Firstly,
Venema notices that both 〈A〉 and 〈A〉 are deﬁnable in terms of 〈B〉, 〈B〉, 〈E〉, and
〈E〉. Then he introduces an intuitive way of thinking of the latter four modalities:
The pair of values making up an interval [i, j] can be seen as representing a point
in the plane. As i ≤ j, only points to the left of/above the line y = x can be
represented. This will be called the north-western (NW) half plane. Four compass
modalities 3,3,3,3 are now introduced by the following deﬁnitions:
3φ =̂ 〈B〉φ,
3φ =̂ 〈B〉φ,
3φ =̂ 〈E〉φ,
3φ =̂ 〈E〉φ.
The intuition is as follows: 3φ holds at a point [i, j] if there is a point north of
[i, j] (i.e., a point [i, k] for some k > j) where φ holds. Similarly for the other three
modalities.
Utilizing this intuition Venema now proceeds to consider the expressiveness of the
logic. He e.g. shows that it is not possible to deﬁne a binary chop modality C as an
abbreviation in terms of the four compass modalities, where the semantics of C is as
that of _ of ITL.
In [Ven90] Venema also gives a complete axiomatization for the logic with respect
to various temporal structures. Unfortunately, some parts of the proof system are
rather complicated.
The work of Venema in [Ven91] builds on the ideas in [HS91] and [Ven90] but
now the unary modalities are replaced with three binary modalities C, T, and D.
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The modality C is exactly the same as the chop modality mentioned above. The
semantics of D and T are as follows: φTψ holds on [i, j] iﬀ there exists k ≥ j such
that φ holds on [j, k] and ψ holds on [i, k]; φDψ holds on [i, j] iﬀ there exists k ≤ i
such that φ holds on [k, i] and ψ holds on [k, j].
Venema shows that the four compass modalities of [Ven90] are expressible in
terms of C, T, and D, i.e., the system of [Ven90] can be seen as a sublogic of this
logic. Finally, Venema describes a complete axiomatization of the system where the
proof follows the lines of the completeness proof in [Ven90]. This unfortunately again
implies a rather complicated proof system.
4.3 Duration Calculus
Duration Calculus (DC) is an extension of pure interval logic. DC was originally
proposed in [ZHR91] and is concerned with the accumulated durations of Boolean
valued state functions over temporal intervals, where time is modeled by the real
numbers.
A DC extension to ITL is thouroughly considered in [HZ97]. In this section we
will ﬁrst present a DC extension to SIL, giving Signed Duration Calculus (SDC), and
then brieﬂy consider DC extensions to ITL and NL.
4.3.1 Signed Duration Calculus
Syntax and Semantics
The syntax of SDC is an extension of that of SIL with the introduction of constants
with a (possible) special structure: 5∫
S,
where S is a state expression . State expressions are constructed from a set of state
variables P,Q,R, . . . by the following abstract syntax:
S ::= 0 | 1 | P | ¬S′ | S1 ∨ S2.
We will use the standard abbreviations as known from PL. The operators ¬ and ∨
occur both in state expressions and formulas but they will have diﬀerent semantics.
As state expressions only occur in the context of ∫ this should not give rise to any
confusion.
As mentioned above, DC extensions are concerned with the accumulated dura-
tions of Boolean states over temporal intervals, where time is modeled by the real
numbers. We thus here only deﬁne the semantics of SDC with respect to the class of
signed interval models where T = R.
5Note that a constant does not have to have this structure.
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The semantics of terms and formulas deﬁned for SIL is unchanged for SDC except
in the cases where a constant has the form ∫S. To deﬁne the semantics of constants
in these cases we need an interpretation function J for state variables:
J(P ) ∈ R→ {0, 1}.
To be sure that the integral of each function J(P ) exists on any bounded interval,
we must assume that J(P ) is ﬁnitely variable, i.e., J(P ) contains at most a ﬁnite
number of discontinuity points in any bounded interval.
The interpretation function J is now lifted to state expressions:
J(0)(t) = 0,
J(1)(t) = 1,
J(¬S)(t) = 1− J(S)(t),
J(S1 ∨ S2)(t) =
{
0 if J(S1)(t) = 0 and J(S2)(t) = 0,
1 otherwise.
We see by this deﬁnition that since the semantics of state variables are ﬁnitely variable
functions, the semantics of state expressions will also be ﬁnitely variable functions.
Hence, these functions contain at most a ﬁnite number of discontinuity points in any
bounded interval and are thus integrable.
We now redeﬁne the semantics of a constant given an interpretation function J :
IJ(a)(i, j) =
{ ∫ j
i
J(S)(τ)dτ if a has the form ∫S,
I(a)(i, j) otherwise.
Intuitively, the absolute value of the integral can be regarded as the accumulated
duration and the sign then just indicates the direction of the interval, in the same
way as ` of SIL gives a signed length.
We introduce the following useful abbreviation (only applicable for SDC formu-
las):
dSe =̂ ∫S = ` ∧ ` 6= 0 , reads: S high.
Notice, that by this deﬁnition the truth-value of dSe on a signed interval is indepen-
dent of the direction of the interval, hence
MJ ,V, (i, j) |= dSe iﬀ MJ ,V, (j, i) |= dSe.
This can alternatively be expressed by means of the converse modality:
MJ ,V, (i, j) |= dSe ↔ dSe−1.
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Proof System
The proof system for SDC is an extension of that for SIL in the sense that we add
axioms to SIL to reﬂect the (possible) special structure of constants:
DA1: ∫0 = 0,
DA2: ∫1 = `,
DA3: ` ≥ 0→
∫
S ≥ 0,
` ≤ 0→ ∫S ≤ 0,
DA4: ∫S1 + ∫S2 = ∫ (S1 ∨ S2) + ∫ (S1 ∧ S2),
DA5: (∫S = s)_(∫S = t)→ (∫S = s+ t) if s and t are rigid,
DA6: ∫S1 = ∫S2 if S1 ↔ S2 in propositional logic.
Furthermore, we adjoin the following induction rules:
(` = 0)→ φ (φ |_| dSe)→ φ (φ |_| d¬Se)→ φ
φ
DRr
(` = 0)→ φ (dSe |_| φ)→ φ (d¬Se |_| φ)→ φ
φ
DRl .
Note that the contracting chop |_| is used here; the induction rules are not sound
for the general _ [Ras99b]. DRr and DRl are actually stronger than necessary for
relative completeness, cf. Section 4.3.3 below. In [Ras99b], more complicated (but
still sound) rules are considered as well (from which the above can be derived). For
our purposes in this thesis, DRr and DRl are suﬃcient, and we will therefore not
consider such more complicated rules.
4.3.2 DC for ITL and NL
Here we brieﬂy sketch the principles of DC extensions to ITL and NL.
In the case of ITL the syntax and semantics deﬁned for SDC above is carried over
completely unchanged  the only diﬀerence appears when considering the underlying
SIL and ITL as such. In particular, the fact that intervals of ITL all are forward
makes sure that the integral in the semantics always will be positive.
This is reﬂected in the proof system where the axiom DA3 is changed to:
DA3': ∫S ≥ 0.
With respect to the induction rules, more complicated versions than those of SDC
above are usually chosen, cf., e.g., [HZ97].
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In NL, the chop of ITL can be deﬁned as an abbreviated modality. Based on
this, a DC extension can now be deﬁned in the exact same way as that for ITL. The
only exception is in the case of the induction rules where slight modiﬁcations are
necessary to retain soundness. Details are given in [RZ97].
4.3.3 Soundness and (Relative) Completeness
The DC extension to SIL is sound. This is fairly simple to show in case of the axioms.
In the case of the induction rules, the situation is a little more complicated; a proof
is given in [Ras99b].
As the underlying interval logic of SDC is based on the concrete temporal domain
R we can not hope for completeness of the full system. What we instead aim for is
relative completeness, by which is meant that if every valid SIL formula is taken as
a theorem then any valid SDC formula can be proved. In [Ras99b] it is argued that
this is the case for SDC. The argument is based on a similar argument for DC [HZ97].
For such relative completeness, induction rules (as discussed above) are actually
not necessary. All that is needed are the following simple axioms:
(` = 0) ∨ (true |_| dSe) ∨ (true |_| d¬Se),
(` = 0) ∨ (dSe |_| true) ∨ (d¬Se |_| true).
A more detailed discussion on relative completeness of SDC can be found in [Ras99b].
We end this section by asking whether a kind of DC extension would be possible
for an interval logic based on abstract domains and not R? At ﬁrst sight, this would
require generalizing integration to such abstract domains (which is not a trivial task,
to say the least). But one notices that the kind of integration being carried out in
the case of DC is quite restricted due to the fact that state formulas are Boolean and
ﬁnitely variable. Taking this into account, a completeness result for DC on abstract
domains is given [Gue98].
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C h a p t e r 5
Sequent Calculus
In the previous chapter we gave an introduction to interval logic with emphasis on
SIL. All proof systems of that chapter were formulated as Hilbert systems. This was
convenient for establishing meta-results such as the important completeness results.
But our goal is now to investigate and improve formalisms for actual proof-making.
In this chapter we consider a sequent calculus proof system for SIL. In Section 5.1
we begin by presenting the rules making up the system, we more closely consider the
structure of the rules and we show how a weakened version of the subformula property
can be achieved. We then sketch a proof of the essential result that the sequent
calculus system is equivalent to the Hilbert system. In Section 5.2 we investigate our
proposed sequent calculus with respect to decidability/undecidability. We show that
the limit between decidability and undecidability of quantiﬁer-free SIL is the cut-rule
(Cut). We end the chapter, in Section 5.3, by concluding from both a theoretical
and a pragmatic viewpoint.
5.1 The Sequent Rules
In this section we present a number of sequent rules which together make up our
sequent calculus for SIL.
SIL is an extension of FOL. We thus include the rules L (for PL) (cf. Section 2.1.4)
and the rules P (for FOL) (cf. Section 2.2.4). But as was the case for the Hilbert
system (cf. Section 4.1.2) we have to modify the quantiﬁer rules slightly. Let P′
denote the set of the following four sequent rules:
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Γ, φ[s/x] ` ∆
Γ, (∀x)φ ` ∆ (L∀)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` (∀x)φ,∆ (R∀)
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ, (∃x)φ ` ∆ (L∃)
Γ ` φ[s/x],∆
Γ ` (∃x)φ,∆ (R∃) ,
where the following sideconditions apply:
• (L∃) and (R∀): x 6∈ FV(Γ ∪∆).
• (L∀) and (R∃): s is rigid or φ is chop-free.
We also include the rules E for equality (cf. Section 2.2.4). If the only predicate
symbol is = and the only non-nullary function symbols are + and − we denote the
equality rules E′.
The only interval modality of SIL is _ and we of course also need rules deﬁning
the properties of this connective. However, it turns out convenient to base the system
on the sequent rules for S4 discussed in Section 3.4. We can do this because the two
unary modalities 2 and 3 are deﬁnable in SIL as follows:
3φ =̂ true_φ_true,
2φ =̂ ¬3¬φ.
In this setting, 3φ can be read as for some signed interval φ and 2φ as for all
signed intervals φ. It is easy to formally show that these deﬁnitions imply the prop-
erties of S4 listed in Section 3.3. Thus, we include the rules denoted 4 in Section 3.4
for S4, viz.
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ,2φ ` ∆ (L2)
2Γ ` φ,3∆
Γ′,2Γ ` 2φ,3∆,∆′ (R2
′′)
2Γ, φ ` 3∆
Γ′,2Γ,3φ ` 3∆,∆′ (L3
′′)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` 3φ,∆ (R3) ,
where 2 and 3 are abbreviations as deﬁned above.
When adding the following rules we collectively refer to the S4-rules as 4′:
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ,3φ ` ∆ (LR)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` 2φ,∆ (RR) ,
where the following sidecondition apply for both rules:
• φ is rigid.
These rules are (essentially) (L3′′) and (R2′′), respectively, but with somewhat
diﬀerent sideconditions.
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We now turn to more explicit rules for _. We will denote the following sequent
rules by I:
Γ, (` = s+ t) ` ∆
Γ, (` = s)_(` = t) ` ∆ (LL2)
Γ ` (` = s+ t),∆
Γ ` (` = s)_(` = t),∆ (RL2)
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ, φ_(` = 0) ` ∆ (LL3)
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ, (` = 0)_φ ` ∆ (LL3)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` φ_(` = 0),∆ (RL3)
Γ ` φ,∆
Γ ` (` = 0)_φ,∆ (RL3)
Γ, φ_χ ` ∆ Γ, ψ_χ ` ∆
Γ, (φ ∨ ψ)_χ ` ∆ (LT1)
Γ, χ_φ ` ∆ Γ, χ_ψ ` ∆
Γ, χ_(φ ∨ ψ) ` ∆ (LT1)
Γ ` φ_χ, ψ_χ,∆
Γ ` (φ ∨ ψ)_χ,∆ (RT1)
Γ ` χ_φ, χ_ψ,∆
Γ ` χ_(φ ∨ ψ),∆ (RT1)
Γ ` (` = s)_φ,∆
Γ, (` = s)_¬φ ` ∆ (LL1)
Γ ` φ_(` = s),∆
Γ,¬φ_(` = s) ` ∆ (LL1)
Γ, (` = s)_φ ` ∆
Γ ` (` = s)_¬φ,∆ (RL1)
Γ, φ_(` = s) ` ∆
Γ ` ¬φ_(` = s),∆ (RL1)
2Γ, φ ` ψ,3∆
Γ′,2Γ, φ_χ ` ψ_χ,3∆,∆′ (LRM)
2Γ, φ ` ψ,3∆
Γ′,2Γ, χ_φ ` χ_ψ,3∆,∆′ (LRM) ,
where the following sideconditions apply:
• (LL2) and (RL2): s and t are rigid.
• (LL1) and (RL1): s is rigid.
Note that rules only distinguished by symmetric formulas with respect to _ are
given the same name. The rules (LL3), (RT1), (RL1), (RBl) and (RBr) (see below
for the latter two) are in fact redundant in the sense that they are derivable given
the other rules. We include them explicitly as it results in a more symmetric system.
The following rules, expressing associativity of _, will be denoted A:
Γ, φ_(χ_ψ) ` ∆
Γ, (φ_χ)_ψ ` ∆ (LA2)
Γ ` φ_(χ_ψ),∆
Γ ` (φ_χ)_ψ,∆ (RA2) .
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We also need rules expressing the interplay between the quantiﬁers and _. Let
Q denote the following rules:
Γ, φ_ψ ` ∆
Γ, ((∃x)φ)_ψ ` ∆ (LBl)
Γ, φ_ψ ` ∆
Γ, φ_((∃x)ψ) ` ∆ (LBr)
Γ ` φ[s/x]_ψ,∆
Γ ` ((∃x)φ)_ψ∆ (RBl)
Γ ` φ_ψ[s/x],∆
Γ ` φ_((∃x)ψ),∆ (RBr) ,
where the following sideconditions apply
• (LBl): x 6∈ FV(Γ ∪∆ ∪ {ψ}).
• (LBr): x 6∈ FV(Γ ∪∆ ∪ {φ}).
• (RBl): s is rigid or φ is chop-free.
• (RBr): s is rigid or ψ is chop-free.
Finally, we need axioms expressing the properties of an Abelian group. Denote
the following rules by G:
Γ ` (s+ t) + u = s+ (t+ u),∆ (SD1) Γ ` s+ 0 = s,∆ (SD2)
Γ ` s+ (−s) = 0,∆ (SD3) Γ ` s+ t = t+ s,∆ (SD4) .
We have now presented all logical sequent rules for the SIL system. Of structural
rules, only the cut rule (Cut) will be included.
As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the exchange rules are superﬂuous when we consider
sequents of multisets. The weakening rules are absorbed in the logical rules; this is
already the case for the two S4 rules (R2′′) and (L3′′) (cf. Section 3.4). Of the
new rules of this chapter, (LRM) has a form which shows that the weakening rules
have been absorbed. Finally, the contraction rules are easily derivable when cut is
included, hence they are not included explicitly.
It is not possible to eliminate (Cut) from the system. This is a corollary of the
undecidability/decidability result of Section 5.2 as we shall see (Corollary 5.16).
We can now be precise:
Definition 5.1 The sequent calculus for SIL is G[LP′E4′IAQG, (Cut)] .
To ease readability we will write GSIL for G[LP′E4′IAQG, (Cut)] and `GSIL φ for
`G[LP′E4′IAQG,(Cut)] φ.
In Section 5.1.2 we will show that GSIL is equivalent to the Hilbert system for
SIL. But ﬁrst, in the following section, we discuss the structure of the rules presented
so far and consider some consequences hereof.
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5.1.1 Structure of the Rules
The rules of LP4' are all well-known and have been discussed earlier. In particular,
note/recall that they all satisfy the standard subformula property (Deﬁnition 2.9).
The rules (LL2), (RL2), (LL3) and (RL3) express how interval lengths are additive
and that an interval of length zero is a neutral element with respect to _. The rules
(LL3) and (RL3) satisfy the subformula property and as the formulas in the premises
of (LL2) and (RL2) are atomic, all four rules are suited for backwards proof search
(cf. the very last part of Section 2.1.4). The rules (LT1), (RT1), (LL1), (RL1), (LBl),
(LBr), (RBl) and (RBr) all have a particular form: They can be seen as introduction
rules for ∨, ¬ and ∃ under the chop. In other words, these rules resemble the
corresponding rules for propositional logic but now the aﬀected formulas are chopped
formulas. (It is possible to derive similar rules for ∧,→ and ∀.) Note that these rules
do not satisfy the usual subformula property. But because of their particular form it
is possible to deﬁne a weakened subformula property which gives rise to a decreasing
measure in a backwards proof search. This is the case for the monotonicity rules for
_ (LRM) too.
Definition 5.2 We say that φ is a chop-subformula of ψ if one of the following
propositions holds:
1. φ is a subformula of ψ,
2. φ has the form φ1_φ2, ψ has the form ψ1_ψ2, and φ1 is a subformula of ψ1
and φ2 is a subformula of ψ2,
3. φ is atomic and ψ is not atomic.
Furthermore, φ is a proper chop-subformula of ψ if φ is a chop-subformula of ψ and
φ is not ψ.
An example: φ_χ is a chop-subformula of (φ ∨ ψ)_χ.
Definition 5.3 A sequent rule has the chop-subformula property if for each active
formula φ there exists a principal formula ψ such that φ is a proper chop-subformula
of ψ.
This deﬁnition corresponds to Deﬁnition 2.9. We see that the rules of L, 4′ and
I all satisfy the chop-subformula property.
As in Section 2.1.4 we now want to associate a measure with a sequent. This time
the measure should decrease when rules satisfying the chop-subformula property are
used in a backwards proof search. But this time we have to be a little more clever
than just taking the sum of the sizes, as this would not give the desired result 
consider, e.g., (RT1).
Definition 5.4 Let ν(φ) denote the size of φ. This extends to multisets, ν(Γ) =
{ν(φ) | φ ∈ Γ}, and to sequents, ν(Γ ` ∆) = ν(Γ) ∪ ν(∆).
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Let µ(φ) be deﬁned as follows:
µ(φ) =
{
1 + µ(φ1) if φ is φ1_φ2 for some φ1, φ2,
0 otherwise.
This extends to multisets and sequents as well.
Both ν and µ give us multisets of natural numbers when applied to sequents. Such
multisets can be well-ordered by a multiset ordering [BN98]. Now, ν of a premise of
a rule satisfying the chop-subformula property will be less than ν of the conclusion
with respect to such an ordering. Similarly, µ of the premise of a rule of A will be
less than µ of the conclusion. We can now deﬁne an order relation ≺ on sequents as
the lexicographic product of the multiset orderings on sequents as given by ν and µ,
respectively.
In conclusion, a backwards proof search performed on a sequent using the rules
of L, 4′, I and A will terminate as ≺ will decrease strictly for each step.
5.1.2 Equivalence
In this section we show that theoremhood in the Hilbert system and theoremhood in
the sequent calculus system coincide.
Lemma 5.5 All (Hilbert system) axioms of SIL are provable in GSIL. All (Hilbert
system) inference rules of SIL are derivable in GSIL.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. The parts concerning FOLE are standard.
For the SIL extension we only give a couple of examples.
First we show that the axiom L1 is provable in GSIL:
(` = s)_φ ` (` = s)_φ
(` = s)_φ, (` = s)_¬φ ` (LL1)
(` = s)_φ ` ¬((` = s)_¬φ) (R¬)
` (` = s)_φ→ ¬((` = s)_¬φ) (R→) .
We now show that the rule M is derivable in GSIL. In other words, we show that if
we assume ` φ→ ψ then we can prove ` φ_χ→ ψ_χ:
` φ→ ψ
φ ` ψ, φ→ ψ (LW), (RW)
φ ` φ, ψ φ, ψ ` ψ
φ, φ→ ψ ` ψ (L→)
φ ` ψ (Cut)
φ_χ ` ψ_χ (LRM)
` φ_χ→ ψ_χ (R→) .

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Definition 5.6 If Γ = {φ1, φ2, . . . , φn} is a multiset of formulas then∧
Γ =̂ φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φn,∨
Γ =̂ φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ · · · ∨ φn.
In particular, if n = 0 then Γ = ∅, and ∧Γ =̂ true and ∨Γ =̂ false.
Lemma 5.7 The following are theorems of SIL:
1. (∧2Γ)↔ (2∧Γ).
2. (∨3Γ)↔ (3∨Γ).
3. 2(φ ∨3ψ)→ 2φ ∨3ψ.
4. (3φ)_ψ → 3φ.
5. If 2φ→ ψ then 2φ→ 2ψ .
Lemma 5.8 For all sequent rules
Γ1 ` ∆1 Γ2 ` ∆2 · · · Γn ` ∆n
Γ′ ` ∆′ ,
of GSIL,
if

`SIL
∧
Γ1 →
∨
∆1
`SIL
∧
Γ2 →
∨
∆2...
`SIL
∧
Γn →
∨
∆n
 then `SIL
∧
Γ′ → ∨∆′.
Proof. The proof is not complicated but can be tedious. We just give a few examples
showing how the reasoning goes.
When we in the Hilbert proofs below write 'PL' we refer to simple propositional
reasoning. Otherwise we refer to explicit axioms/rules.
Case (R2′′): We assume that `SIL ∧2Γ → φ ∨ ∨3∆. We must then show that
`SIL
∧
Γ′ ∧∧2Γ→ 2φ ∨∨3∆ ∨∨3∆′:
1. ∧2Γ→ φ ∨∨3∆ Assumption.
2. 2∧Γ→ φ ∨3∨∆ Lemma 5.7 (1. and 2.), PL, 1.
3. 2∧Γ→ 2(φ ∨3∨∆) Lemma 5.7 (5.), 2.
4. 2∧Γ→ 2φ ∨3∨∆ Lemma 5.7 (3.), PL, 3.
5. ∧2Γ→ 2φ ∨∨3∆ Lemma 5.7 (1. and 2.), PL, 4.
6. ∧Γ′ ∧∧2Γ→ 2φ ∨∨3∆ ∨∨3∆′ PL, 5.
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Case (LBl): Assume `SIL ∧Γ ∧ φ_ψ → ∨∆. We must then show that when
x 6∈ FV(Γ ∪∆ ∪ {ψ}), `SIL ∧Γ ∧ ((∃x)φ)_ψ → ∨∆:
1. ∧Γ ∧ φ_ψ → ∨∆ Assumption.
2. ∧Γ ∧ ¬(∨∆)→ ¬(φ_ψ) PL, 1.
3. (∀x)(∧Γ ∧ ¬(∨∆)→ ¬(φ_ψ)) G, 2.
4. ∧Γ ∧ ¬(∨∆)→ (∀x)¬(φ_ψ) Q2, PL, 3.
5. ∧Γ ∧ (∃x)(φ_ψ)→ ∨∆ PL, 4.
6. ∧Γ ∧ ((∃x)φ)_ψ → ∧Γ ∧ (∃x)(φ_ψ) B, PL.
7. ∧Γ ∧ ((∃x)φ)_ψ → ∨∆ PL, 5., 6.
Case (LRM): For this case we assume `SIL ∧2Γ ∧ φ → ψ ∨∨3∆. We must then
show `SIL ∧Γ′ ∧∧2Γ ∧ φ_χ→ ψ_χ ∨∨3∆ ∨∨3∆′:
1. ∧2Γ ∧ φ→ ψ ∨∨3∆ Assumption
2. 2∧Γ ∧ φ→ ψ ∨3∨∆ Lemma 5.7 (1. and 2.), PL, 1.
3. φ→ ψ ∨3¬∧Γ ∨3∨∆ Def. 2, PL, 2.
4. φ_χ→ ψ_χ ∨ (3¬∧Γ)_χ ∨ (3∨∆)_χ M, K, PL, 3.
5. φ_χ→ ψ_χ ∨3¬∧Γ ∨3∨∆ Lemma 5.7 (4.), PL, 4.
6. 2∧Γ ∧ φ_χ→ ψ_χ ∨3∨∆ Def. 2, PL, 5.
7. ∧2Γ ∧ φ_χ→ ψ_χ ∨∨3∆ Lemma 5.7 (1. and 2.), PL, 6.
From 7. we are then done by PL. 
We can now state the central result of this section.
Theorem 5.9
`SIL φ iﬀ `GSIL φ.
Proof. The only if direction is proven by induction on the length of the proof of φ
in the Hilbert system. This is straightforward by using Lemma 5.5.
For the if direction we prove a stronger result: If there is a proof of Γ ` ∆
in GSIL then `SIL ∧Γ → ∨∆. (This trivially implies the if -part.) The proof is by
structural induction over the proof tree for Γ ` ∆: If Γ ` ∆ is a basic sequent we
are done  otherwise we use Lemma 5.8. 
5.2 Decidability Modulo Cut
SIL is an extension of FOL  SIL is therefore undecidable because FOL is. In this
section we consider Quantiﬁer Free SIL ( SILQF) with = being the only predicate
symbol and + and − being the only non-nullary function symbols. We show that the
limit between decidability and undecidability of SILQF is the (Cut) rule.
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5.2.1 Undecidability
First we show that SILQF is undecidable in general, i.e., we show that it is undecidable
whether `SIL φ for arbitrary φ of SILQF. But this is clearly the case if it is undecidable
whether `SIL α for arbitrary α of (propositional) L_. (Recall that SIL is an extension
of (propositional) L_ such that a formula of L_ will be a formula of SILQF as
well.) By the soundness and completeness theorem for SIL (Theorem 4.14) this is
equivalent to the decidability question for |=SIL α. Recalling the undecidability result
of Section 3.3 (Theorem 3.5) we are done by the following proposition.
Proposition 5.10
|=SIL α iﬀ |=SQ α.
Proof. By simple structural induction over the deﬁnitions of |=SIL and |=SQ. 
5.2.2 A Decidable Fragment
We now show that SILQF without (Cut) is decidable. To be more precise, we show
that it is decidable whether a sequent of SILQF is provable in G[LP′E′4′IAQG]. First
some simple deﬁnitions.
An atomic basic sequent Γ ` ∆ is a basic sequent where all formulas of Γ ∩∆
are atomic. A proof in an atomic sequent calculus G[R] is a proof in G[R] where
basic sequents are atomic. Let Γ =̂ {φ ∈ Γ | φ is atomic}.
As formulas of SILQF are quantiﬁer-free, variables can never be instantiated and
can thus be regarded as constants. Such formulas with no variables are called ground.
If a sequent Γ ` ∆ is an instance of the conclusion of a sequent rule R, we say
that R is (backwards) applicable to Γ ` ∆.
The following lemma states that after using the (terminating) backwards proof
search discussed in Section 5.1.1, what is left is to use equality reasoning on Abelian
groups.
Lemma 5.11 Given a non-basic sequent of SILQF, if none of the sequent rules of
L4′IA are applicable, then the following propositions are equivalent:
1. There is a proof of Γ ` ∆ in G[LP′E′4′IAQG].
2. There is a proof of Γ ` ∆ in G[E′G].
Proof. Trivially, 2. implies 1. For the other direction, notice that as we only con-
sider quantiﬁer-free formulas the sequent rules of P′ and Q will never be applicable.
We can therefore restrict attention to provability in G[LE′4′IAG]. By assumption,
none of the sequent rules of L4′IA are applicable. Of the remaining rules, only those
of E′ can generate new sequents; but the additional formulas of those will always be
atomic, hence the rules of L4′IA will continue being non-applicable. Hence, we only
have to consider provability in G[E′G].
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Assume Γ ` ∆ is provable in G[E′G] because Γ ` ∆ is an instance of an axiom
of G. Then clearly Γ ` ∆ will be an instance of the same axiom of G and we have
a proof in G[E′G]. The only possibility left is that Γ ` ∆ is provable in G[E′G]
because one of the rules of E′ is applied to Γ ` ∆. In this case there are three
possibilities for each of the new sequents Γ′ ` ∆′:
1. Γ′ ` ∆′ is an instance of an axiom of G. Then we are done as above.
2. Γ′ ` ∆′ is a basic sequent. As Γ ` ∆ was not a basic sequent Γ′ ` ∆′ must
be an atomic basic sequent (because of the structure of the rules of E′). Thus,
we have a proof of Γ′ ` ∆′ in G[E′G].
3. Γ′ ` ∆′ is provable in G[E′G] because one of the rules of E′ is applied to
Γ ` ∆. Then we are done by induction.

An equational system E is a set of equations s = t where s and t are terms
built from function symbols and variables (as in FOL). A structure M consists of a
domain D and a function assigning a meaning (in D) to each function symbol and
variable. The meaning of terms is deﬁned by lifting in the usual way. We say that
M satisﬁes the equation s = t iﬀ s and t are given the same meaning by M . We
write E |=equ s = t if all structures that satisfy all equations in E also satisfy s = t.
A substitution σ is a function from variables to terms which is identity on all but
ﬁnitely many variables. A substitution can be lifted to terms the obvious way.
We now deﬁne the relation E `equ s = t between equational systems E and
equations s = t as the least relation which satisﬁes the assumption rule:
E `equ s = t if (s = t) ∈ E (QA),
and is closed under the following inference rules:
E `equ t = t (QR)
E `equ s = t
E `equ t = s (QS)
E `equ s = t E `equ t = u
E `equ s = u (QT)
E `equ s = t
E `equ σ(s) = σ(t) (QV)
E `equ s1 = t1 · · · E `equ sn = tn
E `equ f(s1, . . . , sn) = f(t1, . . . , tn) (QC) .
There is a classical result relating |=equ and `equ [Pla93].
Theorem 5.12
E |=equ s = t iﬀ E `equ s = t.
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Proposition 5.13 Let Γ and ∆ be multisets of atomic ground formulas. Then
the following two propositions are equivalent:
1. There is a proof of Γ ` ∆ in G[E′G].
2. Γ ∪ AGrp |=equ s = t for some s = t ∈ ∆.
where AGrp =̂ {(x+ y) + z = x+ (y + z), x+ 0 = x, x+ (−x) = 0, x+ y = y + x}.
Proof. We will implicitly use Theorem 5.12 several times in the proof. For the
purpose of this proof, let E =̂ Γ ∪ AGrp. We write Γ ` ∆ to mean that Γ ` ∆ is
provable in G[E′G]. We say that Γ ` ∆ holds by (ABS) if Γ ` ∆ is an atomic basic
sequent. We now consider each direction of the proposition in turn:
2. implies 1.: Assume E |=equ s = t for some s = t ∈ ∆. We now proceed by
structural induction over the proof of E `equ s = t:
Case (QA): E `equ s = t because (s = t) ∈ E. Then (s = t) ∈ Γ (as s = t is
ground). Hence, we have Γ ` ∆ by (ABS).
Case (QR): E `equ s = t because s is t. Then Γ, s = t ` ∆ by (ABS) and (E1) gives
Γ ` ∆.
Case (QS): E `equ s = t because E `equ t = s. By the induction hypothesis we get
Γ ` t = s,∆ and by (ABS) we have Γ, s = t ` ∆. Using (ES) we are done.
Case (QT): E `equ s = t because E `equ s = u and E `equ u = t. By the induction
hypothesis we get Γ ` s = u,∆ and Γ ` u = t,∆. Using (ABS) as in the previous
case and (ET) we are done.
Case (QV): E `equ s = t because s is σ(s′), t is σ(t′) and E `equ s′ = t′ for some
substitution σ and formulas s′, t′. As both s and t are ground we have that s is s′
and t is t′, hence we are done by induction.
Case (QC): E `equ s = t because s is fn(s1, . . . , sn), t is fn(t1, . . . , tn), and E `equ
si = ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. By applying the induction hypothesis, (ABS) and (E2) we are
done.
1. implies 2.: We proceed by structural induction over the proof of Γ ` ∆:
Case (ABS): Γ ` ∆ because there is s = t such that s = t ∈ Γ and s = t ∈ ∆. But
then s = t ∈ E and by (QA) we get E `equ s = t.
Case (SD1): Γ ` ∆ because ((s + t) + r = s + (t + r)) ∈ ∆ for some terms s, t, r.
Deﬁne the substitution σ =̂ [x 7→ s, y 7→ t, z 7→ r]. As ((x+ y) + z = x+ (y+ z)) ∈ E
we have (by (QA)) E `equ (x + y) + z = x + (y + z). Using (QV) we get E `equ
σ((x+ y) + z) = σ(x+ (y + z)), i.e. E `equ (s+ t) + r = s+ (t+ r).
Case (SD2)(SD4): Similar to (D1).
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Case (E1): Γ ` ∆ because Γ, t′ = t′ ` ∆ for some term t′. By the induction
hypothesis we have E, t′ = t′ |=equ s = t for some s = t ∈ ∆. From this we easily
get E |=equ s = t since any structure satisfy t′ = t′ (by deﬁnition).
Case (E2): Γ ` ∆ because Γ ` si = ti,∆ for terms si and ti (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
and Γ, fn(s1, . . . , sn) = fn(t1, . . . , tn) ` ∆ for some function symbol fn. By the
induction hypothesis we have E |=equ s = t for some s = t ∈ ∆, in which case we
are done, or E |=equ si = ti for all i, in which case we get E |=equ fn(s1, . . . , sn) =
fn(t1, . . . , tn). Combining this with the last part of the induction hypothesis (viz.,
E, fn(s1, . . . , sn) = fn(t1, . . . , tn) |=equ s′ = t′ for some s′ = t′ ∈ ∆) we are done.
Case (EE): Similar to (E2). 
In the case of ∆ being singleton, 2. above is a formulation of the decision problem
known as the word problem for ﬁnitely presented Abelian groups . But this problem
is known to be decidable [Ham88].
Proposition 5.14
• The word problem for ﬁnitely presented groups is undecidable.
• The word problem for ﬁnitely presented Abelian groups is decidable.
Theorem 5.15 Let Γ ` ∆ be a sequent of SILQF. It is decidable whether there
is a proof of Γ ` ∆ in G[LP′E′4′IAQG].
Proof. Perform a non-deterministic backwards proof search using only the rules
of L4'IA. By the results of Section 5.1.1 this search will terminate. Now apply
Lemma 5.11 and Proposition 5.13 and the theorem follows. 
As provability is undecidable in G[LP′E′4′IAQG, (Cut)] we thus have:
Corollary 5.16 Cut-elimination is not possible for GSIL.
5.3 Conclusion
If we revisit the discussion on the principles of the structure of sequent rules in
Section 2.1.4, we see that both separation and explicitness fail for the SIL system. We
almost achieve symmetry; only the monotonicity rules (LRM) break the symmetry.
The problem of not satisfying all these principles stems in the case of SIL from
more fundamental diﬃculties with giving sequent calculus formulations to modal
logics as we discussed in Section 3.4.1
The results of Section 5.2 tell us that any (quantiﬁer-free) theorem in principle
can be proved by splitting it in a number of lemmas, by means of (Cut), and then
solve each of these lemmas automatically by the decision procedure sketched.
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Cut-elimination is not possible for the SIL system. To cite Girard [Gir95]: A
sequent calculus without cut-elimination is like a car without engine. So, from
a purely theoretical viewpoint the sequent calculus we have presented is not too
interesting. But from a more pragmatic viewpoint, especially with respect to using
a theorem prover for proving formulas of SIL, it still seems to be a more convenient
system than the Hilbert system.
We have exclusively been concerned with SIL in this chapter. Due to the similar-
ities of ITL and SIL, we could modify the sequent calculus and most of the results
would (in slightly modiﬁed form) be applicable to ITL as well.
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C h a p t e r 6
Labelled Natural Deduction
This chapter is concerned with developing and investigating a Labelled Natural De-
duction (LND) system for SIL. This system turns out to be both nicer and better
than the sequent calculus system of the previous section, both from a theoretical and
a practical viewpoint.
We begin in Section 6.1 by developing a LND system for pure SIL. We consider
normalization properties and prove that the LND system satisﬁes en extended sub-
formula property. From a theoretical perspective this tells us that we have developed
a nice system and from a more applied viewpoint, it has implications for proof
search, as we will discuss.
In Section 6.2 we consider some extensions to the LND system. These include
extending the duration domain to an inﬁnite ﬁeld as well as a LND DC extension.
Finally, in Section 6.3 we consider how the LND system for SIL can act as a
general framework for other (similar) interval logics. We in particular discuss how
ITL and NL can be imitated in the SIL system such that reasoning is done at a
level which essentially hides the SIL speciﬁc details.
6.1 Labelled Signed Interval Logic
In this section we develop a LND system for SIL. First we consider extending the
LND system for L_AF to a ﬁrst order version. Then we treat the full extension to SIL.Finally, we consider theoretical aspects of the system with regard to normalization,
subformula property and proof search.
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6.1.1 First Order Logic with Equality
In this section we extend the LND system for L_AF to include ﬁrst order logic withequality.
Rigidity and Chop-freeness
When we introduced the Hilbert system for SIL in Section 4.1.2 we stressed the
necessity of additional sideconditions concerning rigidity and chop-freeness for some
of the axioms. Noteworthy, these sideconditions were formulated at the meta level.
The same principles were used in connection with the sequent calculus system (cf.
Section 5.1).
Anticipating that we ultimately want to formalize the proof system in a theorem
prover, we have to address the question of how to do this in the case of the rigidity and
chop-freeness conditions. Both properties are syntactic by nature and can therefore
easily be deﬁned inductively over the structure of formulas (and terms). This is what
we wish to do in this section in such a way that it ﬁts nicely together with a LND
system for SIL.
For this we introduce two new judgments, ri(φ) and cf(φ), stating, respectively,
that φ is a rigid formula and that φ is a chop-free formula.
We start out be deﬁning rules for chop-freeness. Below, ⊕ is placeholder for a
binary Boolean operator, i.e., ⊕ ∈ {∧,∨,→,↔}:
cf(φ) cf(ψ)
cf(φ⊕ ψ) cf⊕I
cf(φ⊕ ψ)
cf(φ)
cf⊕E cf(φ⊕ ψ)
cf(ψ)
cf⊕E
cf(φ)
cf(¬φ) cf¬I
cf(¬φ)
cf(φ) cf¬E cf(φ) cfA
cf(φ)
cf((∀x)φ) cf∀I
cf((∀x)φ)
cf(φ) cf∀E
cf(φ)
cf((∃x)φ) cf∃I
cf((∃x)φ)
cf(φ) cf∃E ,
with the following sidecondition:
• cfA: φ is atomic (e.g., ⊥ or s = t).
We now turn to rules for rigidity. Below, ⊗ is a placeholder for a binary connective
(i.e., we include modalities as well), that is, ⊗ ∈ {_,^,∧,∨,→,↔}:
ri(φ) ri(ψ)
ri(φ⊗ ψ) ri⊗I
ri(φ⊗ ψ)
ri(φ)
ri⊗E ri(φ⊗ ψ)
ri(ψ)
ri⊗E
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ri(φ)
ri(¬φ) ri¬I
ri(¬φ)
ri(φ) ri¬E
[ri(x)]....
ri(φ)
ri((∀x)φ) ri∀I
[ri(x)]....
ri(φ)
ri((∃x)φ) ri∃I
ri((∀x)φ) ri(s)
ri(φ[s/x]) ri∀E
ri((∃x)φ) ri(s)
ri(φ[s/x]) ri∃E .
In the case of the deﬁnition of chop-freeness we only had to consider the formula
level as  without exception  any atomic formula is chop-free. The case for
rigidity is a little more complicated; here we have to consider the term-level as well.
We overload the ri judgment for this. If  is a rigid binary predicate/function symbol
(e.g., = or +), and ? is a rigid unary predicate/function symbol, we have the following
rules:1
ri(s) ri(t)
ri(s t) riI
ri(s t)
ri(s)
riE ri(s t)
ri(t)
riE
ri(s)
ri(?s) ri?I
ri(?s)
ri(s) ri?E .
Besides these rules we must state explicitly when certain atomic formulas and
constants are rigid, e.g., that ri(⊥) and ri(0).
In this section, so far, all rules have been exclusively concerned with the judgments
cf and ri. We now present an important rule relating a ri judgment and a labelled
formula to a labelled formula:
v : φ ri(φ)
w : φ R .
This rule expresses the semantic notion of rigid formulas being interpreted the
same way in all (possible) worlds.
Quantiﬁers and Equality
We now consider LND rules for the quantiﬁers. These rules are essentially the ones
given in Section 2.2.5 augmented with labels in a straightforward way. Furthermore,
1It would be straightforward to deﬁne rules for predicate/function symbols of arity more than
two if needed.
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the sideconditions concerning chop-freeness and rigidity are made explicit and con-
crete parts of the rules, as anticipated in the previous section. The structure is
recognizable when comparing with the quantiﬁer rules for the Hilbert and sequent
calculus systems:
[ri(x)]....
w : φ
w : (∀x)φ ∀I
w : (∀x)φ ri(s)
w : φ[s/x]
∀Eri
w : (∀x)φ cf(φ)
w : φ[s/x]
∀Ecf
w : φ[s/x] ri(s)
w : (∃x)φ ∃Iri
w : φ[s/x] cf(φ)
w : (∃x)φ ∃Icf
w : (∃x)φ
[w : φ][ri(x)]....
v : ψ
v : ψ ∃E ,
with the following sideconditions:
• ∀I: x is not free in any assumption on which φ depends except ri(x).
• ∃E: x is not free in ψ nor in any assumption on which ψ depends except φ and
ri(x).
As is well-known from classical logic, the rules for ∃ are derivable from those
for ∀ (and vice versa)  this still holds for the above modiﬁed rules. Thus, we
can restrict attention to ∀ in the following if we wish so. A contraction step for ∀
(cf. Section 3.5.1) can be deﬁned and Theorem 3.14 can be modiﬁed accordingly.
Deﬁnition 3.15 can be extended to include the case for ∀ too. (See, e.g., [TS96].)
The form of these quantiﬁer rules is related to the notion of free logics [Ben86]
where a term used for instantiation must exist and be explicitly stated in the rules.
We now consider equality rules. These are again as in Section 2.2.5 but augmented
in a way similar to the quantiﬁer rules:
w : φ[s/x] w : s = t ri(s) ri(t)
w : φ[t/x]
Substri
w : s = s Refl
w : φ[s/x] w : s = t cf(φ)
w : φ[t/x]
Substcf .
Lemma 6.1 The rules Substri and Substcf can can be restricted to applications
where φ is atomic.
Proof. The basic idea is the same as that of the proof of 1) in Proposition 3.12.
First we consider a derivation containing applications of Substri: Pick out an
application where the conclusion has maximal size. If not atomic (in which case
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we are done), this conclusion will have form φ → ψ, (∀x)φ or φ^ψ. Below we
only consider the latter case (the ﬁrst two cases follow analogously). We replace
the derivation with one where the aﬀected Substri is replaced by two applications of
Substri where the conclusions have less size:
w : (φ^ψ)[s/x] w : s = t ri(s) ri(t)
w : (φ^ψ)[t/x]
Substri ;
w : (φ^ψ)[s/x] Π [R(v, u, w)]1
u : ψ[s/x]
^E
w : s = t ri(s) ri(t)
u : ψ[t/x]
Substri
w : (φ^ψ)[t/x]
^I1 ,
where (φ^ψ)[s/x] ≡ (φ[s/x])^(ψ[s/x]) and Π is
[v : φ[t/x]]1
w : s = t
w : t = s ri(s) ri(t)
v : φ[s/x]
Substri .
By induction it is now easy to see that repeated applications of this transformation
yield the desired derivation.
The principles of the proof are the same in the case of Substcf but we do here not
have to consider the case where the maximal formula has form φ^ψ because of the
sidecondition concerning chop-freeness. 
A corollary of this lemma is that we could actually do without the Substri rule
completely. An atomic formula is always chop-free and Substcf therefore suﬃces.
Structure of Derivations Involving cf/ri Judgments
By inspecting the rules involving both labelled formulas and cf/ri judgments we
observe that the derivation of a labelled formula might depend on the ri/cf rules
whereas derivations of ri/cf judgments never depend on labelled formulas or each
other; thus, the full derivation tree of a labelled formula can be seen as decorated
with independent derivations of ri/cf judgments.
Having this way isolated the derivations involving only ri/cf judgments we can
now consider the structure of these pure ri/cf derivations. The notions of maximal
formula, contraction step and normal derivation can easily be carried over to this
setting. Because the ri/cf rules have very simple and similar forms it should thus
be fairly easy to realize that any ri/cf derivation can be normalized. Furthermore,
such normal derivations will satisfy a subformula property. This entails that the
question of whether a given ri/cf judgment is derivable from a set of ri/cf judgments
is decidable. This is naturally an important and useful result for proof search in the
full LND system.
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6.1.2 Signed Interval Logic
The previous section provided us with LND rules for a ﬁrst order extension including
the judgments ri/cf. We adjoin this extension to the LND system for L_AF introducedin Section 3.5.1 to get a ﬁrst order L_AF LND system.Our goal in this section is to further extend this system to a full LND system for
SIL. The ﬁrst important aspect to address is the structure of the worlds which make
up the labels of the logic: We are now working with square models which means that
the labels are pairs related as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.4, i.e., ((i, k), (k, j), (i, j)) ∈ R.
This in turn means that we do not have to include the R judgments explicitly in the
system but can express the relations among worlds implicitly.
In the case of the rules _I, _E, ^I and ^E we get (cf. the original deﬁnition
of the rules in Section 3.5.1):
(i, k) : φ (k, j) : ψ
(i, j) : φ_ψ
_I
(i, j) : φ_ψ
[(i, k) : φ] [(k, j) : ψ]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
_E
[(i, k) : φ]....
(k, j) : ψ
(i, j) : φ^ψ
^I
(i, j) : φ^ψ (i, k) : φ
(k, j) : ψ
^E ,
with the following sideconditions:
• _E: k is diﬀerent from i, j, n,m, and does not occur in any assumption on which
the upper occurrence of (m,n) : χ depends except (i, k) : φ and (k, j) : ψ.
• ^I: k is diﬀerent from i and j, and does not occur in any assumption on which
(k, j) : ψ depends except (i, k) : φ.
We now deﬁne the additional LND rules necessary for the full SIL system. First
we include two important uniqueness rules:
(l, j) : φ (i, k) : ` = s (i, l) : ` = s ri(s)
(k, j) : φ S1
(i, l) : φ (k, j) : ` = s (l, j) : ` = s ri(s)
(i, k) : φ S2 .
These rules are related to a deﬁnition which can be found in the detailed com-
pleteness proof for SIL in [Ras99b]. The rules can be seen as a way of expressing
when two intervals are essentially the same, see Figure 6.1.
Furthermore, we need rules deﬁning the basic properties of `:
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i lφ ` = s j
i φ k ` = s j
Figure 6.1: The rule S2 states that if φ holds on (i, l) and ` = s holds on both (l, j)
and (k, j) then φ holds on (i, k) as well. Similarly for S1.
(i, k) : ` = s (k, j) : ` = t ri(s) ri(t)
(i, j) : ` = s+ t
`+I
(i, i) : ` = 0 ` 0
(i, j) : ` = s+ t ri(s) ri(t)
[(i, k) : ` = s]
[(k, j) : ` = t]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
`+E ,
with the following sideconditions:
• `+E: k is diﬀerent from i, j,m, n, and does not occur in any assumption on
which the upper occurrence of (m,n) : χ depends, except (i, k) : φ and (k, j) : ψ.
Finally, we have axioms expressing the properties of an Abelian group, viz.
(i, j) : s+ (t+ u) = (s+ t) + u LD1 (i, j) : s+ 0 = s LD2
(i, j) : s+−s = 0 LD3 (i, j) : s+ t = t+ s LD4 .
The semantics of SIL can straightforwardly be modiﬁed to a labelled semantics
in the same way as a labelled semantics was given for L_AF (cf. Section 3.5.1).
Proposition 6.2
|=SIL φ iﬀ SIL (i, j) : φ for all i, j.
We now come to the crucial theorem of this section.
Theorem 6.3
|=SIL φ iﬀ `LNDSIL (i, j) : φ for all i, j.
Proof. The proof extends the proof of Proposition 3.11. As there, soundness is
straightforward. For completeness we need to show that the additional axioms of the
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SIL system (cf. Section 4.1.2) are derivable in the LND system. This is not diﬃcult.
As an example we derive the axiom L1:
[(i, j) : (` = s)_φ]1
[(i, j) : (` = s)_(φ→ ⊥)]3
Π [(m, j) : φ→ ⊥]4
(m, j) : ⊥ →E
(i, j) : ⊥ ⊥E
(i, j) : ⊥
_E4
(i, j) : (` = s)_(φ→ ⊥)→ ⊥ →I
3
(i, j) : (` = s)_(φ→ ⊥)→ ⊥
_E2
(i, j) : (` = s)_φ→ ((` = s)_(φ→ ⊥)→ ⊥) →I
1 ,
where Π is
[(i,m) : ` = s]4 [(i, k) : ` = s]2 [(k, j) : φ]2 ri(s)
(m, j) : φ S1 .
Note how the rule S1 is utilized in the derivation. 
Lemma 6.4 The rules R, S1 and S2 can be restricted to applications where φ is
atomic.
Proof. This lemma is proved in basically the same way as Lemma 6.1. However,
it is worth noticing that the lemma does not hold for the general version of R (with
general accessibility relations) but when we work in square frames it does. 
Finally, we can show the following result:
Lemma 6.5 The rule `+E can be restricted to applications where χ is ⊥.
Proof. For the proof of this lemma we assume that we are considering the ^-
fragment of the LND system. We then show that in the only case where `+E is
utilized in the completeness proof (Theorem 6.3), χ can be taken to be ⊥. The `+E
rule is used for proving the left-to-right direction of L2 as follows (note the alternative
form of L2 due to the fact that ^ is used):
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[(i, j) : ` = s+ t]1
[(k, j) : ` = t]3
[(i, j) : (` = s)^((` = t)→ ⊥)]2 [(i, k) : ` = s]3
(k, j) : (` = t)→ ⊥
^E
(k, j) : ⊥ →E
(i, j) : ⊥ ⊥E
(i, j) : ⊥ `+E
3
(i, j) : (` = s)^((` = t)→ ⊥)→ ⊥ →I
2
(i, j) : ` = s+ t→ ((` = s)^((` = y)→ ⊥)→ ⊥) →I
1 .
For readability we left out the judgments concerning ri in the above proof. 
Lemmas 6.1, 6.4 and 6.5 are utilized in the normalization result below.
6.1.3 Normalization
In this section we consider normalization properties of the full LND system for SIL.
For this, we extend the deﬁnition of a normal derivation (Deﬁnition 3.13) to
include the requirements that for applications of the rules Substri, Substcf , R, S1
and S2, φ has to be atomic, and that for applications of `+E, χ has to be ⊥. By the
Lemmas 6.1, 6.4 and 6.5 we have that Theorem 3.14 is valid for the full SIL system
too.
Unfortunately, we will not have as nice properties of tracks as those of Propo-
sition 3.16. But because of the structure of normal derivations, tracks can still be
divided into three main parts: An elimination part, a part working on atomic formu-
las and/or ⊥, and an introduction part.
We will below go into a little more detail concerning the structure of the middle
part, but the important thing is that a normal derivation as deﬁned is enough to
achieve an interesting version of the subformula property.
First, though, we have to address what we mean by subformula in a ﬁrst order
logic with equality: We say that φ[s/x] is a subformula of ψ[t/x] if φ is a subformula
of ψ, independently of t and s. In other words, we do not take the term level into
account.
We extend the deﬁnition of the subformula property of a derivation (Deﬁni-
tion 3.17) to include the case where a formula in a derivation is allowed to be an
arbitrary atomic formula.
Definition 6.6 Consider a derivation Π of w : α from Γ and ∆. Let S = {α} ∪
{γ | u : γ ∈ Γ for some u}. Then Π is said to have the extended subformula property
if for any labelled formula v : β of Π, β is
1. an atomic formula,
2. ⊥,
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3. a subformula of some formula in S, or
4. ¬β′ and β′ is a subformula of some formula in S.
We then have the following main result.
Theorem 6.7 Any normal derivation in the LND system for SIL satisﬁes the ex-
tended subformula property.
Note that this result relies on the fact that with the above deﬁnition of the
subformula property it is not a problem to add axioms to the system as long as they
are atomic. This is in particular the case for the SIL system.
Let us now look a little more closely on the middle part of a track in a normal
derivation: An arbitrary (ﬁnite) sequence of occurrences of the rules R, Substcf ,2 S1
and S2 can be transformed to a sequence of the following form: First, one occurrence
of Substcf , then one of R, and ﬁnally a sequence of occurrences of S1 followed by a
sequence of S2's. In other words, all four rules can switch places in the sequence,
and Substcf and R can furthermore be contracted to just one application.
It is clear that we can assume the conclusions of R, Substcf , S1 and S2 not to
be ⊥: Substcf will not have any aﬀect (thus it can be removed completely) and R,
S1, S2 can be replaced by ⊥E. As a consequence, in the middle part of a track, an
occurrence of ⊥E will potentially appear as the ﬁrst rule and follow each occurrence
of `+E except the last occurrence of `+E.
The deﬁnition of maximality could be extended to include a `+I rule followed by
a `+E rule  which are easily seen to be contractable.
We could continue (for a while, at least) making such observations concerning the
structure of the middle part of a track but as we will not later utilize these results,
we choose instead to consider the main normalization result a little closer.
Proof Search
What are the main consequences of the normalization result, in particular Theo-
rem 6.7? Firstly, it convincingly indicates that we, from a theoretical perspective,
have deﬁned a proper proof system for SIL. Secondly, it has direct implications for
proof construction/search: Theorem 6.7 tells us that we can prove any theorem φ of
SIL by only considering subformulas of φ.
A good way of illustrating the latter point is to consider a labelled sequent calculus
based on the LND system for SIL. For this, we include labelled versions of the sequent
rules for ﬁrst order logic with equality considered in Section 5.1. But instead of all
the rules there involving chop, we now only have the following two rules:
2Because of the corollary of Lemma 6.5 we do not consider Substri.
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Γ, (i, k) : φ, (k, j) : ψ ` ∆
Γ, (i, j) : φ_ψ ` ∆ (L
_)
Γ ` (i, k) : φ, ∆ Γ ` (k, j) : ψ, ∆
Γ ` (i, j) : φ_ψ, ∆ (R
_) .
Hence, we have proper R-/L-rules for chop.
For a complete labelled sequent calculus we also need sequent versions of the LND
rules R, S1, S2, `+ I and `+ E as well as the axioms.
We see that both (L_) and (R_) satisfy the standard subformula property. Thus,
a backwards proof search using the propositional rules together with (L_) and (R_)
will terminate and we are left with term-level reasoning over equalities. This gives
an operational explanation of the normalization result above.
In Chapter 9 we will see how these principles show for actual proof making in the
LND system encoded in a theorem prover (Isabelle).
Finally, to formally prove that the sketched labelled sequent calculus system in
fact is equivalent to the LND system, it would be most convenient to include the (Cut)
rule in the sequent system. But we claim that (Cut) can be eliminated afterwards
due to the well-known correspondence between cut-elimination and normalization
[TS96].
6.2 Extensions to Labelled SIL
In the previous section we saw how a sound and complete LND system for SIL could
be deﬁned. In this section we consider some extensions to that system.
6.2.1 Axioms for Order and Arithmetic
It is not diﬃcult to extend the LND system to a totally ordered version. Simply add
the following labelled axioms and rules (corresponding to the Hilbert axioms D5D9
listed in Section 4.1.4):
(i, j) : s ≤ s LD5
(i, j) : s ≤ t (i, j) : t ≤ u
(i, j) : s ≤ u LD6
(i, j) : s ≤ t (i, j) : t ≤ s
(i, j) : s = t LD7 (i, j) : s ≤ t ∨ t ≤ s LD8
(i, j) : s ≤ t
(i, j) : s+ u ≤ t+ u LD9 .
It is now fairly easy to show the following result (cf. Theorem 6.3).
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Theorem 6.8
|=SILto φ iﬀ `LNDSILto (i, j) : φ for all i, j.
For actual use of the LND system for speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation purposes, it
would be wishful to be able to reason in full arithmetic  and not just a totally
ordered Abelian group. But it is well-known that it is impossible to axiomatize
aritmetic; what we do here is to add some sound properties which are often useful.
First, we wish to specify that our domain is inﬁnite (both upwards and down-
wards with respect to <). This can be done by means of the so-called Archimedian
axioms [Fuc63]:
(i, j) : (∃x)x < s (i, j) : (∃x)s < x .
Second, we would like to introduce multiplication ◦ by extending the Abelian
group to a ﬁeld:
(i, j) : s ◦ t = t ◦ s (i, j) : s ◦ 1 = s
(i, j) : s 6= 0
(i, j) : s ◦ 1
s
= 1
(i, j) : (s ◦ t) ◦ u = s ◦ (t ◦ u) (i, j) : s ◦ (t+ u) = s ◦ t+ s ◦ u .
Finally, if we add congruence rules relating multiplication and reciprocial to the
order relation ≤, we have collectively axiomatized a totally ordered inﬁnite ﬁeld :
(i, j) : 0 < u (i, j) : s ≤ t
(i, j) : s ◦ u ≤ t ◦ u
(i, j) : 0 < s
(i, j) : 0 <
1
s
.
The use, relevance and consequences of these extensions are further discussed in
Chapters 8 and 9 in connection with the Isabelle encoding.
6.2.2 Labelled SDC
A labelled SDC extension to labelled SIL is not diﬃcult to deﬁne.
All SDC axioms listed in Section 4.3.1 are simply added straightforwardly as
labelled axioms. The only actual modiﬁcation is in the case of DA5 which is converted
into a rule in a form similar to `+I (this makes sure that _ still only occurs in _I
and _E):
(i, k) :
∫
S = s (k, j) :
∫
S = t ri(s) ri(t)
(i, j) :
∫
S = s+ t
LDA5 .
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The induction rules are added as labelled versions without further modiﬁcations
as well. Equivalence of the systems is trivial to prove.
6.3 Labelled SIL as a General Framework
We have so far in this chapter concentrated on developing and investigating a LND
system for SIL. In this section we will consider how LND systems for ITL and NL
can be deﬁned.
First we brieﬂy sketch how systems similar to that for SIL could be deﬁned for
ITL and NL directly. Then we more detailed discuss how the LND system for SIL
can act as a framework in which ITL and NL systems can be imitated.
6.3.1 LND systems for ITL and NL
We saw in Section 4.2.1 how the semantics of _ for ITL can be regarded as a re-
stricting of that of _ for SIL: The k in the semantic deﬁnition for _ has to fulﬁll
i ≤ k ≤ j and is thus not completely arbitrary.
This can be reﬂected in a LND system for ITL if we introduce a judgment v
expressing the ordering on the temporal domain. Thus, we deﬁne the following rules
(where i v j is assumed):
(i, k) : φ (k, j) : ψ i v k k v j
(i, j) : φ_ψ
_I
(i, j) : φ_ψ
[(k, j) : ψ] [k v j]
[(i, k) : φ] [i v k]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
_E .
Similar restrictions to other rules of SIL would give us a LND system for ITL if we
furthermore add rules deﬁning the properties of the v judgment (such as reﬂexivity
and transitivity).
The same exercise could be carried out for NL. The structure of the rules would
be indicated by the semantic deﬁnitions of the two unary modalities of NL, cf. Sec-
tion 4.2.2.
We will not go further into such considerations here as a much easier way of
having LND systems for ITL and NL will be discussed in the following section.
6.3.2 A General Framework
In this section we consider how to imitate a LND system for ITL, subsequently NL,
within the LND system for SILto.
One of the reasons making this possible, is the fact that it is actually not nec-
essary to introduce the v judgment explicitly: Deﬁnition 4.17 tells us that i v j is
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semantically equivalent to (i, j) : fwd , and we can therefore use the latter judgment
instead.
In Section 4.2.1 we mentioned how we could deﬁne the chop of ITL by means
of the chop of SIL, within SIL: φ |_|ψ =̂ (φ ∧ fwd)_(ψ ∧ fwd). We can now
formulate the connection formally in the following important theorem (where `ITL
denotes theoremhood in the Hilbert system for ITL):
Theorem 6.9
`ITL φ iﬀ (i, j) : fwd `LNDSILto (i, j) : φ for all i, j,
where φ is φ with all occurrences of _ replaced by |_| .
Proof. For the if -direction we use a semantic argument: First, we observe that
the righthand-side is equivalent to `LNDSILto (i, j) : fwd → φ. By Theorem 6.8 this is
equivalent to |=SILto fwd → φ. Hence, the soundness and completeness result forITL [Dut95a] entails that we are done if we can establish the following:
|=ITL φ if |=SILto fwd → φ. (6.1)
For this we assume that φ is not valid in ITL and show that this implies that fwd → φ
is not valid in SILto either. Our assumption implies that there is some ITL model
M, valuation V and interval (i, j) of M (with i ≤ j) which does not satisfy φ (written
M,V, (i, j) 6|=ITL φ). Based on this, we now wish to construct a SILto model M′,
valuation V ′ and interval (i′, j′) of M′ and show that
M′,V ′, (i′, j′) 6|=SILto fwd → φ,
which implies (6.1). To construct M′, we in a straightforward way extend M to allow
for backward intervals. The interpretation of function/predicate symbols of M′ is the
same as that of M on forward intervals and arbitrary on backward intervals. The
valuation V ′ and interval (i′, j′) are taken to be the same as V and (i, j), respectively.
As i ≤ j we have M′,V, (i, j) |=SILto fwd , thus M′,V, (i, j) 6|=SILto fwd → φ isequivalent to M′,V, (i, j) 6|=SILto φ.We now show that
M,V, (i, j) 6|=ITL φ iﬀ M′,V, (i, j) 6|=SILto φ,
by structural induction over φ. The base case is straightforward. The only interesting
case of the induction step is the one where φ is φ1_φ2.
First the left-to-right direction. That
M,V, (i, j) 6|=ITL φ1_φ2,
means that for all k, i ≤ k ≤ j, M,V, (i, k) 6|=ITL φ1 or M,V, (k, j) 6|=ITL φ2. By
induction this means M′,V, (i, k) 6|=SILto φ1 or M′,V, (k, j) 6|=SILto φ2, which again
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means M′,V, (i, k) 6|=SILto φ1 ∧ fwd or M′,V, (k, j) 6|=SILto φ2 ∧ fwd . For k < i or
j < k the latter is the case as well. This means that
M′,V, (i, j) 6|=SILto (φ1 ∧ fwd)_(φ1 ∧ fwd),
which ﬁnally gives us M′,V, (i, j) 6|=SILto φ.Now the right-to-left direction. That
M′,V, (i, j) 6|=SILto φ1 |_|φ2,
means that for all k, M′,V, (i, k) 6|=SILto φ1∧ fwd or M′,V, (k, j) 6|=SILto φ2∧ fwd . For
i ≤ k ≤ j this means that M′,V, (i, k) 6|=SILto φ1 or M′,V, (k, j) 6|=SILto φ2, which byinduction entails M,V, (i, k) 6|=ITL φ1 or M,V, (k, j) 6|=ITL φ2. Finally, we have that
M,V, (i, j) 6|=ITL φ.
This concludes the if -direction of the theorem. We now consider the only if -
direction. In Section 4.2.1 we mentioned how the Hilbert system for SIL could be
converted into that for ITL by just adding the axiom ` ≥ 0 and slightly modifying
the L2 axiom. Given this, we proceed by induction over the length of the ITL Hilbert
proof. This amounts to showing that all ITL axioms and Hilbert rules are provable
(only assuming fwd) in the LND system for SIL where, importantly, all occurrences
of _ have been replaced by |_| . This is not diﬃcult. 
As |_| is nothing but an abbreviation it would of course be somewhat cumbersome
to have to expand it to reason within the SILto system. Furthermore, the connection
to the explicitly stated rules for ITL in the previous section would then not be clear.
Fortunately, we can easily derive proper I- and E-rules for |_| within the SIL system
as follows:
(i, k) : φ (k, j) : ψ (i, k) : fwd (k, j) : fwd
(i, j) : φ |_|ψ |
_| I
(i, j) : φ |_|ψ (i, j) : fwd
[(k, j) : ψ] [(k, j) : fwd ]
[(i, k) : φ] [(i, k) : fwd ]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
|_|E .
Note the great similarity with the rules of the previous section. In practice, one
would probably not feel any diﬀerence at all when using the rules.
We now state a result for NL similar to that for ITL. (Cf. Section 4.2.2.) The
proof follows the exact same lines as that of Theorem 6.9.
Theorem 6.10
`NL φ iﬀ (i, j) : fwd `LNDSILto (i, j) : φ for all i, j,
where φ is φ with all occurrences of 3l and 3r replaced by l and r, respectively.
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As for ITL we can derive proper I- and E-rules for the two modalities of NL
within the SIL system. Below we show the case of 3r:
(j, k) : φ (j, k) : fwd (i, j) : fwd
(i, j) : rφ rI
(i, j) : rφ (i, j) : fwd
[(j, k) : ψ] [(j, k) : fwd ]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
rE .
The case for 3l is similar.
C h a p t e r 7
Isabelle
Isabelle [Pau86, Pau89, Pau90, Pau94, Isa01] is a generic proof assistant (written in
SML) that supports reasoning in object-logics by encoding them (as natural deduction
systems) in Isabelle's meta-logic. Isabelle is an example of a logical framework in the
sense of [Pfe01]. The meta-logic of Isabelle is a fragment of intuitionistic higher-order
logic1 [And01, And86] including implication, universal quantiﬁcation and equality.
Isabelle has been used to formalize and mechanize a wide variety of concepts,
from veriﬁcation of cryptographic protocols [Pau98, BP01] to formalized mathematics
[PG96, Fle00, Ras00, Ras01b].
We will in this chapter not give a thorough survey of Isabelle and its use, but
concentrate on outlining some of the main principles and ideas. The goal is to make
it possible, for someone not familiar with Isabelle, to appreciate the developments
and discussions in the subsequent chapters. For a detailed discussion we refer to the
comprehensive documentation distributed with Isabelle [Isa01].
7.1 Formalizing Logics
In this section we will give a brief overview of how object-logics are deﬁned and
encoded in Isabelle.
As mentioned above, the meta-logic of Isabelle is a fragment of intuitionistic
higher-order logic including implication =⇒, universal quantiﬁcation ∧ and equality
≡. There is a built-in type prop of meta-level truth values; meta-level formulas will
have this type. The types (written in Isabelle syntax) of the built-in connectives are
1Today, higher-order logic and (simple) type theory is taken to mean the same [And01].
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thus (α is an (almost) arbitrary type):
=⇒ :: [prop, prop]⇒ prop∧
:: (α⇒ prop)⇒ prop
≡ :: [α, α]⇒ prop
The type of, say, =⇒ is a function taking two elements of type prop and returning
an element of type prop.
The properties of the meta-logic are deﬁned by a collection of inference rules,
including equational rules for the λ-calculus as well as logical rules.
Isabelle represents logical syntax using the simply typed λ-calculus: Given the
logic in question, a type for each syntactic category and a constant for each symbol
is declared.
We will exemplify the basics of Isabelle by considering encoding FOL as an object-
logic: FOL is built from two syntactic categories; formulas and terms. In Isabelle we
thus deﬁne a type o for formulas and a type D for terms.
To establish the connection between the object- and meta-levels we deﬁne a co-
ercion constant:
Trueprop :: o ⇒ prop
which is used as a judgment to state when an object-level formula is true on the
meta-level.
The constants for the symbols of FOL can now be declared with types as follows:
true, false :: o
¬ :: o ⇒ o
∧,∨,→,↔ :: [o, o]⇒ o
= :: [D ,D ]⇒ o
∀,∃ :: (D ⇒ o)⇒ o
The quantiﬁers are represented as higher-order functions.
Actually, Isabelle has a much more ﬂexible type system than indicated here.
Polymorphism is supported such that, e.g., equality could be deﬁned over (almost)
arbitrary types. This is managed by means of the concepts of classes and sorts.
We now turn to the question of formalizing the natural deduction system for
FOL. Natural deduction rules for an object-logic are deﬁned by meta-level axioms
in Isabelle. Using the Trueprop coercion, this allows the meta-logic connectives,
=⇒, ∧ and ≡ to be read as entailment, variable binding and deﬁnitional equality,
respectively.
Consider, e.g., the natural deduction rule ∧I (cf. Section 2.1.5). This rule can be
deﬁned by the following meta-level axiom: 2∧
P.
∧
Q. Trueprop(P ) =⇒ (Trueprop(Q) =⇒ Trueprop(P ∧Q))
2In connection with Isabelle, we will use P for φ/α, Q for ψ/β and R for χ/γ.
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Such axioms can be notationally simpliﬁed: Outermost quantiﬁers can be dropped,
the Trueprop coercion made implicit and nested implications rewritten as a list
(within brackets [[. . .]]) of premises seperated by semicolons. In other words, the
axiom can be stated as follows:
[[P ;Q]] =⇒ P ∧Q
Here the correspondence to the natural deduction rule is very clear. It is essentially
just a matter of syntax.
We now consider the quantiﬁer rule ∀I. This rule was formulated as follows in
Section 2.2.5:
φ
(∀x)φ ∀I ,
with the sidecondition that x is not free in any assumption on which φ depends. In
Isabelle, ∀I can be expressed as follows:(∧
x.P (x)
)
=⇒ ∀x.P (x)
Here, no sidecondition is stated explicitly. The freeness constraint on x is taken
care of by the universal meta-quantiﬁer which, informally speaking, states that P (x)
really must hold for all x for the conclusion to be sound.
We now consider how the above concepts are formulated concretely in a way
which makes sense to Isabelle. We do this by showing the actual theory ﬁle which
deﬁnes the FOL encoding. A theory ﬁle deﬁnes an object-logic by extending Isabelle's
meta-logic theory (Pure).
We ﬁrst show the declaration of the necessary types and constants in the ASCII
syntax used by Isabelle. Note how some operators are declared to be inﬁx (with left
or right association).
FOL = Pure +
types
o D
consts
Trueprop :: o => prop
True :: o
False :: o
Not :: "o => o" ("~ _" [40] 40)
"&" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 35)
"|" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 30)
"-->" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 25)
"<->" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 25)
All :: "(D => o) => o" (binder "ALL " 10)
Ex :: "(D => o) => o" (binder "EX " 10)
"=" :: "[D, D] => o" (infixl 50)
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Now for the declarations of the actual natural deduction rules. Note that [[. . .]] is
written [|...|], =⇒ is written = =>, ∧ is written !! and ≡ is written = =.
rules
conjI "[| P; Q |] ==> P&Q"
conjE1 "P&Q ==> P"
conjE2 "P&Q ==> Q"
disjI1 "P ==> P|Q"
disjI2 "Q ==> P|Q"
disjE "[| P|Q; P ==> R; Q ==> R |] ==> R"
impI "(P ==> Q) ==> P-->Q"
mp "[| P-->Q; P |] ==> Q"
FalseE "(P-->False ==> False) ==> P"
refl "s=s"
subst "[| s=t; P(s) |] ==> P(t)"
allI "(!!x. P(x)) ==> (ALL x. P(x))"
allE "(ALL x. P(x)) ==> P(s)"
exI "P(s) ==> (EX x. P(x))"
exE "[| EX x. P(x); !!x. P(x) ==> R |] ==> R"
defs
True_def "True == False-->False"
not_def "~P == P-->False"
iff_def "P<->Q == (P-->Q) & (Q-->P)"
end
Natural deduction rules are not stated for true, ¬ and ↔ since these connectives
are deﬁned in terms of other connectives. It is easy to derive proper I- and E-rules
for these deﬁned connectives.
7.1.1 Sequent Calculus
Isabelle expects object-logics to be encoded in a natural deduction style. But it is
possible to encode a sequent based logic in Isabelle. Informally speaking, sequent
rules can be regarded as natural deduction rules over sequents instead of plain
formulas. This means that by deﬁning a type of sequents in Isabelle, the sequent
rules can be declared as meta-level axioms as above, where Trueprop now maps
sequents (instead of formulas) to prop. The sequents can themselves be deﬁned as
pairs of sequences of formulas (of type o). In a concrete representation in Isabelle,
it is not feasible to use sequents of multisets, hence sequences are used.
The Isabelle distribution includes a sequent theory which provides the basic no-
tions needed for deﬁning a sequent based logic. We refer to the documentation for a
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detailed discussion of how this is done [Pau01a].
We will here brieﬂy consider the concrete syntax used for sequent based logics.
The sequent Γ, P,Q,∆ ` R is in Isabelle represented by:
$G, P, Q, $D |- R
In other words, variables representing an arbitrary sequence are designated by pre-
ﬁxing a $.
As an example, we below give the Isabelle deﬁnitions of the sequent rules for PL:
rules
basic "$H, P, $G |- $E, P, $F"
conjR "[| $H |- $E, P, $F; $H |- $E, Q, $F |] ==> $H|- $E, P&Q, $F"
conjL "$H, P, Q, $G |- $E ==> $H, P&Q, $G |- $E"
disjR "$H |- $E, P, Q, $F ==> $H |- $E, P|Q, $F"
disjL "[| $H, P, $G |- $E; $H, Q, $G |- $E |] ==> $H, P|Q, $G |- $E"
impR "$H, P |- $E, Q, $F ==> $H |- $E, P-->Q, $F"
impL "[| $H, $G |- $E, P; $H, Q, $G |- $E |] ==> $H, P-->Q, $G |- $E"
notR "$H, P |- $E, $F ==> $H |- $E, ~P, $F"
notL "$H, $G |- $E, P ==> $H, ~P, $G |- $E"
FalseL "$H, False, $G |- $E"
These rules correspond very closely to the rules stated in Section 2.1.4. The only
diﬀerence is that, e.g., (L∧) is stated as:
Γ, α, β,Γ′ ` ∆
Γ, α ∧ β,Γ′ ` ∆ (L∧) .
This is to make reasoning less tedious as the sequents are based on sequences
instead of multisets.
In the actual encoding, structural rules, quantiﬁer rules, etc., are included as well.
7.2 Constructing Proofs
Above we sketched how object-logics can be encoded in Isabelle. But how do we
conduct proofs in such encodings?
We will in this section consider proof construction in Isabelle. We will concen-
trate on backwards proof construction. The central concept here is resolution: In
a backwards proof, a goal is uniﬁed with the conclusion of a rule whose premises
become new subgoals.
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A proof state in Isabelle is a meta-formula of the following form:
[[φ1, . . . , φn]] =⇒ φ .
To prove the formula φ, take φ =⇒ φ as the initial proof state. This is trivially a meta-
theorem. Now iteratively reﬁne the proof state by performing resolution with suitable
rules. At some point during the proof, a typically proof state is [[φ1, . . . , φn]] =⇒ φ.
This proof state is a theorem stating that the subgoals φ1, . . . , φn imply φ. When at
some point n = 0 we have proven φ to be a theorem of the object logic in question.
The actual (backwards) proof construction is guided by tactics and tacticals. An
Isabelle tactic is a function taking a proof state and returning a sequence of possible
successor states. The basic and most important tactics are the standard resolution
tactic (resolve_tac) which takes a list of rules, (tries to) unify the conclusion of the
selected subgoal with the conclusions of the rules and returns states for each combi-
nation of premises of the rules and uniﬁer, and the assumption tactic ( assume_tac)
which (tries to) unify the conclusion of the selected subgoal with its assumptions and
returns states for each combination of assumptions and uniﬁer.
Below we illustrate how this works in Isabelle by proving P ∧Q→ P in the FOL
theory. The formula to be proven is submitted to Isabelle by means of the Goal
function. Isabelle responds by giving the formula to be proven and a list of the
subgoals needed to establish it (in this case just one):
ML> Goal "P & Q --> P";
P & Q --> P
1. P & Q --> P
By using the resolve tactic twice and the assumption tactic once, the goal is
proven.
ML> by (resolve_tac [impI] 1);
P & Q --> P
1. P & Q ==> P
ML> by (resolve_tac [conjE1] 1);
P & Q --> P
1. P & Q ==> P & ?Q1
ML> by (assume_tac 1);
P & Q --> P
No subgoals!
Isabelle uses schematic variables (which are preﬁxed by a ?, such as ?Q1 in the
above extract) for unknowns that can later in the course of a proof be instantiated.
This happens in the above example when assume_tac instantiates ?Q1 to Q to prove
the goal by assumption.
There are many other (and more sophisticated) tactics and it is possible to write
ones own. This can, e.g., be done by means of tacticals, which are higher-order
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functions used to combine basic tactics. Such combinations of tactics can be from
simple sequential compositions to more advanced cases of special-purpose search
tactics.
7.3 The Classical Reasoner
Isabelle comes with a so-called classical reasoner which provides a range of tactics
performing various kinds of proof searches. The classical reasoner is generic in the
sense that it can be instantiated and used for a large class of object-logics  in
essence, any object-logic which is based on/includes classical propositional logic for-
mulated in a natural deduction style.
One of the tactics provided is Fast_tac which performs a simple depth-ﬁrst
search. Using this, our example above can be solved in one go:
ML> Goal "P & Q --> P";
P & Q --> P
1. P & Q --> P
ML> by (Fast_tac 1);
P & Q --> P
No subgoals!
The power of the classical reasoner is due to its generality and expandability,
such that not only rules for the classical connectives are considered in a search.
Consider, e.g., deﬁning set theory in Isabelle: The natural deduction rules for unions
and intersections resemble those for disjunction and conjunction. By adding these
to the classical reasoner, eﬀective reasoning for set theory is achieved. The following
chapters will also illustrate why the expandability of the classical reasoner is very
convenient and useful.
For details on the inner workings of the classical reasoner we refer to [Pau01b].
The classical reasoner of Isabelle is an incarnation of the idea of generic automatic
proof tools as discussed in [Pau97].
7.4 The Simpliﬁer
Rewriting (e.g., [BN98]) in Isabelle is based on the theory of ordered rewriting [MN90]
and is handled by Isabelle's simpliﬁer [Pau01b].
Rewriting is done on the meta-logic level with respect to ≡. It is therefore neces-
sary to tell Isabelle when an object-logic equality/equivalence is a meta-level equality.
This is in the case of FOL done by adding the following reﬂection rules to the theory
ﬁle:
eq_reflection: "(x=y) ==> (x==y)"
iff_reflection: "(P<->Q) ==> (P==Q)"
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The rewrite rules used by the simpliﬁer come from three sources:
1. Occurring in the (permanent) simpliﬁcation set .
2. Explicitly stated by the user.
3. Extracted from the list of assumptions of a goal.
The four main simpliﬁcation tactics are:
Simp_tac
Asm_simp_tac
Full_simp_tac
Asm_full_simp_tac
The preﬁx Asm means that additional rewrite rules should be extracted from the
assumptions (3. above). The preﬁx Full means that the simpliﬁer should simplify
the assumptions themselves as well.
Setting up the simpliﬁer for FOL includes proving a lot of (trivial) rules which
are then added to the simpliﬁcation set. Such rules include:
"P & True <-> P"
"P & P <-> P"
"P & P & Q <-> P & Q",
"P & ~P <-> False"
"P | False <-> P"
"P | P <-> P",
"~ False <-> True"
"(False --> P) <-> True"
Furthermore, the solver (which is part of the simpliﬁer) is set up to prove trivial
goals resulting from simpliﬁcation.
Setting up the simpliﬁer for an object-logic is in general a non-trivial task. Many
details and advanced features have not been mentioned here.
C h a p t e r 8
Interval Logics in Isabelle
In the previous chapter we gave a brief, general introduction to Isabelle. In this
chapter we will consider encodings in Isabelle of the proof systems for SIL discussed
in Chapters 5 and 6.
We begin in Section 8.1 by considering an encoding of the LND system for SIL.
This includes a discussion on how we have set up and instantiated the simpliﬁer and
the classical reasoner. Furthermore, we consider encodings of the extensions to the
LND system discussed in Section 6.2 as well as the use of the encoding as a general
framework (cf. Section 6.3).
In Section 8.2 we consider an encoding of the sequent calculus system for SIL.
Again, we discuss both the simpliﬁer and the reasoner. Finally, in Section 8.3 we
consider related work. This includes both modal and interval logic encodings.
If the reader several places notices great similarities between how the theory was
formulated and how the encoding is done, it is not coincidental. The theory was
deliberately formulated with an Isabelle encoding in mind, as well as the encoding
itself was kept as close to the theory as possible.
8.1 Labelled Natural Deduction
In this section we consider an encoding of the LND system for SIL in Isabelle.
8.1.1 Encoding the LND system
The encoding of the LND system is a modiﬁcation and extension of the pure FOL
encoding described in Section 7.1. We will refer to the encoding described in this
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section as Isabelle/LSIL.
First, we need to deﬁne an additional type for elements of the temporal domain:
types
T
The basic judgment of FOL, Trueprop, is then discarded in favor of a judgment for
labelled formulas:
consts
LF :: "[T, T, o] => prop" ("(<_,_> : (_))" [6,6,5] 4)
A concrete syntax is deﬁned for the judgment such that <i,j>:P is used for (i, j) : φ.1
We also deﬁne the auxiliary judgments ri and cf:
RI :: 'a::logic => prop ("(RI _)")
CF :: o => prop ("(CF _)")
Note here how the polymorphism of Isabelle is utilized such that RI can be used for
both terms and formulas.
We now turn to the deﬁnition of connectives and symbols. The ﬁrst order opera-
tors and quantiﬁers are deﬁned exactly as in the FOL theory. We additionally deﬁne
the chop modality as  and the ` symbol as len, as well as the symbols used for the
duration domain:
True :: o
False :: o
Not :: "o => o" ("~ _" [40] 40)
"&" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 35)
"|" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 30)
"-->" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 25)
"<->" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 25)
All :: "(D => o) => o" (binder "ALL " 10)
Ex :: "(D => o) => o" (binder "EX " 10)
"=" :: "[D, D] => o" (infixl 50)
"^" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 38)
len :: D
null :: D ("0")
one :: D ("1")
"-" :: D => D ("- _" [80] 80)
"+" :: [D, D] => D (infixl 60)
We have now come to the LND rules. The propositional rules are encoded as for
plain FOL (cf. Section 7.1) but with the addition of labels:
1Remember, in connection with Isabelle we use P for φ/α, Q for ψ/β and R for χ/γ.
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rules
conjI "[| <i,j>:P; <i,j>:Q |] ==> <i,j>:P&Q"
conjE1 "<i,j>:P&Q ==> <i,j>:P"
conjE2 "<i,j>:P&Q ==> <i,j>:Q"
disjI1 "<i,j>:P ==> <i,j>:P|Q"
disjI2 "<i,j>:Q ==> <i,j>:P|Q"
disjE "[| <i,j>:P|Q; <i,j>:P ==> <k,l>:R; <i,j>:Q ==> <k,l>:R |]
==> <k,l>:R"
impI "(<i,j>:P ==> <i,j>:Q) ==> <i,j>:P-->Q"
mp "[| <i,j>:P-->Q; <i,j>:P |] ==> <i,j>:Q"
FalseE "(<i,j>:P-->False ==> <k,l>:False) ==> <i,j>:P"
The remaining LND rules are deﬁned straightforwardly in the Isabelle syntax based
on the deﬁnitions of Section 6.1:
chopI "[| <i,k>:P; <k,j>:Q |] ==> <i,j>:P^Q"
chopE "[| <i,j>:P^Q; !!k. [| <i,k>:P; <k,j>:Q |] ==> <m,n>:R |]
==> <m,n>:R"
uniq1 "[| RI s; <i,k>:len=s; <i,l>:len=s; <l,j>:P |] ==> <k,j>:P"
uniq2 "[| RI s; <k,j>:len=s; <l,j>:len=s; <i,l>:P |] ==> <i,k>:P"
zero "<i,i>:len=0"
plusI "[| <i,k>:len=s; <k,j>:len=t; RI s; RI t |]
==> <i,j>:len=s+t"
plusE "[| <i,j>:len=s+t; RI s; RI t;
!!k. [| <i,k>:len=s; <k,j>:len=t |] ==> <m,n>:R |]
==> <m,n>:R"
refl "<i,j>:s=s"
subst "[| CF P(x); <i,j>:s=t; <i,j>:P(s) |] ==> <i,j>:P(t)"
substRI "[| RI s; RI t; <i,j>:s=t; <i,j>:P(s) |] ==> <i,j>:P(t)"
allI "(!!x. RI x ==> <i,j>:P(x)) ==> <i,j>:(ALL x. P(x))"
allERI "[| RI s; <i,j>:(ALL x. P(x)) |] ==> <i,j>:P(s)"
allECF "[| CF P(x); <i,j>:(ALL x. P(x)) |] ==> <i,j>:P(s)"
exIRI "[| RI s; <i,j>:P(s) |] ==> <i,j>:(EX x. P(x))"
exICF "[| CF P(x); <i,j>:P(s) |] ==> <i,j>:(EX x. P(x))"
exE "[| <i,j>:EX x. P(x); !!x. [| RI x; <i,j>:P(x) |]
==> <m,n>:R |] ==> <m,n>:R"
com "<i,j>:s + t = t + s"
ass "<i,j>:(s + t) + u = s + (t + u)"
idn "<i,j>:s + 0 = s"
inv "<i,j>:s + -s = 0"
It is here worth noticing how the sideconditions concerning the non-occurrence of
worlds in assumptions (as for _E) are handled similarly to the sideconditions con-
cerning freeness of variables in assumptions (as for ∃E). In Section 6.1.2, the rule
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_E is stated as follows:
(i, j) : φ_ψ
[(i, k) : φ] [(k, j) : ψ]....
(m,n) : χ
(m,n) : χ
_E ,
with the sidecondition that k is diﬀerent from i, j, n,m, and does not occur in any
assumption on which the upper occurrence of (m,n) : χ depends except (i, k) : φ and
(k, j) : ψ. This sidecondition is, by means of meta-quantiﬁcation, handled similarly to
how freeness of variables is handled as discussed in Section 7.1; thus, no sideconditions
are stated explicitly in either case. Using the same construct in both cases is possible
due to the higher-order meta-logic of Isabelle.
All we need now to complete the basic SIL encoding are the rules for the ri and
cf judgments; below we give a selection of these rules. It should be obvious how the
rules for the remaining cases are deﬁned (cf. Section 6.1.1 where the rules are listed).
rigid "[| <k,l>:P; RI P |] ==> <i,j>:P"
RIfalse "RI False"
RIconjI "[| RI P; RI Q |] ==> RI (P&Q)"
RIconjE1 "RI (P&Q) ==> RI P"
RIconjE2 "RI (P&Q) ==> RI Q"
RIallI "(RI s ==> RI P(s)) ==> RI (ALL x. P(x))"
RIallE "[| RI s; RI (ALL x. P(x)) |] ==> RI P(s)"
RIequI "[| RI s; RI t |] ==> RI (s=t)"
RIequE1 "RI (s=t) ==> RI s"
RIequE2 "RI (s=t) ==> RI t"
RInegI "RI s ==> RI (-s)"
RInegE "RI (-s) ==> RI s"
RIzero "RI 0"
CFfalse "CF False"
CFimpI "[| CF P; CF Q |] ==> CF (P-->Q)"
CFimpE1 "CF (P-->Q) ==> CF P"
CFimpE2 "CF (P-->Q) ==> CF Q"
CFexI "CF P(s) ==> CF (EX x. P(x))"
CFexE "CF (EX x. P(x)) ==> CF P(s)"
CFequ "CF (s=t)"
8.1.2 Simpliﬁcation
In this section we discuss how we have set up and instantiated the simpliﬁer for
Isabelle/LSIL.
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Labelled Simpliﬁcation
In Section 7.4 we saw how we in the theory ﬁle must deﬁne coercions stating that
certain object-level equalities are meta-level equivalent as well, for making it possible
to use the simpliﬁer.
We are now in a labelled formalism and a naive modiﬁcation to those basic coer-
cion assertions would not give the desired result. Consider:
eq_reflection "<i,j>:s=t ==> (s==t)"
iff_reflection "<i,j>:P<->Q ==> (P==Q)"
This is unsound. Because s = t on a speciﬁc interval does not mean that s can be
replaced by t unconditionally everywhere  that is what s ≡ t would imply.
What we need are rules saying that if it is actually the case that s = t on all
intervals then in fact s ≡ t is sound. This can be expressed as follows:
eq_reflection "(!!i j. <i,j>:s=t) ==> (s==t)"
iff_reflection "(!!i j. <i,j>:P<->Q) ==> (P==Q)"
This is sound and help us a long way. In particular, all theorems with no assumptions
can be added directly to the simpliﬁer by means of these reﬂection rules.
But the approach also has its limitations. This is, e.g., the case if we want to use
rewrite rules of the assumptions of a goal. As an example, consider:
Goal "[| <k,l>:len=a; <i,j>:len=b |] ==> <i,j>:len+a=b+a";
Here we would like len in the conclusion of the goal to be rewritten to b. This is
not possible with the above reﬂection rules alone. As we are only interested in the
particular interval (i, j), it is useful to know that len=b holds on that interval even
if it does not hold on all intervals.
A solution is to lift labels to the meta-level during rewriting. 2 For this to work
we have to deﬁne an additional judgment, which, informally speaking, is used to state
which interval we are currently on:
ON :: "[T, T] => prop" ("(<_,_>)")
This judgment is put to use in the following two rules (and nowhere else):
on_eq_reflection "[| <i,j>:s=t; <i,j> |] ==> (s==t)"
on_cong "(<i,j> ==> P == P') ==> <i,j>:P == <i,j>:P'"
The last rule is a congruence rule (such rules are also handled by the simpliﬁer)
saying that the labelled formulas (i, j) : φ and (i, j) : φ′ are equivalent if φ and φ′
can be shown equivalent under the assumption that we are currently on the interval
(i, j). Together with the ﬁrst rule, which states that s and t are equivalent if s = t
2We would like to thank Sebastian Skalberg for coming up with the idea which lead to this
solution.
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on the interval (i, j) and that we in fact currently are on the interval (i, j), these two
rules achieve what we want.
In a broader perspective, the above way of handling labelled simpliﬁcation in
Isabelle is not only useful in the cases of labels being intervals. The principles could
also be applied in connection with the modal logic encodings in Isabelle of [Vig00]
and for other labelled logics in general as well.
Simpliﬁcation for Abelian Groups
The (signed duration) domain of SIL has in its basic form the structure of an Abelian
group. The simpliﬁer can help ease reasoning over this domain by making it possible
to reduce any term to its unique normal form automatically.
The simpliﬁer of Isabelle is based on the theory of ordered rewriting [MN90]. A
complete set of reductions [BN98] for Abelian groups exists within this theory; they
are as follows:
s+ t = t+ s, s+ (t+ u) = t+ (s+ u),
(s+ t) + u = s+ (t+ u), s+−s = 0,
0 + s = s, s+ 0 = s,
s+ (−s+ t) = t, −(s+ t) = −s+−t,
−(−s) = s, −0 = 0.
These equalities can all be proved in Isabelle given the four basic axioms deﬁning an
Abelian group.
In [MN90] it is shown that the above ten rewrite rules give a ground complete
rewrite system3 if the constants a1, a2, . . . are strictly ordered as follows: a1 < −a1 <
a2 < −a2 < · · · . Such an ordering can be achieved by a lexicographic path ordering
[BN98] with the following precedence of the symbols: + < − < a1 < a2 < · · · . For
this we keep Isabelle's standard strict ordering a1 < a2 < . . . on constants and extend
it to + < − < a1 < a2 < . . . as follows:
fun ord (Const("op +", _), Const("op +", _)) = EQUAL
| ord (_, Const("op +", _)) = GREATER
| ord (Const("op +", _), _ ) = LESS
| ord (Const("-", _), Const("-", _)) = EQUAL
| ord (_, Const("-", _)) = GREATER
| ord (Const("-", _), _ ) = LESS
| ord (f,g) = hd_ord (f,g);
where hd_ord is Isabelle's standard ordering on constants.
The standard lexicographic ordering on terms used in Isabelle is not a path or-
dering and we thus have to redeﬁne it; the lexicographic path ordering induced by
ord can be deﬁned as follows [BN98]:
3A system where any ground term can be rewritten to its unique normal form.
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fun lpo (Abs (_, T, t), Abs(_, U, u)) =
(case lpo (t, u) of EQUAL => typ_ord (T, U) | ord => ord)
| lpo (t, u) =
let val (f, ts) = strip_comb t and (g, us) = strip_comb u in
if forall (fn ti => lpo (ti,u) = LESS) ts
then case ord(f,g) of
GREATER => if forall (fn ui => lpo (t,ui) = GREATER) us
then GREATER else LESS
| EQUAL => if forall (fn ui => lpo (t,ui) = GREATER) us
then list_ord lpo (ts,us) else LESS
| LESS => LESS
else GREATER
end
fun ag_termless (t,u) = (lpo (u,t) = GREATER);
Note that we do not have variables explicitly present in the ordering as they are
regarded as special constants in Isabelle.
Setting up the Simpliﬁer
The simpliﬁer is set up as indicated above by modifying it for use for labelled sim-
pliﬁcation (which among other things means adding the congruence rule concerning
the ON judgment to the simpliﬁcation set). Furthermore, the complete set of rewrite
rules for Abelian groups is added to the standard simpliﬁcation set and, importantly,
the correct term ordering (ag_termless) is set.
Utilizing the rules deﬁning the ri/cf judgments, (conditional) meta rewrite rules
can be proved:
"(RI ~P) == RI P";
"RI P ==> (RI P&Q) == RI Q";
"RI P ==> (RI P^Q) == RI Q";
"RI s ==> (RI s=t) == RI t";
"(CF ~P) == CF P";
"CF P ==> (CF P&Q) == CF Q";
and so on for all remaining connectives/symbols. These rewrite rules are all added
to the standard simpliﬁcation set.
Finally, standard FOL rewrite rules (as mentioned in Section 7.4) are proved in
the labelled system and added to the simpliﬁcation set as well.
There are more (technical) details to the actual setting up of the simpliﬁer  we
have here merely given a overview.
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8.1.3 Extensions to Labelled SIL
In this section we consider how the extensions to the LND system for SIL, as discussed
in Section 6.2, have been encoded in Isabelle.
Totally Ordered Inﬁnite Field
In the case of the total order we ﬁrst have to deﬁne the appropriate binary relations:
"<=" :: "[D, D] => o" (infixl 50)
"<" :: "[D, D] => o" (infixl 50)
less_def "s < t == (s <= t & s ~= t)"
The necessary axioms for the total order can now be stated:
orefl "<i,j>:s<=s"
otran "[| <i,j>:s<=t; <i,j>:t<=u |] ==> <i,j>:s<=u"
oanti "[| <i,j>:s<=t; <i,j>:t<=s |] ==> <i,j>:s=t"
oline "<i,j>:s<=t | t<=s"
ocong "<i,j>:s<=t ==> <i,j>:s+u<=t+u"
The Archimedian axioms are straightforward:
oinfd "<i,j>:EX s. s < t"
oinfu "<i,j>:EX s. t < s"
Finally, the extension to a ﬁeld is handled by the below deﬁnitions:
"`" :: D => D ("(_`)" [90] 90)
"*" :: [D, D] => D (infixl 70)
zlo "<i,j>:0 < 1"
mcom "<i,j>:s * t = t * s"
mass "<i,j>:(s * t) * u = s * (t * u)"
midn "<i,j>:s * 1 = s"
minv "<i,j>:s~=0 ==> <i,j>:s * s` = 1"
mdis "<i,j>:s * (t + u) = s * t + s * u"
mocong "[| <i,j>:0<u; <i,j>:s<=t |] ==> <i,j>:s*u<=t*u"
iocong "<i,j>:0<s ==> <i,j>:0<s`"
Note how we have to explicitly state that 0 < 1.
Signed Duration Calculus
To encode SDC we have to deﬁne a type for state expressions as well as the duration-
function ∫ mapping state formulas to elements of the duration domain:
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types
s
consts
dur :: "s => D"
The (Boolean) operators occurring in state formulas are deﬁned straightforwardly:
TOP :: s
BOT :: s
NOT :: "s => s" ("NOT _" [25] 25)
AND :: "[s, s] => s" (infixr 20)
OR :: "[s, s] => s" (infixr 15)
IMP :: "[s, s] => s" (infixr 10)
IFF :: "[s, s] => s" (infixr 10)
The abbreviation dSe is deﬁned as well:
high :: "s => o" ("(`_`)")
high_def "`S` == dur(S) = len & len ~= 0"
We have now come to the SDC axioms and rules. They are basically deﬁned as
discussed in Section 6.2.2:
DA1 "<i,j>:dur(BOT) = 0"
DA2 "<i,j>:dur(TOP) = len"
DA3a "<i,j>:len <= 0 ==> <i,j>:dur(S) <= 0"
DA3b "<i,j>:0 <= len ==> <i,j>:0 <= dur(S)"
DA4 "<i,j>:dur(S1) + dur(S2) = dur(S1 OR S2) + dur(S1 AND S2)"
DA5 "[| <i,k>:dur(S)=s; <k,j>:dur(S)=t; RI s; RI t |]
==> <i,j>:dur(S)=s+t"
DA6 "<k,l>:ST (S1 IFF S2) ==> <i,j>:dur(S1) = dur(S2)"
IRr "[| <i,j>:len=0 --> P; <i,j>:P|^|`S` --> P;
<i,j>:P|^|`NOT S` --> P |] ==> <i,j>:P"
IRl "[| <i,j>:len=0 --> P; <i,j>:`S`|^|P --> P;
<i,j>:`NOT S`|^|P --> P |] ==> <i,j>:P"
The deﬁnition of the axiom DA6 requires some explanation. In Section 4.3.1 it is
formulated as follows:
DA6: ∫S1 = ∫S2 if S1 ↔ S2 in propositional logic.
Hence, the sidecondition has to be formulated an appropriate way in Isabelle.
One approach would be to deﬁne a complete propositional logic over the state
type s from scratch. But this would be somewhat cumbersome as we already have a
propositional logic as part of our main SIL logic. What we choose to do is to deﬁne
a coercion ST from s to o, together with appropriate equivalences:
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ST :: "s => o" ("(ST _)")
STTOP "ST TOP == True"
STBOT "ST BOT == False"
STNOT "ST (NOT P) == ~(ST P)"
STAND "ST (P AND Q) == (ST P) & (ST Q)"
STOR "ST (P OR Q) == (ST P) | (ST Q)"
STIMP "ST (P IMP Q) == (ST P) --> (ST Q)"
STIFF "ST (P IFF Q) == (ST P) <-> (ST Q)"
If these equivalences are added to the simpliﬁer, we can, after having resolved with
DA6, automatically convert a state formula to a propositional SIL formula which
then is decidable by means of the classical reasoner. This process can be encapsulated
completely in a tactic, thus making the coercion ST invisible to the user.
For further convenience, we add rewrite rules to the simpliﬁer such as the follow-
ing:
"<i,j>:dur(Q OR (P IMP R)) = dur(P IMP Q OR R)"
"<i,j>:dur(NOT (P AND Q)) = dur(NOT P OR NOT Q)"
"<i,j>:`P OR P OR Q` <-> `P OR Q`"
"<i,j>:`(P OR Q) OR R` <-> `P OR (Q OR R)`"
8.1.4 Isabelle/LSIL as a General Framework
In this section we consider the encoding of ITL and NL on top of Isabelle/LSIL. The
theoretical aspects of this were discussed in Section 6.3.2.
ITL
We ﬁrst need to deﬁne the abbreviated modality |_| :
"|^|" :: "[o, o] => o" (infixr 38)
chopsub_def "P|^|Q == (P & fwd)^(Q & fwd)"
I- and E-rules can now be derived in Isabelle: 4
Goal "[| <i,k>:fwd; <k,j>:fwd; <i,k>:P; <k,j>:Q |] ==> <i,j>:P|^|Q";
Goal "[| <i,j>:P|^|Q; <i,j>:fwd; !!k. [| <i,k>:P; <k,j>:Q;
<i,k>:fwd; <k,j>:fwd|] ==> <l,m>:R |] ==> <l,m>:R";
4To emphasize that a rule is derived  in contrast to being stated as an axiom  we will
show the Goal command submitted to Isabelle. We will leave out the actual proof, though. This
convention will be used for the rest of the thesis.
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First the deﬁnitions of the abbreviated modalities r and l:
srn :: o => o ("<R>_" [50] 50)
sln :: o => o ("<L>_" [50] 50)
srn_def "<R>P == True^(len=0 & (P^bwd))"
sln_def "<L>P == (len=0 & (bwd^P))^True"
Then the derived I-/E-rules:
Goal "[|<i,j>:fwd; <j, k>: fwd; <j,k>: P |] ==> <i,j>: <R>P";
Goal "[| <i,j>:<R>P; <i,j>:fwd; !!k. [| <j,k>: fwd; <j,k>: P |]
==> <m,n>:R |] ==> <m,n>:R";
Goal "[|<i,j>:fwd; <k, i>:fwd; <k,i>:P|] ==> <i,j>: <L>P";
Goal "[| <i,j>:<L>P; <i,j>:fwd; !!k. [| <k,i>: fwd; <k,i>: P |]
==> <m,n>:R |] ==> <m,n>:R";
8.1.5 The Classical Reasoner
The generality and expandability of the classical reasoner was discussed in Section 7.3.
Since Isabelle/LSIL includes classical propositional logic and is formulated in a nat-
ural deduction style, the classical reasoner can be instantiated for it. In doing this
(besides the propositional rules) we add I-/E-rules for _ and ` as well as the axiom
zero.
The use of the reasoner is in the spirit of [Pau97]: When additional modalities
are deﬁned, say, |_| as considered above, the derived I-/E-rules are added directly
to the classical reasoner. Reasoning is thus done on a higher level of abstraction as
the deﬁnitions (almost) never need to be expanded.
8.2 Sequent Calculus
In this section we give an overview of the encoding in Isabelle of the sequent calculus
for SIL as discussed in Chapter 5.
The basics of deﬁning sequent based logics in Isabelle were considered in Sec-
tion 7.1.1.
8.2.1 Encoding the Sequent Calculus for SIL
The encoding of the sequent calculus for SIL can be based almost directly on the
basic FOL sequent calculus encoding since we do not have to introduce any new
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types (contrary to the LND encoding). The basic judgment is unchanged too, i.e., it
is the coercion mapping sequents to meta-level truth values (cf. Section 7.1.1).
The deﬁnition in Isabelle of operators, modalities and symbols of SIL is completely
similar to that of the LND system. Additionally, we deﬁne the unary modalities 2
and 3 as considered in Section 5.1:
dia :: o => o ("<>_" [50] 50)
box :: o => o ("[]_" [50] 50)
dia_def "<>P == True^P^True"
box_def "[]P == ~(<>(~P))"
In Section 5.1 the sequent rules are formulated in such a way that the sidecon-
ditions concerning rigidity and chop-freeness are given on the meta-level. In the
Isabelle encoding we have to make these a part of the system itself. We do this in the
exact same way as in the case of the LND system, thus we deﬁne the two judgments
RI and CF, together with all deﬁning rules, as in Section 8.1.1.
The propositional sequent calculus rules are those of Section 7.1.1. The quantiﬁer
rules get the following form (because of the ri/cf judgments):
allR "(!!x. RI x ==> $H |- $E, P(x), $F)
==> $H |- $E, ALL x. P(x), $F"
allLRI "[| RI x; $H, P(x), $G, ALL x. P(x) |- $E |]
==> $H, ALL x. P(x), $G |- $E"
allLCF "[| CF P(x); $H, P(x), $G, ALL x. P(x) |- $E |]
==> $H, ALL x. P(x), $G |- $E"
exRRI "[| RI x; $H |- $E, P(x), $F, EX x. P(x) |]
==> $H |- $E, EX x. P(x), $F"
exRCF "[| CF P(x); $H |- $E, P(x), $F, EX x. P(x) |]
==> $H |- $E, EX x. P(x), $F"
exL "(!!x. RI x ==> $H, P(x), $G |- $E)
==> $H, EX x. P(x), $G |- $E"
The encoding of the S4 modal rules (cf. Section 3.4) is not completely straight-
forward. The special sideconditions embedded in the rules (concerning 2 and 3)
have to be handled somehow. Our approach to this is inspired by the principles of
the (undocumented) modal object-logics distributed with Isabelle. This means that
we handle the side conditions of the rules (R2′′), (L3′′) and (LRM) by means of a
certain set of Horn clauses:
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lstar0 "|L>"
lstar1 "$G |L> $H ==> []P, $G |L> []P, $H"
lstar2 "$G |L> $H ==> P, $G |L> $H"
rstar0 "|R>"
rstar1 "$G |R> $H ==> <>P, $G |R> <>P, $H"
rstar2 "$G |R> $H ==> P, $G |R> $H"
These Horn clauses deﬁne two relations between sequences, where, e.g., $G |L> $H
iﬀ $H only contains formulas of the form []P and all formulas of $H also are in $G.
Similarly for $G |R> $H but now for formulas of the form <>P. Given this, we can
formulate the S4 rules as follows:
boxR "[| $E |L> $E'; $F |R> $F'; $G |R> $G';
$E' |- $F', P, $G'|] ==> $E |- $F, []P, $G"
boxRRI "[| RI P; $E' |- $F', P, $G'|] ==> $E |- $F, []P, $G"
boxL "$E, P, $F |- $G ==> $E, []P, $F |- $G"
diaR "$E |- $F, P, $G ==> $E |- $F, <>P, $G"
diaL "[| $E |L> $E'; $F |L> $F'; $G |R> $G';
$E', P, $F' |- $G'|] ==> $E, <>P, $F |- $G"
diaLRI "[| RI P; $E', P, $F' |- $G'|] ==> $E, <>P, $F |- $G"
The remaining sequent rules concerning _ and ` are deﬁned as expected based
on the deﬁnitions in Section 5.1.
8.2.2 The Simpliﬁer
As the sequent calculus encoding is non-labelled we do not have the problem concern-
ing labelled simpliﬁcation. But we have a related problem which must be addressed
for the simpliﬁer to be more ﬂexible.
In the FOL sequent calculus distributed with Isabelle, the following congruence
rule is included:
left_cong "[| P == P'; |- P' ==> ($H |- $F) == ($H' |- $F') |]
==> (P, $H |- $F) == (P', $H' |- $F')"
This rule is used for extracting rewrite rules from the antecedent of the sequent for
use in the succedent. In other words, if this rule is not included, potentiel rewrite
rules of the antecedent are unavailable.
Unfortunately, this congruence rule is generally not sound for modal logics. It is
sound though, if all formulas of the sequent contain no modalities. What is partic-
ularly useful, is the case where all formulas are of the form s = t. For this case, we
add the following sound congruence rule:
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left_atom_cong "[| P, $H |= $F;
P == P'; |- P' ==> ($H |- $F) == ($H' |- $F') |]
==> (P, $H |- $F) == (P', $H' |- $F')"
where the judgment |= makes sure that all formulas have the form s = t. The
judgment is deﬁned in terms of Horn clauses similarly to the way the S4 sideconditions
above were handled:
AseqE "|="
AseqL "$G |= $H ==> s=t,$G |= $H"
AseqR "$G |= $H ==> $G |= s=t,$H"
The left_atom_cong rule is only added to the simpliﬁer when used with a special
simpliﬁcation tactic atom_simp_tac which ﬁrst strips the sequent of all formulas not
of the form s = t, then simpliﬁes the sequent making sure to prove the judgments |=
(by means of the subgoaler ) along the way.
In the case of the reﬂection rules, there are no surprises concerning their deﬁni-
tions:
eq_reflection "|- x=y ==> (x==y)"
iff_reflection "|- P<->Q ==> (P==Q)"
Finally, simpliﬁcation for Abelian groups is handled in essentially the same way
as for the LND system.
8.2.3 The SIL Reasoner
The classical reasoner can not handle logics formulated in sequent calculus style (cf.
Section 7.3). Isabelle is distributed with a much less developed reasoner for use with
sequent calculus logics. Unfortunately, this reasoner is not ﬂexible enough to be
able to handle the extensions necessary for modal logics, in particular automatically
taking care of the sideconditions formulated as Horn clauses.
We therefore write our own reasoner speciﬁcally coined at the sequent calculus
encoding of SIL. The basic look and feel of the classical reasoner is tried duplicated,
e.g., by making it possible to remove/add rules to the reasoner in a uniform way.
Furthermore, it is written so as to take care of the above mentioned sideconditions,
as well as the sideconditions concerning ri/cf, in a transparent way.
Finally, as in the case of the classical reasoner for the LND system, when new
(deﬁned) modalities are introduced, L-/R-rules for these are added (if possible).
This is in particular interesting if they satisfy the chop-subformula as discussed in
Section 5.1.1.
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8.3 Related Work
We will in this section discuss related work on encodings of modal and interval logics
in Isabelle  as well as other theorem provers.
8.3.1 Modal Logic
In Chapter 3 we discussed how it in general was inherently diﬃcult to deﬁne nice
proof systems for modal logics (with the notable exception of Hilbert systems). This
diﬃculty is of course no less present when trying to encode a modal logic system in
a theorem prover.
An attempt which considers both theoretical and practical aspects is [AHMP92],
where a natural deduction encoding of S4 is considered. Formulas are split in two
syntactic categories which makes a sound encoding possible. Unfortunately, this
approach is not easily generalized, hence it is not clear how to encode, e.g., S5.
Parts of our sequent calculus encoding of SIL were inspired by the undocumented
modal logic encodings distributed with Isabelle (for K, T, S4 and S5). These encod-
ings are reasonable despite the somewhat cumbersome handling of the sideconditions.
Finally, the LND encoding of SIL was inspired by the LND encodings of some of
the simple modal logics (K, T, S4 and S5) as discussed in [BMV97, BMV98a, Vig00].
A prominent feature of these encodings is their modularity, which means that one
logic can be deﬁned as a conservative extension of another  corresponding to the
deﬁnition of the simple modal logics in Hilbert systems.
8.3.2 Interval Logic
The ﬁrst substantial attempt at encoding ITL and DC in a theorem prover was that
of Skakkebæk [SS94, Ska94a]. There, a semantic encoding is carried out in PVS
[OSR93], giving PC/DC.
As the encoding is semantic, reasoning is done directly in the higher-order meta-
logic of PVS. This essentially means that not much work on a logical presentation
for ITL/DC is necessary  much of the eﬀort of [Ska94a] is on developing a conve-
nient front-end to PVS giving the illusion of reasoning directly in ITL/DC. This is
not always successful and the user must therefore have a considerable knowledge of
the meta-logic to prove given formulas. These aspects are not present in syntactic
encodings such as those discussed in this chapter. On the other hand, the semantic
encoding gives a great advantage in connection with the use of decision procedures
(which are an integral part of PVS). This is, e.g., the case for the use of a decision
procedure for arithmetic (SVC) but Skakkebæk also implements a decision procedure
for a simple subset of DC. This decidable subset of DC was found in [ZHS93] where
a number of undecidability results were discussed as well. The latter results indicate
that it is not likely that more complicated decidable subsets of DC exist.
Two small case-studies are conducted in PC/DC in [Ska94a]; one concerning a
simple gas burner, another concerning a railway crossing. A case-study concerning
properties of a steam boiler is carried out in PC/DC in [Hei99]. Extending PC/DC
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with a theory for traces, a proof of Fischer's mutual exclusion protocol is carried out
in [PH97].
In [MXW96], NL and MVC [ZL94] are semantically encoded in PVS. This work
is inspired by, and has a lot in common with, the work of Skakkebæk.
Finally, on a somewhat diﬀerent note, we want to mention the system Tempura
[Mos86]. Tempura is not a theorem prover but a programming language based on a
subset of discrete ITL. In [Mos86] a interpreter for Tempura is discussed.
Isabelle
The work most closely related to what have been discussed in this chapter is that
of Heilmann [Hei99]. Heilmann considers an encoding of ITL and DC in Isabelle
(Isabelle/DC) using a sequent calculus system. (He does not consider LND systems.)
His encoding has many similarities with our sequent calculus encoding of SIL (as
discussed in Section 8.2) but also some notable diﬀerences. These diﬀerences are
mainly due to variations in the theoretical foundations. Heilmann bases his encoding
on the FOL sequent calculus encoding of Isabelle, on top of which he simply adds
the Hilbert axioms and rules for ITL and DC as is. In other words, he does not
include any proof theoretical considerations concerning interval logic as a basis for
his encoding.
Heilmann does include a modiﬁed reasoner for his sequent calculus as well as
making additions to the simpliﬁer. The automation achieved hereby makes up for
some of the drawbacks of what is (in many respects) a modiﬁed Hilbert presentation
for ITL/DC.
An interesting part of Heilmann's encoding, though, is the incorporation of the
SVC decision procedure for arithmetic as well as the decision procedure for a subset
of DC (as discussed above in connection with PVS). Unfortunately, Isabelle is not as
well-suited for this as PVS.
The steam boiler case-study mentioned above is also conducted in the Isabelle
encoding of [Hei99]. This requires the introduction of many new types and constructs
which unfortunately thwarts the Isabelle encoding considerably. (An approach which,
perhaps, would yield a nicer encoding is discussed in Section 9.7.)
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Applications
In this chapter we discuss how properties of a number of examples (small case-studies)
have been formulated and proved using the Isabelle encodings of the previous chapter.
The examples are discussed/mentioned in [Ras01c].
Our goal is to test the encodings: How (in)convenient are they to reason in?
Which is best? What could be done better? And how?
We start in Section 9.1 by brieﬂy discussing necessary initial developments for
the use of the encodings. Then, in Sections 9.2 through 9.5, we consider a number of
examples concerning properties of a converse modality, an oscillator, a gas burner
and the deadline driven scheduler. In Section 9.6 we discuss the lessons learned and
identify strengths and weaknesses. We then in Section 9.7 sketch how the use of
Isabelle/HOL would increase the scalability of the approach. Finally, in Section 9.8
we conclude and give directions for future work.
9.1 Initial Developments
The previous chapter gave an overview of the deﬁnitions, constructs, etc., necessary
for encoding SIL in both a sequent calculus system and a LND system in Isabelle.
Furthermore, in case of the LND system, an overview of encoding SDC, ITL, DC
and NL was given as well.
For actually using these encodings, many basic results (i.e., theorems and derived
rules) must be established. We already hinted at this in the previous chapter, when,
e.g., in connection with setting up the simpliﬁer, we mentioned how many results
should be proved and added to the simpliﬁer.
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We also need derived rules for the basic connectives as well as the abbreviated
modalities. In the case of the sequent calculus encoding we, e.g., derive L- and R-rules
for ∧ as follows (note that more general rules with no ` constraints are unsound):
Goal "[| RI x; $D, P^(Q & len=x), R^(Q & len=x), $F |- $E |]
==> $D, (P&R)^(Q & len=x), $F |- $E";
Goal "[| RI x; $E |- $G, P^(Q & len=x), $F;
$E |- $G, R^(Q & len=x), $F |]
==> $E |- $G, (P&R)^(Q & len=x), $F";
It should be noted that these rules satisfy the chop-subformula property discussed
in Section 5.1.1, thus making them suitable for use in the SIL reasoner. Many other
rules concerning the interplay between _ and the Boolean operators as well as ` are
also derived.
In the case of the LND encoding we have already mentioned how we derive I- and
E-rules for abbreviated modalities such as |_| . Other useful abbreviated modalities
are:
ssub :: "o => o" ("<S>_" [50] 50)
asub :: "o => o" ("[S]_" [50] 50)
ssub_def "<S>P == True|^|P|^|True"
asub_def "[S]P == ~(<S>(~P))"
These two modalities are used to express properties concerning some ( <S>) and all
([S]) subintervals of an interval. I-/E-rules are derived and in the case of, e.g., <S>
we get:
Goal "[| <i,k>:fwd; <k,l>:P; <k,l>:fwd; <l,j>:fwd |] ==> <i,j>:<S>P";
Goal "[| <i,j>:<S>P; <i,j>:fwd; !!k l. [| <i,k>:fwd; <k,l>:P;
<k,l>:fwd; <l,j>:fwd |] ==> <m,n>:R |] ==> <m,n>:R";
We also need very basic theorems concerning ` such as the following which sep-
arates the ` and the ordering ≤:
Goal "RI s ==> <i,j>:s<=len <-> (EX x. len=x & s<=x)";
Utilizing this theorem we can now prove useful rules such as:
Goal "[| RI s; RI t; <i,k>:s<=len; <k,j>:t<=len |] ==> <i,j>:s+t<=len";
To prove such a theorem we have to manipulate the formulas concerning len until
we end up with a purely arithmetic property, which in this case is
x ≤ y ∧ z ≤ u→ x+ z ≤ y + u.
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When working in the abstract domain setting of totally ordered inﬁnite ﬁelds, we
have to proof this property by hand as well. This can be tedious at times. We will
return to this point in Section 9.6.
Although the above example is formulated in the LND system, similar theorems
must be proved in the sequent calculus system too.
9.2 The Converse Modality
In this section we will consider a particular example in greater detail. The example
is useful for illustrating some important diﬀerences between reasoning in the sequent
calculus system and in the LND system.
In Section 4.1.5, the connections between SIL and arrow logic/relation algebra
were discussed. The results relied on the capability to deﬁne an abbreviated unary
modality −1 (read: converse) in SIL which reverses the direction of an interval:
φ−1 =̂ (∃x)( (` = x) ∧ ( (` = 0) ∧ (` = x)_φ )_true ),
where x is some variable not free in φ. As mentioned in Section 4.1.5, it is straight-
forward to semantically show that φ−1 is satisﬁed on an interval (i, j) iﬀ φ is satisﬁed
on the interval (j, i).
In this section we will consider proving some simple properties of −1:
1) (φ−1)−1 ↔ φ,
2) (φ_ψ)−1 ↔ (ψ−1_φ−1).
The fact that these properties hold are not surprising considering the relationship to
arrow logic and relational algebra.
9.2.1 Labelled Natural Deduction
In this section we consider proving 1) and 2) in the LND system for SIL.
A crucial observation is that we can derive I-/E-rules for −1:
(i, j) : φ
(j, i) : φ−1
−1I
(i, j) : φ−1
(j, i) : φ
−1E .
Utilizing these rules, the proofs of 1) and 2) become much simpler. First, we will
discuss the proof of −1I in some detail.
Pen and Paper Proof
We start by giving an informal pen and paper proof of −1I.
We want to show (j, i) : φ−1 (read: φ−1 holds on the signed interval (j, i)) under
the assumption (i, j) : φ. We divide the proof in three parts.
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A. First, we notice that any interval has a length; assume the length of (j, i) is a,
i.e., (j, i) : ` = a. Thus, after expanding the deﬁnition of −1 and instantiating
the existential quantiﬁer, we are left with proving
(j, i) : ((` = 0) ∧ (` = a)_φ)_true.
This can be illustrated as follows:
true
i jk
ﬀ
` = 0 ∧ (` = a)_φ
B. Hence, we have to ﬁnd a k such that (k, i) : true and (j, k) : (` = 0)∧ (` = a)_φ.
Since true holds on any interval and ` = 0 only holds on point intervals we take
k to be j and thus have to prove that (j, j) : (` = a)_φ, viz.
` = a
m j
ﬀ
φ
m j
-
C. Hence, we now have to ﬁnd an m such that (j,m) : ` = a and (m, j) : φ. But
(j, i) : ` = a and we are thus done as (i, j) : φ by assumption.
Isabelle Proof
We will now consider a proof of −1I in Isabelle/LSIL.
We deﬁne −1 straightforwardly in Isabelle as follows:
conv :: o => o
conv_def "conv(P) == (EX x. (len=x) & (len=0 & (len=x)^P)^True)"
Thus, φ−1 is written conv(P).
First, we need two simple lemmas (very easily derivable),
len_ex "(<i,j>:EX x. len=x ==> <i,j>:P) ==> <i,j>:P";
TrueI "<i,j>:True";
saying, respectively, that any interval has some length and that true holds on any
interval.
The following proof of −1I is taken verbatim1 from an Isabelle session. We start
by stating the goal:
1With the omission of some diagnostic output and minor pretty-printing.
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> Goalw [conv_def] "<i,j>:P ==> <j,i>:conv(P)";
<i,j> : P ==> <j,i> : conv(P)
1. <i,j> : P ==> <j,i> : EX x. len = x & (len = 0 & len = x ^ P) ^ True
Note how the deﬁnition of conv is expanded as indicated in the statement of the
goal (via [conv_def]). We now successively reﬁne subgoals by applying resolution
tactics using suitable rules, possibly solving subgoals by assumption. We divide the
proof in three parts corresponding to the pen and paper proof.
A.
> by (resolve_tac [len_ex] 1);
1. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : EX x. len = x |]
==> <j,i> : EX x. len = x & (len = 0 & len = x ^ P) ^ True
> by (eresolve_tac [exE] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; RI x; <j,i> : len = x |]
==> <j,i> : EX x. len = x & (len = 0 & len = x ^ P) ^ True
> by (eresolve_tac [exIRI] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |]
==> <j,i> : len = x & (len = 0 & len = x ^ P) ^ True
> by (resolve_tac [conjI] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <j,i> : len = x
2. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |]
==> <j,i> : (len = 0 & len = x ^ P) ^ True
B.
> by (assume_tac 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |]
==> <j,i> : (len = 0 & len = x ^ P) ^ True
> by (resolve_tac [chopI] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |]
==> <j,?k4(x)> : len = 0 & len = x ^ P
2. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <?k4(x),i> : True
> by (resolve_tac [TrueI] 2);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |]
==> <j,?k4(x)> : len = 0 & len = x ^ P
> by (resolve_tac [conjI] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <j,?k4(x)> : len = 0
2. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <j,?k4(x)> : len = x ^ P
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C.
> by (resolve_tac [zero] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <j,j> : len = x ^ P
> by (resolve_tac [chopI] 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <j,?k8(x)> : len = x
2. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <?k8(x),j> : P
> by (assume_tac 1);
1. !!x. [| <i,j> : P; <j,i> : len = x |] ==> <i,j> : P
> by (assume_tac 1);
No subgoals!
Notice that the two schematic variables ?k4(x) and ?k8(x) correspond, respec-
tively, to k and m in the pen and paper proof.
It should be clear from the above example that the proofs in Isabelle/LSIL are
very close to the abstraction level of pen and paper reasoning.
Automation
In this section we prove 1) and 2) in Isabelle/LSIL, taking advantage of some of the
search tactics of the classical reasoner. The I- and E-rules for −1, and subsequently
1) and 2), can be proven in one line each using fast_tac/slow_tac:
Goalw [conv_def] "<i,j>:P ==> <j,i>:conv(P)";
by (resolve_tac [len_ex] 1);
by (fast_tac (claset() addEs [exE] addIs [exIRI]) 1);
qed "convI";
Goalw [conv_def] "<i,j>:conv(P) ==> <j,i>:P";
by (slow_tac (claset() addEs [exE]@uniqs@zeros) 1);
qed "convE";
Goal "<i,j>:conv(conv(P)) <-> P";
by (fast_tac (claset() addIs [convI] addDs [convE]) 1);
qed "conv_conv";
Goal "<i,j>:conv(P^Q) <-> conv(Q)^conv(P)";
by (fast_tac (claset() addIs [convI] addDs [convE]) 1);
qed "conv_chop";
A little explanation is required: uniqs contains the two rules S1 and S2 (cf. Sec-
tions 6.1.2 and 8.1.1) whereas zeros contains rules derived from S1/S2 in the cases
where s = 0. Hence, one of the rules of zeros is:
Goal "[| <i,k>:len=0; <k,j>:P |] ==> <i,j>:P";
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The search tactic fast_tac performs a depth-ﬁrst search utilizing the rules of
claset() plus the additional I-/E-rules added explicitly. The tactic slow_tac is a
variation of fast_tac which does backtracking over proof by assumption. This is
sometimes necessary as there might be more possibilities in the list of assumptions if
there are many schematic variables.
The use of the classical reasoner in the above script nicely illustrates the principle
of adding derived rules for abbreviated modalities, such that reasoning takes place
on a higher level of abstraction.
9.2.2 Sequent Calculus
Proving 1) and 2) in the sequent calculus encoding is considerably harder than in the
LND encoding. The most disturbing part is the lack of a simple connection between
the parts of the proof and how a semantic argument would go, cf. the pen and paper
proof above. In particular, it is not possible to refer to the intervals (i, j) in the logic,
hence we cannot derive I-/E-rules for −1.
As a consequence, we basically have to work with the full formula with the −1
deﬁnition expanded. Despite the simple-looking appearance of 1) and 2), if expanded,
e.g., 2) reads as follows:
(∃x)((` = x) ∧ ((` = 0) ∧ (` = x)_(φ_ψ))_true) ↔
((∃x)((` = x) ∧ ((` = 0) ∧ (` = x)_ψ)_true))_
((∃x)((` = x) ∧ ((` = 0) ∧ (` = x)_φ)_true)).
This means that we cannot reason independently of subintervals but have to
collapse them (by means of the axiom ` = s + t ↔ (` = s)_(` = t) and related
techniques). Furthermore, it means that proofs get more complex as it is more
diﬃcult to modularize proofs and separate concerns.
Assuming (and not including) the initial development sketched in Section 9.1,
the proof of 1) and 2) took up a total of approximately 200 lines in the proof script.
This is despite the fact that both the SIL Reasoner and the simpliﬁer were utilized.
Furthermore, not only is the proof longer, it is also less intuitive and took some
ingenuity to complete.
9.3 Oscillator
In this section we consider a small example concerning a liveness property (i.e.,
something not expressible in ITL) of a simple oscillator. The example is discussed in
[Ras99b] where a (detailed) pen and paper proof is carried out in the Hilbert proof
system for SIL.
To be more concrete, the example concerns a very simple oscillator with output
Z. We want to specify that Z oscillates between 0 and 1 forever. We can specify this
abstract liveness property in the following manner:
Spec =̂ 2(3dZe ∧3d¬Ze),
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where 2 and 3 are two abbreviated modalities deﬁned such that 2φ holds on the
current interval iﬀ φ holds on all future intervals and 3φ holds iﬀ φ holds on some
future interval. For a discussion on how these modalities are deﬁned and the reason
behind, see [Ras99a, Ras99b]. We will here not go into the details, the intuition given
should be suﬃcient.
We now want to describe an implementation which satisﬁes the speciﬁcation.
A possible implementation is one where we make sure that Z alternates within a
speciﬁed positive delay δ:
Impl =̂ 2(dZe → ` ≤ δ) ∧2(d¬Ze → ` ≤ δ).
To formally prove the correctness of the implementation with respect to the spec-
iﬁcation is to show that Impl implies Spec.
Below we give the Isabelle syntax of 2 ([F]) and 3 (<F>):
sfut :: "o => o" ("<F>_" [50] 50)
afut :: "o => o" ("[F]_" [50] 50)
Following the usual recipe we derive I- and E-rules for both modalities.
The speciﬁcation and implementation can now be formulated as follows in Is-
abelle/LSIL:
spec :: "s => o" ("(SPEC _)")
impl :: "[s,D] => o" ("(IMPL _ _)")
spec_def "SPEC Z == [F](<F>`Z` & <F>`NOT Z`)"
impl_def "IMPL Z d == [F](`Z` --> len<=d) & [F](`NOT Z` --> len<=d)"
The proof obligation is thus:
Goal "RI d ==> <i,j>:0<d --> ((IMPL Z d) --> (SPEC Z))";
The proof in Isabelle/LSIL utilizes the I- and E- rules for the future modalities to
break up the proof in manageable peaces, taking advantage of the classical reasoner
several places. A number of basic theorems concerning arithmetic, the ` constant
and duration terms have to be proved from scratch. Most of these are of a general
nature, though, which make them likely to be useful in other developments.
Finally, this example is formulated in pure SIL, i.e., both forward and backward
intervals are taken into account. In other words, the modality <F> ([F]) talks about
some (all) signed interval(s). But as the directions of the intervals have no inherent
meaning in the example, this only complicates the proof. It would have been simpler
to formulate the example using, e.g., NL. To conclude, it seems that only if the
directions of intervals have an inherent meaning, should signed intervals be utilized
in the speciﬁcation of a problem.
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9.4 Gas Burner
In this section we will consider an example which is based on the ITL encoding in
Isabelle/LSIL as discussed in Section 8.1.4. The example is the classical Gas Burner
example; the motivating example for the introduction of Duration Calculus [ZHR91].
Consider a gas burner which has to satisfy the following safety requirement: Gas
only leaks (L) from the burner for a twentieth of the time when monitored for at
least one minute, viz.
` ≥ 60→ 20 ∫L ≤ `.
Suppose that a design of the control system for the gas burner assures that 1) gas
is turned oﬀ at most one second after gas has started leaking,
2(dLe → ` ≤ 1),
and 2) gas is not turned on until 30 seconds have elapsed since the gas was leaking,
2((3dLe)_(3d¬Le)_(3dLe)→ ` ≥ 30).
(Here, 2, 3 and _ are the ITL versions of the modalities.)
In Isabelle/LSIL, these criteria can be formulated as follows:
safe :: "s => o" ("(Safe _)")
des1 :: "s => o" ("(Des1 _)")
des2 :: "s => o" ("(Des2 _)")
safe_def "Safe L == 20*dur(L)<=len"
des1_def "Des1 L == [S](`L` --> len<=1)"
des2_def "Des2 L == [S]((<S>`L`)|^|(<S>`NOT L`)|^|(<S>`L`)
--> 30<=len)"
The proof obligation is thus:
Goal "[| <i,j>:fwd; <i,j>:Des1 L; <i,j>:Des2 L; <i,j>:60<=len |]
==> <i,j>:Safe L";
The proof idea is here similar to that of the oscillator  this time working with the
subinterval modalities instead of the future modalities. We still have to prove a
number of basic theorems concerning arithmetic, etc.
What have not been discussed, is what the 20, 30 and 60 in the above Isabelle
encoding actually means. We are basing our development on a totally ordered inﬁnite
ﬁeld, in which only the numerals 0 and 1 are deﬁned. We therefore have to deﬁne a
concrete syntax for additionally numerals:
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syntax
two :: D ("2")
three :: D ("3")
...
ten :: D ("10")
twenty :: D ("20")
thirty :: D ("30")
sixty :: D ("60")
translations
"2" == "1+1"
"3" == "2+1"
...
"10" == "9+1"
"20" == "2*10"
"30" == "3*10"
"60" == "6*10"
This solution is quite ad hoc and clearly not feasible in general  reasoning concern-
ing the numerals become very tedious. If we want to be able to use such numerals
in speciﬁcations we have to develop a theory for this. See Section 9.7.
9.5 Deadline Driven Scheduler
The Deadline Driven Scheduler (DDS) was proposed in [LL73]. The scheduler ad-
ministrates a ﬁnite number of processes sharing a single processor. Each process
periodically requests a constant amount of processor time (the run time) and has the
period as a deadline for completion.
The DDS dynamically assigns priorities to the processes such that a process will
be assigned the highest priority if its deadline for completion is the nearest. At any
given time, the process with the highest priority, which has not yet fulﬁlled its run
time, is chosen to run. Note that diﬀerent processes can have diﬀerent periods such
that their priorities associated with their current deadlines vary dynamically with
diﬀerent intervals.
A necessary and suﬃcient condition for the DDS to be feasible is [LL73]:
∑ Ci
Ti
≤ 1,
where Ci and Ti is the run time and period time for process i, respectively, and
0 < Ci < Ti.
The necessity of this condition is clear whereas the suﬃciency is far from obvious;
[LL73] only gives an informal argument.
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In [ZZ94] the DDS is formalized in DC and a formal proof of correctness is con-
sidered. A state variable Ri is introduced for each process, such that Ri says whether
or not process i is running at any given time. For a given interval of observation the
criteria for correctness can now be speciﬁed in DC as follows:
∫
Ri ≥
⌊
`
Ti
⌋
· Ci.
The proof in [ZZ94] is by hand and many details are left out. It is thus not
clear that all deductions are sound. It would be interesting to perform a rigorous
formalization and prove it correct using Isabelle/LSIL. The full formalization would
be quite complicated and the proof would be a non-trivial undertaking.
Here we just consider a simple property which each process must satisfy and which
can be stated independently for each process: The request of a process for run time
must make sure that the process does not run more than necessary in each period.
For this we assume that for each process there is a state variable Si which is used
to indicate whether, for any given time, the process has a standing request for more
run time.
First, we assume that as long as a process is running it has a standing request for
more run time:
2(dRie → dSie).
Now, assume that the end point of the current interval is the beginning point of
a new period for the process. The following says that if the total run time of the
process in the new period is Ci, then it should not have a standing request for more
run time for the remainder of the period:
¬3r(` ≤ Ti ∧ (
∫
Ri = Ci) |_| dSie).
What we want to show is thus:
2r(` ≤ Ti →
∫
Ri ≤ Ci),
where 2r is deﬁned by 2rφ =̂ ¬(3r(¬φ)) to mean all right neighbourhood intervals.
In Isabelle/LSIL, the ﬁnal theorem to be proved is thus the following:
Goal "[| <i,j>:fwd; <i,j>:0<C; RI C; <i,j>:0<T; RI T;
<i,j>:[A](`R` --> `S`);
<i,j>:~<R>(len<=t & (dur(R)=c)|^|`S`) |]
==> <i,j>:[R](len<=t --> dur(R)<=c)";
Again, we break the proof up according to the modalities utilizing their I-/E-rules and
the classical reasoner. We have to prove some auxiliary basic theorems concerning
duration terms, etc., but many of the theorems proved in connection with the previous
examples can be reused conveniently.
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9.6 Discussion
We will now further discuss the examples considered in this chapter.
The example concerning proving properties 1) and 2) of the converse modality
illustrates nicely the diﬀerence between reasoning in the sequent calculus encoding
for SIL and in Isabelle/LSIL. It should come as no surprise to the reader which of
the encodings is the winner: Isabelle/LSIL.
The length of the proof script in Isabelle/LSIL is much shorther, actually an
order of magnitude shorter, than that of the sequent calculus encoding, and was
furthermore much more intuitive to develop.
The three main reasons for choosing Isabelle/LSIL over the sequent calculus en-
coding are:
• Reasoning in Isabelle/LSIL is much more intuitive; the intervals, which are
part of the logic, can easily be visualized and the connection to the semantics
is much clearer.
• A higher degree of automation is possible in Isabelle/LSIL; this fact owes a lot
to the proper natural deduction system deﬁned for SIL.
• Isabelle is inherently a system for doing reasoning in natural deduction systems;
the sequent calculus encoding can seem less natural to use.
Of course, the converse modality example is very small and not a typical speciﬁca-
tion/veriﬁcation problem. Thus, it would be premature to conclude that everything
is proven so easily in Isabelle/LSIL. We will get back to this point shortly.
For the remainder of this discussion, it will be convenient to introduce the notions
of formula-level and term-level reasoning. Formula-level reasoning is concerned with
formulas and their relationship expressed by operators and modalities whereas term-
level reasoning is concerned with terms and their relationships expressed by =, ≤
and <.
The converse modality example is almost solely a formula-level problem, in partic-
ular is the reasoning with _ central. This puts the ease of reasoning in Isabelle/LSIL
in an additional perspective: The labels (the intervals) of the LND system are crucial
for the simple reasoning with _ as they can be referred to directly  contrary to
the sequent calculus system.
On the other hand, term-level reasoning almost solely takes place on the same
interval, hence the possibility to refer to the intervals is not very important. In other
words, in this case we do not gain much help from the LND system. Furthermore,
much term-level reasoning is not even related to interval logic as such (e.g., pure
arithemtic reasoning).
The distinction between formula- and term-level reasoning is useful when dis-
cussing the three examples: The Oscillator, The Gas Burner and the simple property
of the DDS. All three examples require amounts of both formula- and term-level rea-
soning. In the case of formula-level reasoning, the advantages of the LND system are
obvious. In the case of term-level reasoning we had to go through the same tedious
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reasoning as we would have in the case of the sequent calculus system. Even if a
lot of automation is not possible in parts of the proof it is still intuitively easier to
reason as the proofs are closer to informal pen and paper reasoning, though.
In conclusion, formula-level reasoning is greatly improved by the LND formalism
whereas term-level reasoning still can be quite tedious.
What can be done to improve term-level reasoning? In Section 9.1 we mentioned
how many properties concerning ` required manipulation involving ` followed by
purely arithmetic reasoning. The same is the case for duration terms ∫S. The
reasoning concerning the interval dependent terms ( ` and ∫S) seems unavoidable
whereas arithmetic reasoning (including representation of integer numerals) has great
room for improvement. A solution will be discussed in the following section.
9.7 Isabelle/HOL
Isabelle/HOL [NPW01] is an encoding of Higher-Order Logic in Isabelle. The en-
coding can be thought of as lifting the meta-logic of Isabelle to the object-logic level.
Isabelle/HOL has many similarities with the HOL system [GM93].
Isabelle/HOL is the most well-developed theory of Isabelle. Within it, theories
for natural numbers, integers, reals, sets, maps, relations, functions, datatypes and
much more has been developed. This makes Isabelle/HOL an ideal choice for larger
speciﬁcation/veriﬁcation tasks as many of the concepts taken for granted in informal
speciﬁcations, in many cases exist in Isabelle/HOL already.
We will in this section discuss how we can utilize Isabelle/HOL in the context of
interval logic. More speciﬁcally, we will consider how we can port Isabelle/LSIL to
Isabelle/HOL.
Basically, there are no essential diﬃculties in doing this. The main work to be
done is concerned with ﬁtting the self-contained theory Isabelle/LSIL in the more
complex system Isabelle/HOL. The obstacles include such trivial things as handling
name-clashes, etc.
Below we give the core part of the theory ﬁle used for extending Isabelle/HOL
with a LND system for SIL:
LSILHOL = Real +
types
T
consts
LF :: "[T, T, bool] => prop" ("(<_,_> : (_))" [6,6,5] 4)
RI :: 'a::term => prop ("(RI _)")
CF :: bool => prop ("(CF _)")
chop :: "[bool, bool] => bool" (infixr "^" 38)
len :: real
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We only deﬁne one new type here, namely T. The types for FOL already exist
in Isabelle/HOL; in particular, the type o for formulas is in Isabelle/HOL named
bool. Furthermore, all FOL operators and quantiﬁers are already deﬁned as part of
Isabelle/HOL. Hence, we only deﬁne the chop modality as well as the len constant.
The Real theory of Isabelle/HOL (on which the above theory is based) includes
a development of real arithmetics. Thus, we have deﬁned ` as having the type Real
(we could also have chosen the natural numbers or the integers). We can then take
advantage of a substantial amount of results on arithmetics. Furthermore, a concrete
syntax is deﬁned for (integer) numerals, such that, e.g., 3948234 is written #3948234.
Such numerals can be included as integral parts in arithmetic expressions.
As we are working in a higher-order logic, = is deﬁned for all (logical) types,
including bool. This means that we can do without <-> altogether in Isabelle/HOL.
This approach is a little problematic in connection with SIL, though, because of the
sideconditions (concerning rigidity/chop-freeness) on the substitution rules (as these
should be applicable for = on Booleans as well).
We therefore introduce <-> the classical FOL way:
"<->" :: "[bool, bool] => bool" (infixr 25)
iff_def "P<->Q == (P-->Q) & (Q-->P)"
Now, all axioms and rules of the labelled system can be included as discussed in
Section 8.1.1.
To take advantage of the many theories deﬁned, and theorems proved, in Is-
abelle/HOL, we introduce the following meta-axiom which we can use for importing
theorems into the labelled system:
rigidprop "(RI P) ==> (<i,j>:P) == Trueprop(P)"
Remembering that the validity of a rigid formula is independent of the intervals, this
is clearly sound.
We will now in a little more detail explain how the development of real arithmetic
can help term-level reasoning:
• The theorems we have proven concerning basic arithmetic in the totally ordered
inﬁnite ﬁeld already exist in the theory of the reals  plus many more.
• The simpliﬁer in Isabelle/HOL is more powerful for reasoning on arithmetic.
• Furthermore, Isabelle/HOL includes a tactic ( arith_tac) which calls a simple
decision procedure for linear arithmetic. This is not as powerful as SVC but is
programmed within Isabelle, hence soundness is guaranteed.
As an example, consider proving the following rule (which we brieﬂy considered
in Section 9.1):
Goal "[| RI s; RI t; <i,k>:s<=len; <k,j>:t<=len |] ==> <i,j>:s+t<=len";
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After a little manipulation concerning `, we are left with having to prove the following
simple arithmetic property:
1. !!x xa. [| RI s; RI t; RI x; RI xa; <i,k>:s<=x; <k,j>:t<=xa; ... |]
==> <i,j>:s+t<=x+xa
A tactic can now utilize the axiom rigidprop to turn the labelled formulas into
formulas of type bool. This is possible since, e.g., RI (s<=x) can be shown auto-
matically using the assumptions and the known rules concerning rigidity.
We are then left with a goal of the following form:
1. !!x xa. [| s<=x; t<=xa; ... |] ==> s+t<=x+xa
This goal can be solved automatically by arith_tac, which saves quite some tedious
work and the frustration of having to proof such obvious properties by hand.
In conclusion, the two main reasons for porting Isabelle/LSIL to Isabelle/HOL
are:
1. A very substantial theory development already exists within Isabelle/HOL.
2. Arithmetic reasoning is improved considerably.
Clearly, both these factors are crucial for the scalability of theorem proving for
interval logic formalisms.
9.8 Conclusion
We have in this chapter discussed a number of small examples concerning reasoning in
Isabelle/LSIL. These examples gave a good idea of the kind of reasoning encountered
when using the encoding. In particular, the distinction between formula- and term-
level reasoning (where the latter again can be divided between interval-dependent
and pure arithmetic reasoning) is convenient.
The examples are all fairly small, so the question is, does the approach scale
to larger examples and case-studies? Our claim is, yes, it does  if the port to
Isabelle/HOL is carried out in full.
A good way of supporting this claim would be to mechanize the full proof of
correctness of the Deadline Driven Scheduler. Such a mechanization could fruitfully
be based on the proof in [ZH01] which reﬁnes and clariﬁes that of [ZZ94]; though
still on pen and paper level.
The possibility of using the developments of Isabelle/HOL would be crucial for
the feasibility of the undertaking. We, e.g., have to be able to reason of expressions
such as (cf. Section 9.5):∑ Ci
Ti
≤ 1 and ∫Ri ≥ ⌊ `
Ti
⌋
· Ci,
which requires a substantial development of arithmetic.
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